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Field Leader’s Report 
Peter McCabe, Field Leader 

 
Executive summary  
 
One week prior to our departure the Mawson’s Huts expedition team met as a 
group for the first time. Some of us were strangers and some had crossed Antarctic 
paths before. I had already been in Hobart for five weeks working from the 
Antarctic Division preparing materials for the extension to Sorensen Hut. Two 
weeks before departure, Jon and Steve had also arrived to continue preparations. In 
this final week we packed up our food, field equipment and work materials ready 
for departure. At 2200 on December the 5th, the team were onboard L’Astrolabe 
watching the lights of Hobart disappear on the horizon as we set sail for Cape 
Denison. 
 
Our passage was fairly ice free; there was some congestion of ice around Dumont 
D’Urville (DDU) so the French captain decided to deploy us before heading to 
DDU, which gave us a few bonus days right from the start.  
 
The helicopter cargo operations ran very smoothly, Anne and Michelle remained 
on L’Astrolabe checking off our cargo inventory before catching the last flight to 
our camp.  
 
After setting up camp our first priority was to gain access to Mawson’s Hut. The 
top third of the entry door was exposed, and after a decent day digging a pedestrian 
friendly passage was carved down to the front door which served us well for the 
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duration of our stay. This enabled the immediate start to Michelle and Anne’s work 
inside the hut, and also enabled everyone to begin their respective work programs.  
Data was downloaded from the tiny tag system and whole monitoring system was 
recalibrated. Snow ingress was assessed and full details on the interior work inside 
Mawson’s Hut are available in the material conservator and archaeologist reports. 
We were most interested to inspect the effectiveness of the new roof cladding on 
the main hut, which seemed to provide an excellent barrier over last winter with 
only some small snow deposits recorded in the hut. Anne also spent many days 
conducting a survey of the cape in segments to document any artefact scatter in the 
region. The magnetograph hut and absolute magnetic huts were both only just 
visible when we arrived. 
 
This year’s major project was to double the size of the Sorensen Hut, 
accommodating a new laboratory and a six bunk bedroom. A vast quantity of 
material was required to complete the project, far more than L’Astrolabe could 
accommodate. Subsequently this first cargo drop only delivered materials for the 
sub floor section. A second wave of cargo had been organised through Don 
McIntyre and Orion Expeditions. All of the freezer panels for the new hut were 
pre-packaged in Hobart and sailed down on board the Orion. Blessed with stunning 
weather on the day of their arrival the panels were ferried across from the ship to 
be unloaded on the sea ice in Boat Harbour. The Spirit of Denison sled and quad 
bikes were then used to tow the gear across to Sorensen. The hut was successfully 
completed to lock up stage and completely tied down for the coming winter. With 
only five weeks in total on the ice there was some concern that we would run short 
of time, but the combination of long days and phenomenal weather saw us moving 
into the new rooms and out of the tents a week before our final departure. 
 
This was the first time a qualified electrician had been part of the team. Steve’s 
program was to develop a new wiring system that would replace the extension 
leads and lead lights that have been used in the past. Both the old and new 
structures at Sorensen Hut now have professionally fitted power points and 
fluorescent tube lights. The power system combines the use of solar, wind and 
petrol generators, with the ability to alternate between each energy resource. On a 
clear day computers can be charged and lights can be run well into the night on the 
12volt solar. A new Dunlite 5.8kva generator was purchased by the Foundation and 
used this year with the intention of needing a large power output for some of the 
laboratory equipment in the future. Although providing ample power for our tools 
and equipment it did consume far more fuel than the smaller 2.5kva Honda already 
on site. The Dunlite will prove its worth once the oven and fume hood equipment is 
used in the lab, but for conservation of fuel it is recommended to use the smaller 
generator for general use. 
 
There were two photographic programs in progress this season. Peter Morse used a 
combination of camera equipment to record images inside the hut and also of the 
surrounding Cape Denison. The two main image forms he was processing was 
stereoscopic and 360 degree. Both can be used for virtual reality projection and the 
360 degree images from inside Mawson’s Hut provide amazing detail, and will be 
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an excellent tool for conservation decisions to be made without actually being in 
the Antarctic. It also delivers a lounge chair tour of the hut and surrounds for those 
with an interest in the area that are unable to visit the site.  
 
The other photographic work was undertaken by artist Brett Jarrett, who collected 
thousands of images of the local wildlife to gather subject matter for an exhibition 
of paintings in the coming years. In his travels he found a rare Leucistic Adelie 
penguin, this pale little creature was born with very low melanin levels which gave 
it a cream completion where it should have been black.  Brett was also the official 
photographer, documenting work progress and gathering images for sponsors. He 
also gave Granholm hut a camouflaged paint job to help it blend into the 
environment.   

 
The famous leucistic penguin photographed by Brett Jarrett 
 
The team also installed a tide gauge in collaboration with a French / Australian tide 
gauge program to calculate the sea level in boat harbour. This is the first time that 
the sea level has been properly recorded since Mawson’s team in 1912. See further 
information in Jon Tucker’s report. 
 
We were visited on three occasions by tourist ships. First was the Spirit of Enderby 
on December 17th. On board was Emlyn Thomas, one of Sir Douglas Mawson’s 
grandsons, who brought along memorabilia including one of Mawson’s balaclavas 
bearing the Jaeger brand that also appeared on our badged sleaves. The Orion 
visited us on December 20th delivering our freezer panels as their guests enjoyed 
some supreme Cape Denison weather. Orion visited once again on January 7th, and 
again on January 23rd. The latter visit was after we left with conditions not so 
favourable. But Don McIntyre managed to get ashore and reboot the tiny tag 
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system which had mysteriously stopped transmitting the day after we left. 
Relations with the tourist groups are very firm, and the Orion team especially were 
wonderful in helping us out with some logistical issues. The team was openly 
invited to board both vessels for warm showers and restaurant dining in return for 
all our hard digging in gaining access to the hut. Anne and Michelle worked with 
the tourists and guide attending the tours through the hut.  
 
This was also the first year for an official expedition blog site. Peter Morse set up 
the site which proved highly successful. Daily sitreps, personal accounts and small 
picture files were all able to be posted to the blog site. A link was placed on the 
Foundation’s website and became a wonderful way for family, friends and general 
public to keep up to date with our activities. It will become a perpetual site with 
each trip now and it’s sure to gain more exposure, providing an added attraction for 
the team sponsors. 
 
Additional works this season included: 

 The construction of a platform under Sorensen hut for gas bottle storage 
 Servicing of the quads including replacing two wheels and one trailer tyre 
 Installation of a permanent aerial for the Iridium phone on Sorensen Hut 
 Servicing to the automatic weather station 
 Comprehensive inventories of equipment in Sorensen and Granholm Huts 
 Successfully returned all cage pallets back to Australia on our return 

voyage. 
 

Further recommendations are categorised in the field leaders report, but as a 
general overview this report recommends: 

 The completion of the lab interior and installation of equipment for 
conservation artefacts from the hut 

 Additional upgrades to Sorensen Hut and apple 
 A user guide for living at Sorensen Hut be developed for briefing teams in 

the future 
 Expeditions continue to be conducted in the months of December and 

January 
 Helicopter operations using cage pallets should be favoured over internal 

loading to provide optimum efficiency  
 
The team flew out of Cape Denison and back to L’Astrolabe around mid night on 
the 15th of January. Once again operations were smooth and a strong bond has been 
made between the Mawson’s Huts Foundation and the French, which should serve 
us well for logistical negotiations in the future. On the homeward journey we 
visited Dumont D’Urville and were shown warm hospitality, and spent one evening 
presenting them a slide show of our activities around at Cape Denison.  
 
In conclusion it is worth reiterating how well the team worked together; the time 
frame was tight for this year’s program and could not have been achieved without a 
committed team effort.  
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Field Leader’s Report 
Peter McCabe, Field Leader 
 
Full report 
 
It was my pleasure to accept the field leader position for this year’s expedition. The 
works program this year was extensive and very weather critical. But with an 
ambitious and skilled team great things were achieved, and I was proud to be part 
of the whole production. Rob Easther was once again pivotal in moulding the 
expedition, selecting the team and overcoming some logistical challenges as they 
arose. He also provided a consistent communications link with us working away 
behind the scenes, with our numerous questions and requests.  
 
My seven companions were all wonderful problem solvers and professionals in 
their fields. In the week prior to our departure we all worked side by side to pack 
building materials load food and attend briefings. As with most jobs in the 
Antarctic, the weather by and large, governs the working hours. With our stunning 
run of almost endless sunshine, the team displayed extraordinary stamina, 
capitalising on the clear days resulting in the wonderful productivity of this season. 
 
An incredible amount of work is required every year to organise a conservation trip 
to Cape Denison. To the Mawson’s Huts Foundation I would like to send my 
gratitude to David Jensen and Greg Holland and Rob Easther for all their efforts 
before, during and after our arrival home, we all felt an important part of a 
privileged group. To the Australian Antarctic Division, thank you to Bruce Hull 
and Tom Maggs, also Jan Adolph and Dave McCormack who both gave much of 
their time prior to our departure.  Thanks also to the Casey meteorology team for 
providing daily forecasts for us. Special mention should also be given to Don and 
Margie McIntyre and Orion expeditions who delivered our much needed panels for 
the Sorensen Hut. 
 
This field leaders report provides an overview of the expedition report, and focuses 
on group related activities. It includes comments on the works program but further 
details on each specific work program are available in the individual reports that 
follow. The recommendations in this report are a compilation of my own thoughts 
and that of group discussions. The reports that follow will also include further 
recommendations pertinent to their respective programs. 
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Expedition Team 
 
Rob Easther    Expedition Manager 
 
Peter McCabe    Field Leader / Carpenter 
Jon Tucker    Deputy Field Leader / Carpenter 
Tony Stewart   Medic/Communications/Camp Manager 
Anne McConnell    Archaeologist 
Michelle Berry   Materials Conservator 
Steve Beaton    Electrician 
Peter Morse    Computer Visualisation Specialist 
Brett Jarrett    Artist / Photographer  
 

Peter McCabe, Steve Beaton, Michelle Berry, Peter Morse, Jon Tucker, Tony 
Stewart, Anne McConnell, Brett Jarrett 
 
 
Team Performance 
 
Although we had plenty of Antarctic experience within the group, Jon Tucker was 
the only member of the group to have briefly visited Cape Denison before, when he 
sailed down on a yacht with two of his sons. This provided some challenges as 
none of us had set up camp at Sorensen Hut before. But Ian, Marty and Christian 
from last year’s team were all happy to spend time on the phone answering 
numerous questions and providing some insightful tips on living at Cape Denison. 
It did highlight the necessity for a user’s guide to Sorensen Hut to be compiled, 
especially now that there are things like solar power systems in place. It is planned 
to have a booklet / DVD combination available before next year’s team gather.    
 
The team worked extremely well together. We all had equally important work 
programs that often required assistance from each other. With the difference stages 
of the Sorensen extension it was often necessary for all of us to be present and lend 
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a hand, especially when it came time to lift panels into position. Daily activities 
like cooking, cleaning, water collecting or waste water disposal were all shared 
among the group with no real need for rosters.  
 
 
Works Program 
 
The projects for this year’s expedition are as described in the Executive Summary 
and are all expanded upon in the individual reports that follow in this report. Below 
is a summary of the main objectives for this year. 
 

 Construction of Sorensen Hut extension  
 Professional electrical wiring of existing Sorensen Hut and the new 

extension 
 The development of a sustainable power system using wind and solar 

energy 
 Assessing for any snow ingress in Mawson’s Hut after last year’s re-

cladding of the main hut roof 
 Continued snow and ice excavation inside the living area and work shop of 

Mawson’s Hut 
 Data retrieval from the internal hut monitoring systems 
 Archaeological surveying of Cape Denison recording artefact scatter  
 Deployment of tide gauge in Boat Harbour 
 Installation of benchmark at Boat Harbour and Sorensen Hut and 

conducting a height survey between the two 
 Stereoscopic and 360 degree photographic imaging of Mawson’s Hut 

interior and exterior and also of the Cape Denison region 
 Painting of Granholm Hut to provide it with some camouflage 
 Gathering photographic images of scenery and wildlife for subject matter 

for a future artwork exhibition 
  Record a comprehensive inventory of equipment and supplies at Granholm 

and Sorensen Huts.  
 Attempt to locate the air tractor using reference photographs and a metal 

detector 
 Service quad bikes 
 Repair work to the automatic weather station 
 Develop a user’s manual for the new solar power system at Sorensen Hut 

 
Adherence to the program: 

There was little deviation from the works program, which was quite comprehensive 
for a five week stay. There were a few additional jobs undertaken around Sorensen 
Hut like: 
  

 The construction of a sub floor gas bottle platform 
 Installation of a permanent iridium phone aerial that was spare stock 
 Extra shelving in the kitchen 
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All of the work objectives listed above in the works program were carried out with 
great success. The Sorensen Hut extension is now tied down to withstand its first 
winter. There are many other internal additions to follow, which can all be 
referenced in the carpenters report.  
 
The suspected location of the air tractor has been pinpointed, but cannot be 
confirmed without further excavation of snow to allow the metal detector to 
become closer to any potential metal objects. 
 
 
Resources and Training 
 

Team members at a sling loading course at Helicopter Resources, Cambridge, 
Tasmania 
 
Before leaving Hobart the team attended a helicopter training course at Helicopter 
Resources at Cambridge. The whole team were briefed on helicopter safety, 
operation of doors, seatbelts, stowage of luggage, etc. Some team members also 
stayed for a sling loading course which was all valuable learning and gave the team 
some familiarisation around helicopters. It only took half a day and would be well 
worth running the team through one each season.  
 
Dave McCormack from AGAD gave us a half day session on servicing quad bikes 
and the petrol generators. He shared some helpful tips on troubleshooting common 
problems that can arise with small engines in the Antarctic. 
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Tony our doctor received some specific field medical training in Tasmania a few 
weeks prior to our departure. Most of the team had some previous senior first aid 
training, and I had recently completed a 1 week course in wilderness first aid. I 
would recommend that one other team member has this qualification apart from the 
medic, as it would provide excellent emergency assistance and support if the team 
medic was to be injured. Tony also held some first aid sessions with the group 
onboard L’Astrolabe on our way to Cape Denison. 
 
Each team member was issued with survival packs with standard equipment as 
issued to AGAD expeditioners. Each team member could take there survival gear 
with them on trips from Sorensen to Mawson’s if the weather looked unfavourable, 
or was forecast to change. 
 
 
Compliance with the Environmental Protection Policy 
 
All work programs were conducted within strict guidelines as outlined in the field 
leaders brief. The only works where permanent items were left in place was that of 
the Sorensen Hut extension and the installation of two new bench marks which 
have been clearly tagged, coded and recorded with the AGAD mapping 
department. 
 
Refuelling operations were conducted at Sorensen Hut, with the exception of 
occasional chainsaw refuelling in Mawson’s Hut valley. On these occasions 
refuelling was carried out away from any melt streams or water’s edge and out of 
any wind using funnels and pouring spouts. As a result no fuel was spilled into the 
surrounding environment. 
 
Rubbish and off cuts generated from the Sorensen extension was gathered into 
rubbish bags and returned to Australia, along with kitchen waste and packaging. 
Recyclable objects were bagged separately and also sent back to Australia for 
processing. Grey water and human wastes were disposed of into the ocean as per 
protocol briefed to us prior to departure.  
 
Wildlife was respected and always given right of way when using quad bikes and 
on foot.  
 
 
Logistics 
 
Pre-departure preparation and planning 
Six weeks prior to our departure I began work in Hobart primarily to organise 
equipment for the Sorensen extension, before gathering other field equipment 
items. Steve and Jon were on board two weeks before departure and the rest of the 
team one week before. Early liaising work between the team is essential and in the 
weeks leading up to the trip there was many emails between group members. Anne 
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organised the food order in the weeks leading up to our departure. Planning 
ordering and packing does take lots of time and effort, it would be advisable in 
future trips to replicate this year have some team members come in early and work 
with Rob to get the ball rolling. 
 
Shipping operations 
With so much building equipment needed for this years construction program the 
French vessel L’Astrolabe was too small to fit all of our equipment onto. Rob 
Easther entered into negotiations with the tourist vessel Orion, and with the help of 
their expedition leader Don McIntyre arranged for them to transport all of the 
freezer panels down to us. We gathered the materials for the sub floor and all of our 
food, tools and field equipment at Macquarie Wharf 4 Cargo Facility to be 
transferred by AGAD staff across to Macquarie 3 and loaded on board L’Astrolabe. 
Our freezer panels were also packaged, labelled and stored at Macquarie 4 ready 
for the Orion crew to pick up. All of our gear was packed in cage pallets for fly off 
at Cape Denison, which were all numbered and a manifest of the contents of all 
pallets was given to each team member. Onboard relations between the mixed 
French and Ukrainian crew was pleasant and they showed plenty of hospitality 
towards us. On our return journey we spent some extra days around the 
Commonwealth Bay region as they continued their marine science program and we 
were able to lend a hand by building them a timber platform to launch one of their 
moorings from. Relations between the French Institute Polair and Mawson’s Huts 
Foundation are very strong setting us up for great negotiation opportunities in the 
future. 
 
Helicopter Operations 
As mentioned earlier the team had some great fresh training in helicopter 
operations. Prior to our fly off from L’Astrolabe we held a meeting with the French 
helicopter pilot to discuss landing options, notify him of our flight path regulations 
and location of potential penguin colonies. He was also given GPS locations for 
relevant areas of Cape Denison like the helipad and Sorensen Hut.  
 
Jon, Steve and I were deployed on the first flight to assess a suitable landing site 
for cargo. Peter Morse, Tony and Brett followed in the second trip to assist with 
operations on shore. Anne and Michelle stayed on the ship and worked with the 
French team to ensure all of our cargo was ticked off the manifest and sent ashore. 
They made recommendation that all four sides of the cage pallets be clearly 
labelled with their number and weight. The helicopter operations worked extremely 
efficiently, and in a safe manner. As suggested from last year all plastic bin lids 
were tied down with cord rather than plastic cable ties. All cargo was sling loaded 
in and out using cage pallets, and we were also able to bring home left over cage 
pallets from last season. 
 
There was some concern expressed by the team about the exit path of the helicopter 
on a few occasions. As operations continued throughout the day there was a 
tendency for the pilot to short cut the exit flight steering the helicopter closer to 
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penguin colonies on the way out. This was rectified for our return trip, and the pilot 
was very cooperative and happy to comply.   
 
Field Camp and Equipment 
With the new extension the Sorensen Hut is now quite comfortable for up to eight 
people. After advice from Ian Godfrey’s report new foldable chairs with backs 
where sent down, the living area can still be cramped when the whole group is 
there at once, but with the additional corridor space for storage of coats and other 
items it was manageable. The long bench on the eastern side of the living area was 
utilised for personal computer space in an attempt to keep the main table clear from 
clutter and usable for meal times. More shelving was built in the kitchen providing 
addition storage of food items. Food to be kept frozen was packed in plastic bins 
and stored in excavated holes in the snow. Please note that these bins should have 
good snow coverage over the top to maintain sub zero temperatures. For most of 
our trip water was extracted from Long Lake, as Alga Lake only started to be 
exposed in our last week of occupancy. Gathering water from Long Lake is no 
problem in fine weather, but if conditions deteriorate it can be a safety concern as it 
a few hundred meters away from base. There are plenty of 20 litre water containers 
at Sorensen and it is advisable to keep water stocks topped up when the weather is 
fine.  
 
The new seals on the toilet door worked well over the winter, and the group 
managed waste disposal well, sharing the task of the “Brown Brothers” run. The 
dump site for grey water, urine and faeces was of some concern early in our trip. 
The ice edge where material is discarded can be treacherous until the ice is washed 
out to expose a safe rocky edge. Early in the season when the ice cliff is still 
present it is recommended that this job is done in pairs using ropes, with one 
person belaying the other using a quad bike or snow stake as an anchor. 
 
The metal drums for grey water and urine with the clip-on lids were not very user 
friendly; we found the lids straps consistently breaking. The purchase of plastic 20 
litre barrels identical to those used on Australian Stations is strongly recommended 
and reiterated by the entire team, their screw on lids are easy to operate with gloves 
on and provide a much more sanitary option.         
 
The Australian Government Antarctic Division (AGAD) supplied us with a great 
selection of returnable equipment for use on this trip. Three polar pyramid tents 
were inspected for good condition and sent down with us. Three tents virtually take 
up one cage pallet of cargo for the inward and outward journey, the economic cost 
of repeated helicopter trips each season for these tents really does warrant a one off 
purchase by the Mawson’s Huts Foundation. This would enable us to keep tents 
inside the Sorensen Hut over winter and have them available for use each season. 
Although there will now be accommodation for six inside there will always be the 
desire for expeditioners to have their own sleeping space over longer seasons.  
 
There is a supply of sleeping bags, lilos, and underlay bear rugs that have been left 
in Sorensen Hut eliminating the risk of new parties being stuck overnight without 
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sleeping gear if helicopter operations are ceased mid stream due to bad weather. It 
is recommended that parties still bring down sleeping bags each trip to use and 
return them each season for cleaning, leaving the Sorensen bags for emergency use.  
The quad bikes, trailer and Spirit of Denison sled were all extremely valuable for 
work around Cape Denison. The panels for the Sorensen Hut were all unloaded 
from Orion at Boat Harbour and the bikes and sled were our only way to deliver 
them to the construction site. The trailer was also useful for bulk water trips to 
Long Lake. All the bikes were serviced this season and fuel tanks were left full. A 
comprehensive report on the quads and servicing of them has been prepared by 
Steve Beaton and is attached in the Expedition Report. 
 

The “Spirit of Denison” used to transport freezer panels to Sorensen Hut 
 
A gas bottle rack was built under the kitchen of the Sorensen providing a secure 
area to store gas supplies. This new shelf would provide and excellent focal point 
to duct gas lines into individual rooms in the hut to eliminate the need to store gas 
bottles inside for the heaters. We had plenty of gas for this trip to run gas heaters 
and for cooking. When we arrived there were 4/ 8.5kg bottles at Sorensen, we 
brought 20 of the 8.5kg size bottles with us and 12 full bottles still remain on site.  
 
As mentioned in the Executive Summary petrol usage was quite high when using 
the larger generator, bit it usage was necessary when using larger power tools. The 
smaller generator will provide better fuel economy but it will be necessary to take a 
specially made lead that has a 20amp female plug one end and a 10amp male plug 
the other. This lead will enable the small generator to be plugged into the 
professionally installed power system. There is currently 40 litres of petrol left at 
Sorensen.   
 
The Apple Hut was also used to sleep two people and its platform has room to 
accommodate an extension. It is a cramped space for two people to stay but 
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extending it by two mid section panels would provide much more comfort and 
storage. 
 
Communications worked well with most emails and iridium calls connecting 
easily. There were some issues emailing pictures especially larger files that could 
not be opened once sent. Discussions should be made with UUPlus to try to 
identify the problem and decide how to over come this in the future. There were 
busy times on the iridium network, (for example New Year’s eve) where it was not 
possible to obtain a connection. This has some cause for concern, if there was to be 
an emergency at these busy network times the ability to contact essential personnel 
would be severely impaired. One solution to this problem would be to include a HF 
radio in the field equipment. This would enable the team to attempt contact with 
Casey or Dumont D’Urville in the event of an emergency. Each expedition member 
was supplied with a hand held VHF handset and a spare battery, there was also two 
base VHF radios sent with us. These provided excellent coverage of the local area 
and were used for ship communication. One of these radio sets were left in 
Sorensen, but it would be beneficial to take one spare again next season.  
 
Clothing was purchased through the AGAD, and a clothing template has been 
developed. The timing of the expedition meant that the Antarctic Division clothing 
store was limited in sizes and stock, as they had just supplied three stations worth 
of equipment 6 weeks prior to our departure. There are eight sets of outer garments 
that have sponsor’s badges on them but it would be favourable to try and secure 
garments like carhart overalls earlier in the season before stock runs out.  
 
Climbing helmets are also on site for use in helicopter sling loading and there are 
also full face motor bike helmets in Sorensen. A full inventory of field equipment 
at Sorensen and Granholm is available at the end of the Expedition Report.  
 
 
Occupational Health and Safety 
 
Working in such a remote environment the team maintained a healthy cautious 
approach to any work. Survival packs were available to everyone for field travel in 
the weather was marginal, so at any time they could go to ground if required. Tony 
our doctor provided a full medical examination to the two Pete’s after a fractured 
roof panel resulted in a fall during construction of the Sorensen extension. 
Temporary handrails were installed on the new veranda at Sorensen Hut to improve 
safety until a permanent handrail was installed. Instep crampons and boot chains 
were also available to the team for travelling across slippery icy areas. 
 
When deploying the tide gauge life jackets were always used, and the small zodiac 
boat was always connected to the shore via tag lines. 
 
Three new ear muffs were brought along for protection when using power tools and 
petrol powered equipment. The chainsaw kit has new large chaps and a chainsaw 
helmet with built in ear muffs. Please note the chainsaw box includes contents just 
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mentioned has been sent home for servicing, and will need to be packed for the 
next expedition. 
 

 
The temporary handrail on the Sorensen extension finding a second use as clothes 
line  
 

 

Life jackets in use for the tide gauge deployment 
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Tourist Activity 
 

Emlyn Thomas, Grandson of Sir Douglas Mawson signs the Sorensen Hut logbook 
 
Tourist activity was as busy as ever this season with five visits in total. Three by 
the Orion (20th Dec, 7th Jan, 23rd Jan); one visit from the Spirit of Enderby ( 17th 
Dec) and one by Aurora Expedition vessel Marina Svetaeva (Jan 21-23). 
 
We were present for the Spirit of Enderby and the first two Orion visits.  
 
Weather was fine for these visits, and the tourist operators complied with all the 
visiting conditions. Anne and Michelle assisted the guides in the hut and we were 
all invited on board the tourist ships for a real shower and hot cooked meal. The 
first Orion visit also provided the delivery of our freezer panels for the hut; this 
cargo operation was done in stunning conditions and cause minimal disturbance to 
the tourist’s activity. Actually it gave them one more thing to photograph! 

 
Tourists from Orion Expeditions line up awaiting their guided tour of Mawson’s 
Hut  
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Recommended Future Works 
 
Mawson’s Hut 
The new over cladding to the main hut performed very well over its first winter. An 
important part of this year’s program was to record any recent ingress. This was 
made easier by the positioning of black plastic on the bunk beds which was 
replicated this year. Detailed accounts of this work and recommendations for future 
work in the huts can be found in the material conservator and archaeologist’s 
reports.  The roof of the workshop is now looking quite different to the main hut, 
due to its coating of deteriorating varnish. It is recommended that the roof cladding 
be removed and re-laid upside down after the Roofshield matting is laid in the 
same manner as the main hut. 
 
Granholm Hut 
The Granholm Hut has now been painted in a style to make it blend in with the 
natural environment. The new paint work is quite effective and it will be worth 
gathering feedback from tourists next season in relation to its visual impact. The 
front stairs are getting quite frail, with most people weighed down with loads of 
tools as they enter and exit there is a real risk of the timber treads failing. In a 
practical sense it still serves as a refuge for visitors in bad weather, and is currently 
used to store a large volume of tools and equipment. If the Granholm Hut was 
removed, provision would need to be made for all this equipment. The Sorensen 
Hut does not currently have room to store such equipment and it’s under floor 
section would be inappropriate as a clear air path is required to maintain a path for 
snow to blow through rather than accumulate.   
 
Sorensen Hut 
The Sorensen Hut requires many more appointments to finalise the extension all of 
which are listed and explained in the carpenters report. The main items for next 
season are: 

 Install essential ventilation ducts to the new extension 
 Lay ply floor in corridor lab and bedroom 
 Install shelving in laboratory  
 Construct bunk beds and storage cupboards in bedroom 
 Install sky lights in kitchen and living room 
 A gas reticulation system from the new gas platform 
 Construct an enclosed area for the generators ducting the exhaust  
 Create a showering area at the rear of the new corridor 
 Pigeon hole shelving above the new coat hooks for beanies and gloves 
 A boot tray inside the new front door 
 Expand the solar power system (see electricians report) 
 Extend North veranda near the front door (see carpenters report) 
 Install a second lower rail on the new handrail 
 Removal of bunk bed in kitchen and construction of a pantry 
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The Apple 
 Extending the apple: 
 There is space on the apple’s platform to extend in into a ‘melon’, which is 

basically adding two more straight mid sections to it, converting the interior 
from a circular room to an oval shape.  

 
 Internal fit-out: 

The interior of the apple (or melon as we will hopefully be calling it in the 
future!) could achieve far more space efficiency by building a built in bed at 
each end. This would provide under bed storage and far more common 
space in the mid section 

 
Tent Platform 
The tents currently hang over the edge of their platform, which could potentially 
damage the outer edges of tents. There is spare ply on site to complete this 
extension. It has been a recommendation for a few seasons now but with this years 
schedule we had no time to carry out the extension. 
 
Air Tractor 
Snow excavation is required to continue the search for the air tractor. 
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Recommendations for Future Expedition Planning 
 
The following recommendations will provide future expeditions with important 
tools to planning and organising their trip. It is important to reiterate there may be 
other recommendations in the individual reports that follow the field leader’s, 
which may contain additional advice or suggestions that don’t appear here. Most of 
the recommendations below are a result of brainstorming ideas before we departed 
Sorensen Hut for the final time. 
 
Pre Departure and Planning 
General: 

 Timing: The weather conditions experienced this year were extremely 
favourable, compared to previous years. The exposure of the hut meant that 
entry was accessible after one days digging. Considering this 
December/January are the most logical months to have field parties 
working at Cape Denison. 

 Group interaction pre-departure: The earlier expedition groups are chosen 
the better. It would be extremely beneficial for groups to meet in person a 
few months before departure to discuss things like the works program, 
dietary requirements, allocation of pre planning jobs, and start to build a 
rapport with each other.  This would also be a good time to agree on start 
dates for each team member according to their planning and packing 
requirements. 

 
Packing: 

 The use of cage pallets and helicopters is the most efficient form of cargo 
delivery 

 Where possible the cage pallets with the black plastic liners should be used, 
as they provide excellent weather proof storage on voyage and at Cape 
Denison. 

 Number four sides and manifest each cage pallet and make copies for each 
team member so they know where there gear is. Ensure that these pallets 
are all weighed and list the weight on the manifest and each side of the 
pallet. 

 Life jackets or immersion suits are generally not provided by the French 
helicopter operations. 

 Dangerous goods like fuel and gas must be packed separately to general 
cargo and will be stored on the open deck. 

 
Catering: 

 Packets of frozen vegetables lasted well this year and provide an easy 
option for vegetable storage.  

 To keep items frozen, bury them in plastic bins well under the snow, items 
will thaw out during the day if containers are left exposed. 

 
Kitchen Equipment Required: 

 A pizza cutter 
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 Tea pots one large and one small 
 One small jug for making plunger coffee 
 A set of plastic wine glasses 

 
General Amenity: 

 Screw top waste water barrels identical to those used on Australian 
Antarctic Stations 

 6 new pillows and mattresses for the bunk beds to be built next season. 
Expeditioners should bring their own personal pillow cases 

 2 mops with spare changeable heads one for inside Sorensen and one for the 
toilet 

 Mop bucket 
 Talcum powder for freshening the toilet after use 
 A set of plastic wine glasses 
 Purchasing of two polar pyramid tents to remain at Cape Denison 
 Last season we bought a speaker dock to suit IPods which was worth its 

weight in gold. For entertainment value it is well worth considering 
 
Training: 

 A half day at Helicopter Resources for a basic familiarisation and sling 
loading training for half the team 

 A session in small engine trouble shooting to overcome problems with quad 
bikes, generators and chainsaws 

 At least one member in addition to the medic should have training in 
advanced wilderness first aid. 

 A user’s guide DVD for Sorensen Hut should be shown to new members of 
the team. 

 
Communications: 

 A HF radio should be part of the communication equipment for emergency 
contact if the Iridium network is jammed. 

 Discussions should be held with UUPlus to device solutions to avoid the 
difficulty encountered with send large file images. 

 
Medical: 

 A proper Washington Furno stretcher or equivalent to spinally immobilise 
patents for helicopter evacuation is recommended. 

 A local SAR plan needs to be written and procedures understood for future 
teams at Cape Denison. 

 
Tools and Equipment: 

 Quads: All quad bikes were serviced this season, the new tow hitch was 
brought down but not fitted. For full details please see the Quad Servicing 
Report. 

 One of the Dewalt cordless drills has been returned to Australia for repairs 
to its chuck. This should be serviced and returned on the next expedition. 
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 Chainsaws: There was only one chainsaw one site this season, a petrol 
powered Stihl. This has been sent back for servicing and should be 
included in the equipment for next season. It would be desirable to have a 
second chainsaw and spare chains as back up if one was to fail. 

 An electrical lead will need to be made up to connect the small generator to 
the new Sorensen Hut system. It will need to be 10 meters long and have a 
20amp female plug one end and a 10amp male plug the other. Consultation 
should be made with this year’s electrician Steve Beaton. 

 A hand pump and hose for extracting fuel from 200 litre drums.  
 2/200 litre drums of petrol to bolster stocks as only 40 litres remains on 

site. 
 Gas Consumption: With eight people over five weeks we used 12 bottles of 

gas, equating to just less than 2.5 bottles per week. This figure will likely 
increase with the additional heating of the two new rooms. Currently there 
are 12 full 8.5 litre bottles on site. 

There only two gas heaters in the Sorensen one more would be useful to 
provide individual heating units in the living area, laboratory and bedroom.  
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Archaeologist’s Field Report  
Anne McConnell, Archaeologist 
 

Introduction 
This report provides a summary of the work undertaken by archaeologist (Anne 
McConnell) during the 2007-8 Mawson's Huts Foundation Expedition to Cape 
Denison. It also contains preliminary observations and recommendations. The 
report follows the 2007-8 Work Plan outline. Work undertaken by others is 
reported elsewhere in this larger Mawson's Huts Foundation report. 
 
This report has been prepared to meet the Mawson's Huts Foundation expedition 
reporting requirements. A more detailed, integrated report on the heritage 
conservation work undertaken during the 2007-8 expedition is being prepared by 
Michelle Berry (expedition conservator) and Anne McConnell (expedition 
archaeologist) in order to present the results of that work. The preparation of a 
single integrated heritage report is seen as important given the closely related 
nature of the work undertaken by the conservator and archaeologist on the 2007-8 
expedition and given the Australian Antarctic Division's request that the 
conservator and archaeologist review current approaches and make 
recommendations to inform future heritage work, including the interpretation of the 
Site.  
 
Twenty eight days of the 35 days based at Cape Denison were spent undertaking 
archaeological field work. This was mainly spent undertaking archaeological field 
survey and in the Main Hut, but includes three days spent assisting the three tourist 
cruise ship visits. Two field days were lost to bad weather and these were spent in 
writing up field notes and doing background reading. Two days leave (Christmas 
Day and New Years Day) were taken during the expedition, and one day was lost 
due to sickness. The remaining two days at Cape Denison were spent on expedition 
tasks (eg, establishing the base, helping with tide gauge installation, packing up).  
 
The archaeological work was carried out by Anne McConnell, but the work in 
Mawson's Hut was undertaken jointly with Michelle Berry. The full team assisted 
in excavating access to Mawson's Hut on arrival, and some additional assistance 
(mainly in relation to snow and ice excavation in Mawson's Hut) was provided by 
Tony Stewart, Steve Beaton and Brett Jarrett. Expedition team members also 
assisted the field survey by reporting finds which were then inspected by the 
archaeologist.  
 
This assistance was greatly appreciated, as was assistance provided prior to the 
expedition's departure by various heritage practitioners who had worked at the Site 
previously or who had related expertise (Ian Godfrey, Angie McGowan, Estelle 
Lazer & Elspeth Wishart) and staff of the Australian Antarctic Division (Bruce 
Hull, Henk Brolsma and David Smith). Archaeological field equipment was also 
generously loaned by the Tasmanian Parks & Wildlife Service (Jody Steele) and 
the Australian Antarctic Division (Henk Brolsma).
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LIVING HUT ROOF OVER CLADDING INSPECTION & 
ASSESSMENT (WP 1.1.1) 
Refer Conservation report by Michelle Berry. 
 

 
OVER CLADDING OF THE SOUTH WALL OF THE MAIN 
HUT (WP 1.1.2) 
This was not undertaken as the south wall was fully buried under snow for the full 
field season, with the snow remaining above the roof eave on this side of the hut. 
An additional consideration in not undertaking this work in the 2007-8 season was 
that there was no builder/carpenter with expertise or experience of working on 
heritage buildings available to undertake (or supervise) the work. Refer also 
Conservation report by Michelle Berry. 
 
Recommendations 
 As the external walls are only degrading when exposed, and as it is difficult to 

excavate snow around features without some impacts, the over cladding of the 
south wall (and other walls) should only be undertaken when the wall is 
substantially exposed.  

 The over cladding work should only be undertaken by carpenters with 
appropriate heritage skills and/or experience, or be supervised by such (note – 
all work on the heritage structures at Cape Denison should only undertaken by 
or supervised by personnel with appropriate heritage skills and expertise).  

 
 
REDUCTION OF SNOW & MELT-WATER INGRESS (WP 
1.1.3)  
Assessment & Removal of Fresh Snow & Ice Accumulations 
Refer Conservation report by Michelle Berry. 
 
Workshop Entrance Access  
Refer Conservation report by Michelle Berry. The archaeological assessment 
supported the conservator's assessment that the removal of ice in the entry 
doorways to floor level had significant visitor safety issues and associated hut 
damage risk issues, as well as being undesirable for floor ice and structural stability 
reasons. There also appears to be little need to do this work as the snow/ice floor in 
these areas is the same level as the rest of the snow/ice floor; the present system of 
false doors is working to stop snow ingress; and the current access is adequate for 
visitors and heritage works. 
 
Monitoring of Future Ingress (& Loss) 
This work comprised three elements – 
                                                
 2007-8 Work Plan item number. 
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1. replacing the black plastic on bunks in the Main Hut (from 2006 
expedition); 

2. cleaning back stalagmite build up in the Main Hut and laying black plastic 
sheet to assess the rate of build up;  

3. establishment of two weighted vertical stringlines to assess possible surface 
loss of floor ice in the Main Hut; and 

4. cleaning back recent (since 2002) snow accumulations on the snow/ice 
benches in the Workshop and laying black plastic to assess the points of 
ingress and rates of ingress. 

 
Figure 1 shows the areas where snow/ice was removed for monitoring (ie, for items 
1 & 2 above) and where plastic has been laid. Figure 2 gives some impression of 
the amount of snow/ice excavated and the visual effect of the plastic when laid. 
The amount of snow/ice removed to create flat surfaces for monitoring is discussed 
in Ice Removal and Artefact Excavation, below. 
 
The monitoring has been undertaken because the archaeological and conservation 
assessments both indicated that there was a need for ongoing monitoring 
(preferably annual) in the Main Hut. The main reasons for this are that 1) current 
information does not allow the points of ingress and rates of ingress and build up to 
be assessed, and 2) environmental conditions in the Hut are likely to have changed 
with the recladding of the Living Hut roof in 2006 and the new conditions need to 
be monitored for a few years (in the order of 5 years?).  
 
In relation to current information, the only monitoring of snow and melt water 
ingress that has occurred is in the Living Hut on select bunks where the plastic was 
previously laid. The information to date does not give an adequate picture of the 
rate and location of snow/ice ingress for determining appropriate control measures. 
The work in the Workshop was undertaken as there has been no routine monitoring 
previously in this area, yet substantial amounts of snow and ice have accumulated 
near the walls since the 2002 clearing and benching against the walls, but it is 
unclear where the ingress points are. One potential location is through the ceiling in 
the SE corner where upright posts related to the wireless equipment (and later cut 
off) are inserted into the ceiling space. 
 
The 'ice stalagmites' have not been previously described in detail or assessed, but 
they have implications for water and moisture cycling in the Main Hut, as well as 
long term visitor access management. The stalagmites appear to be forming on the 
floor in locations where protuberances on the ceiling act as a 'drip line' for melting 
hoar frost that is running down the ceiling. The main stalagmites appear to occur 
under the skylights, under ceiling boards near the stove that are no longer properly 
fitted (where the tongue and groove joins have gaps and the boards are no longer 
flush with the rest of the surface), and under horizontal roof beams (mainly in the 
Workshop).  
 
The weighted vertical stringlines are a first attempt (with limited equipment) to 
assess if there is significant surface snow/ice floor loss in the Hut. There has been 
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some suggestion that this might be occurring, and this seems probable given that 
the floor snow/ice is likely to be a significant element in the water and moisture 
cycling in the Main Hut. This is a significant issue as it is recommended that 30cm 
plus of floor ice be left for structural reasons, the floor ice is likely to contribute to 
a more stable internal temperature, and the floor ice contains historical artefacts in 
a stratigraphic context.  Only two stringlines were established and these were hung 
from the horizontal beams forming the central platform. The string lines were 
placed as close as possible to the corner uprights to minimise their disturbance by 
tourist parties and to minimise the impact on the visitor experience. The system 
established could be improved on, and some thought should be given to an 
improved method for measuring potential floor surface loss  
 
Aspects of this work are also discussed in Michelle Berry's Conservation report. 
 
Recommendations 
 That snow/ice ingress and build up continue to be monitored in the Living Hut 

and Workshop on an annual basis until there is a clear, reliable picture of the 
rates of ingress and locations of ingress, and the rate and nature of stalagmite 
and other ice buildup. This should be achievable in two to three years. 

 That the moisture cycling in the Living Hut and Workshop continue to be 
monitored on an annual basis until there is a reliable understanding of moisture 
cycling and loss. This should be achievable in four to five years. 

 That no works be undertaken to the Workshop south wall, the Workshop roof 
or in the Living Hut until there is clear idea of where the ingress points are (this 
recognises the significance of the heritage fabric and the conservation policy of 
not making changes until the place and processes are well understood). 
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FIGURE 1 –  Plan of the Main Hut showing area of snow/ice removal and 
snow/melt water ingress monitoring (taken from Godden 
Mackay Logan 2001).  

 
 

KEY 
Area of excavated floor ice/snow 
 
Area of other excavated ice/snow 
 
Area of black plastic laid in 2007-8 
for snow & melt-water ingress 
monitoring 

Vertical string 
line locations 
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FIGURE 2 –  Photographs of the interior of the Main Hut before and after 
snow/ice excavation and after the black plastic was laid down (Photographs – 
A. McConnell).  

Workshop – North Wall   Main Hut – Eastern Skylight 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mounded snow prior to excavation      'Ice stalagmites' prior to excavation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Wall after excavation back to the 2002      Floor after the ice stalagmites were 
benching and black plastic was laid.      excavated and levelling. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         Floor after black plastic has been laid. 
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REVIEW OF STABILISATION NEEDS OF OTHER 
STRUCTURES (WP 1.1.4)  
Refer Conservation report by Michelle Berry.  
 
As noted by Michelle Berry, the Magnetograph Hut and Absolute Magnetic Hut 
were completely buried except for a small section of their roof; hence no 
assessment was possible during the 2007-8 field season. This also meant that it was 
not possible to secure any loose structural elements and other timbers during this 
field season. 
 
The Transit Hut was fully exposed, therefore could be assessed. The archaeologist's 
assessment supports that of the conservator (refer to the Conservation report). In 
my view the structure is in such a reduced condition that it will not be possible to 
retain the hut in the medium-long term as a standing ruin as per the conservation 
policy. It is difficult to estimate the probable life of the structure given that 
seasonal burial by snow is so variable, but in my view without substantial work, the 
hut may not survive longer than c.10 years given its present condition and the Cape 
Denison environment. Furthermore, once the walls are gone, the internal fittings 
are likely to deteriorate rapidly. 
 
Given the above, given that the fabric that relates to scientific endeavours of the 
AAE and given the importance of the scientific work carried out by the AAE, the 
Transit Hut is a key elements of the Mawson's Huts Historic Site's significance. In 
my view therefore the conservation policy for the Transit Hut needs to be reviewed 
to ensure the long term survival of the hut.  
 
The 2007-8 field season inspection suggests that there may be a relatively simple 
solution to stabilising the structure. As the Conservation report notes, the east wall 
of the Transit Hut is the best preserved. This appears to be due to having an 
asbestos cement sheet lining. It is unclear when this was installed (particularly 
since the cement sheet is in such good condition), but the nature and condition of 
the associated battens suggests that it may be contemporary with the AAE. Given 
this, stabilisation of the structure is likely to be relatively easily achieved by adding 
cement sheet lining to the other three walls and reconstructing the roof. Ongoing 
refixing of loose external timbers will still be required, but the need for this should 
be reduced.  
 
Recommendations 
 That the conservation policy of retaining the Transit Hut as a standing ruin be 

urgently reviewed given that this may not be achievable without intervention 
and given that that the hut is an integral part of the Site and is a key part of the 
scientific history of the Site. 

 That the use of cement sheet internal wall lining be considered if stabilisation 
work on the Transit Hut is approved.  
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CONTINUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 
PROGRAM (WP 1.2.1) 
Refer Conservation report by Michelle Berry. See also Reduction of Snow and Melt 
Water Ingress section above. 
 
The archaeologist's assessment also supports the need for ongoing temperature and 
humidity monitoring in the Main Hut. This is based on the need for reliable data 
following the over cladding of the Living Hut roof and the need to understand the 
moisture cycling inside the Main Hut (see Reduction of Snow and Melt Water 
Ingress, above). This is critical for the long-term conservation of the internal 
components of the structure, in particular the artefacts. 
 
Monitoring of the rate of snow melt/ablation around the AAE huts was also 
undertaken by the archaeologist during the 2007-8 field season (see On-Site 
Documentation and Assessment, below). 
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ICE REMOVAL & ARTEFACT EXCAVATION IN THE MAIN 
HUT (WP 1.3.1)  
This area of work is closely related to that required under 'Reduction of Snow and 
Melt-Water Ingress' in the 2007-8 Work Plan (see discussion above and Michelle 
Berry's Conservation report).  
 
Various tools considered potentially useful for snow/ice excavation were also 
trialled by the conservator and archaeologist during the 2007-8 field season.1 The 
outcome of this is reported in the Conservation report by Michelle Berry. 
 
The following discussion focuses on the snow/ice removal.  
 
Overview of Snow/Ice Excavation in Main Hut  
At the conclusion of the excavation the total quantities of snow/ice removed during 
the 2007-8 field season the Workshop and Living Hut are as follow – 
 

 Living Hut 2007 snow ingress (amount on plastic sheets)  = 0.034 cu m 
 Living Hut floor levelling and mini stalagmite removal = 0.449 cu m 
 Living Hut north wall ice on top shelf in kitchen over door  = 0.213 cu m 
 Living Hut north wall ice east of door   = 0.096 cu m 
 Workshop north wall post-2002 snow/ice   = 0.701 cu m 
 Workshop east wall post-2002 snow/ice   = 1.620 cu m 
 Workshop east wall bench in SE corner   = 0.517 cu m 
 Workshop south wall western shelves ice removal  = 0.038 cu m 
 Workshop west wall floor snow/ice  

to remove 1978 artefact box    = 0.178 cu m 
 
Total        = 3.846 cu m 

 
The nature of, and rational for, the snow/ice excavation is described below. Areas 
of snow/ice excavated in the 2007-8 season are shown in Figure 1. 
 
The snow and ice was mostly removed by controlled excavation using a hand pick. 
A geological hammer was used for some ice removal. Trowels were not effective 
for removing the ice compacted and hardened snow which comprised most of the 
excavated ice/snow, but were used when softer snow was encountered.  
 
Snow/Ice Excavation - Workshop  
1. Excavation of the post-2002 snow/ice on the north wall of the Workshop 
The snow/ice on the north wall of the Workshop was excavated back to the benches 
excavated by the 2002 expedition. Considerable snow has accumulated on the 
upper bench and there is concern about the amount of snow ingress on the north 

                                                
1 Various tools have been trialled previously for snow/ice excavation at Mawson's Hut (McGowan 
1987, Hayman et al 1998) and elsewhere (Ritchie 1990), but it was felt that first hand experience 
with the different tools was also important to be able to make recommendations for future 
excavation in the hut. 
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workshop wall, but the current, post-2002 snow does not provide a clear indication 
of where the snow is getting in and there is no information about the annual rates. 
The 2007-8 clearing of the benches will allow for up to four years of annual 
monitoring of snow ingress in this area and will hopefully give a clear picture of 
where snow is entering and at what rate. 
 
2. Excavation of the post-2002 snow/ice on the east wall of the Workshop 
This comprised excavating between c.5cm and 30cm depth of snow/ice on the top 
bench excavated by the 2002 expedition. This has been undertaken to allow snow 
ingress over the next year to be measured and the source hopefully pinpointed. 
Additional snow/ice in the southern section of the east wall was excavated, 
including in the area immediately north of the ice bench containing the box with 
the dog remains which was excavated to create a space with a level floor for storing 
the 1978 crate of artefacts.   
 
3. Ice Bench in the SE corner of the Workshop 
Excavation of the ice bench was undertaken to compact the artefact storage into a 
single small area and to gain access to the south end of the east wall for snow 
excavation. This work was undertaken mainly by Tony Stewart under the 
supervision of the archaeologist, but was completed by Michelle Berry. The 
excavation removed about 50% of the ice bench. The rest of the bench was retained 
to protect the box with dog remains which occupies the SE corner of the ice bench. 
A c.10cm casing of snow/ice was retained to keep the dog remains frozen. No other 
objects or artefacts were encountered in this post-1978 snow/ice accumulation. All 
out of context excavated artefacts were located in this corner at the end of the 
season. 
 
4. South wall of Workshop 
Removal of ice from the top shelf on the western side of the south wall of the 
workshop was undertaken to reduce the ice load on the shelf and to enable new ice 
formation to be checked in 12 months. This freed up the west end of a roll of tar 
paper and revealed two metal (enamel?) candlesticks (?) at the west end and 
another organic object under the tar paper roll. A surface layer of ice was left on 
the objects to avoid the risk of impacting the objects in the excavation. The metal 
candlesticks were only partly iced in and are extremely fragile and they should not 
be moved or further de-iced until assessed by a materials conservator. 
 
5. Excavation to allow the removal of the 1978 crate of artefacts 
The 2007-8 Work Plan asked for this box of artefacts to be inspected. The box was 
a timber crate located under the west Workshop wall bench. Because the box was 
large and was positioned under the vise in the workshop, the floor snow/ice in front 
of the box and for c.30cm to the south had to be excavated out to c.70cm beyond 
the bench. This meant excavating the main floor snow/ice c.35cm towards the 
centre of the room (refer Figure 1). There was concern that the box was strongly 
frozen to the floor, but chiselling under the box in the SE corner released the box.2 
It was then easy then to slide the box out, turn and slide it from under the vise 
                                                
2  The chiselling caused minor marking (denting) of the floor. 
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handle, then lift onto the snow/ice floor. The area of floor ice (c.3-5cm high) left by 
the 1978 party was left unexcavated. 
 
The box was not labelled, except as 'Lighton Smith Night Soil'. A comparison of 
the artefacts in the box with the artefact list in Ledingham et al (1978) clearly 
shows that the artefacts are objects from the workshop that were packed up by the 
Ledingham party in 1978. Because the 1978 report does not specify what is in 
boxes and what is still on the shelves, and because few of the shelves are visible, it 
is not possible to ascertain if these are the only items packed into boxes in 1978, or 
if there are other boxes of artefacts.  
 
Snow/Ice Excavation – Living Hut  
1. Excavation of surfaces with mini-stalagmites. 
The three main areas of mini 'stalagmites' and associated 'flowstone' ice in the 
Living Hut were removed and the surfaces levelled in these areas to allow the rate 
of formation of the 'flowstone' ice to be assessed. This is to be measured in the 
same way as the snow ingress (by measuring annual build up on black plastic 
sheeting that was laid in these areas. The three cleaned and levelled areas are –  
 under the eastern skylight,  
 under the western skylight and  
 immediately east of the kitchen stove flue opening in the roof where the ceiling 

lining boards are no longer properly fitted and are generating mini-stalagmites 
underneath.  

 
The areas were excavated archaeologically (ie, in a controlled manner). The 
excavated areas comprised refrozen snow and water ice ('flowstone' ice), and very 
few artefacts were excavated. In the eastern skylight area some fragments of tar 
paper and paper from a book on the shelving above were excavated from below the 
shelf (within c.5cm of the shelf edge).3 In the western skylight area paper and a nail 
were encountered at the base of the levelling. As a consequence the floor was not 
taken down any further in this area. In all areas patches of creamy snow/ice were 
encountered. These are thought to be possible examples of the 'ice artefacts' 
documented by McGowan (1986), but are difficult to explain as ice artefacts as 
they are too far out from shelves or other surfaces and too high above the floor to 
be spilled substances.  
 
The clearing of these areas has also provided a more level and less slippery surface 
which should reduce the risk of tourists falling over in the hut and improve ease 
and safety of movement in the hut. In the case of the western skylight some 
additional areas of ice and snow were removed to provide improved (safer) access 
to the door of Hurley's darkroom and to the door of Mawson's cubicle. The 
excavated floor surfaces are still slightly higher than the main area of floor ice, but 
the excavation has helped bring the snow/ice floor in the Living Hut closer to a 
single level. This level is c.45cm above the hut floor proper.  
 
                                                
3  In this area, a sheet of oiled paper associated with a box on the lower shelf was also mostly 
cleaned of ice and was found to drape over the bunk edge to the base of the board on the edge. 
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2. Excavation of ice on the shelving on the north wall. 
The solid melt-water ice on the north wall on the shelves over the door and to the 
east of this was partly excavated during the 2007-8 field season. Excavation in this 
area was mostly undertaken by Michelle Berry. This work was undertaken partly to 
explore ice excavation in an area that was relatively artefact free, and also to 
relieve the loading on the shelves and other surfaces in this area. Ice in front of the 
top bench in the kitchen area was also removed to reduce the loading on the shelf. 
The shelf over the kitchen door was almost entirely excavated. Artefacts on the 
shelf were left in-situ. This excavation built on work undertaken in 2006.   
 
Excavated Artefacts 
As most snow/ice that was removed was recent (ie, post 1978), very little 
artefactual material was recovered in the 2007-8 field season excavation in the 
Main Hut. The artefactual material that was recovered from the excavations was 
primarily reworked building materials (ie, fragments of tar paper, timber splinters, 
nails) or debris (eg, nails, glass, rubber and timber fragments) presumed to have 
been redeposited from, or after, the 1978 snow removal in the Workshop. All 
artefactual material excavated from the Main Hut in the 2007-8 field season was 
stored in a single nally bin which is located with the other artefact bins and boxes 
in the southeast corner of the Workshop.  
 
Also, the bin of tar paper fragments in ice that had been left (presumably by the 
2006 expedition) in the Living Hut (on the floor) was processed. Most of the ice 
was removed from the tar paper (by pick) and the tar paper was put in another nally 
bin and also stored with the other artefact bins and boxes in the southeast corner of 
the Workshop. Because of a lack of time, the tar paper was not dried prior to 
storage. Retention of small fragments of reworked common materials such as tar 
paper and timber needs to be reviewed.   
 
 
REINSTATEMENT OF DAMAGED INTERNAL FITTINGS (WP 
1.4.1)  
No work in this area was undertaken during the 2007-8 expedition as the 
appropriate expertise (an experienced heritage carpenter) was not available.  
 
Future requirements and considerations in relation to this work are discussed in the 
Conservation report by Michelle Berry. 
 
The archaeological assessment supports the conservation assessment. However, 
recognising there is a need to guide on-site works until a comprehensive work plan 
can be drawn up, the priority for reinstatement from an archaeological point of 
view is the excavation and repair and reinstatement of the broken shelving on the 
south and west walls of the Workshop (where the breakage appears to have been 
due to previous snow/ice pressure and corrosion of the metal brackets) (refer Fig3).  
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This is recommended as a priority because – 
 this area is easily accessible 
 little new snow/ice excavation is required; 
 iron bracket corrosion in this area needs to be urgently treated; 
 it would allow the bulk of artefacts collected and boxed in 1978 to be replaced 

in their original context (the treatment of these artefact is seen as priority);  
 and the damaged shelving is highly visible and is part of the initial visual 

impression of the interior of the hut for visitors; and 
 it would allow desirable additional research on other more sensitive parts of the 

Main Hut to be carried out before intervention.  
 
Recommendations 
 That consideration is given to reinstating and repairing the broken, extant 

shelving in the Workshop in the 2008-9 field season. This work will need to be 
undertaken by, or under the supervision of, an experienced heritage carpenter. 

 
 
Figure 3 –Workshop, 2007-8, showing broken benching (Photographs – A. 

McConnell). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Broken shelving on west side of south wall (note iron flakes from bracket corrosion 
on snow surface). 
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Broken shelving along the west wall of the Workshop (note – the main 
bench is also slightly damaged).
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REMOVAL OF POST BANZARE STRUCTURES & OBJECTS 
(WP 1.5.1) 
 
The Granholm Hut 
The Granholm Hut was painted in a dark green-grey in a camouflage style by Brett 
Jarrett during the 2007-8 field season. This has reduced the visual impact of the 
hut. The hut however is still obvious. It is also used as the main storage areas, 
including for stacking loose timber and other construction materials under the 
building. Much of the timber, etc, stored under the hut appears to be leftover 
materials from work on the Main Hut and it is questionable just how much of this 
material needs to be stored at Cape Denison. 
 
Although the hut is in the Visual Protection Zone, it has been argued that the hut 
should be retained where it is long term for storage and as an emergency shelter for 
tourists on visiting cruise ships. With recent developments this should be reviewed. 
Now that the major structural conservation work has been completed on the Main 
Hut there is less need to store materials at the Granholm Hut, and the Sorensen Hut 
could be used for materials storage instead, especially now that the Sorensen Hut 
has been enlarged. The quads and large sled mean that large and heavy items can 
be easily transported between the Sorensen Hut and the Main Hut. In some respects 
transporting material in and out of the Granholm Hut is more difficult because in 
summer the quads and sleds cannot be transported across the rocks right up to the 
Granholm Hut.  
 
Given the duplication of shelter and emergency supplies at the Sorensen Hut and 
the limited space in the Granholm for emergency shelter (it is largely full of 
materials and tool boxes) it is argued that it has a limited use as an emergency 
shelter and that that this function can be served by the Sorensen Hut for long term 
emergency use and short term emergency shelter could be easily provided to the 
same or greater capacity by a couple of tents provided by the cruise ships along 
with the medical and other emergency equipment they bring to the Site on each 
visit, or a polar pyramid in the case of conservation field activities.  
 
In my view therefore, the need to retain the Granholm Hut is questionable, and 
given the visual impact and conservation policy to remove post-BANZARE 
structures, the Granholm Hut should be removed and other existing or short term 
(single visit or single season) temporary structures be used to meet storage and 
emergency shelter needs. 
 
Recommendation 

 That the Granholm Hut be removed within the next few years and prior to 
the Centenary in 2011, and the Sorensen Hut be used instead for storage 
and emergency shelter, and with emergency shelter near the Main Hut to be 
provided (in the form of tents) each visit by the operation bringing people to 
the site.  
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The Weather Station 
An observation arising from the archaeological fieldwork during the 2007-8 field 
season is that the current (automatic) weather station is a significant visual 
intrusion within the Visual Protection Zone and it should therefore be removed. 
Now the Granholm Hut has been painted, it is the most significant modern visual 
intrusion in the Zone. 
 
It is understood however that the weather station provides useful weather data and 
its retention is considered desirable from this point of view. It is understood that 
transferring the weather station to another location (eg, near the Sorensen Hut to 
consolidate the various modern facilities at Cape Denison) has been previously 
considered, but there is a potential problem that the data from the new site will not 
be comparable. It is suggested that options for its removal from the Visual 
Protection Zone be further considered, including selecting a new site and running 
the same measuring equipment in parallel at the old and new sites for a period of 
time to enable the measurements from the old and new sites to be correlated, then 
removing the current weather station.  
 
Recommendation 
 That the current weather station be moved out of the Visual Protection Zone to 

a suitable area near the Sorensen Hut as soon as possible. To enable the 
conditions at the present and future site to be correlated, consideration should 
be given to running the two weather stations concurrently for a period (to be 
determined on the basis of consultation with the Americans). 

 
Other Post-BANZARE Structures and Materials 
1. The cage pallets left in 2006 were removed at the end of the 2007-8 field 

season and returned to Australia on the Astrolabe. All the cage pallets and 
rubbish from the 2007-8 field season was also returned to Australia on the 
Astrolabe. 

2. A small number of miscellaneous, clearly modern (ie, post-BANZARE) debris 
of a range of types was located throughout Cape Denison, although primarily in 
Hut Valley (ie, within the Visual Protection Zone) in the 2007-8 archaeological 
survey. These are described in detail in Table 1, but in summary included – 
 a geological hammer (near Beryl Hill) 
 a piece of green plastic (near Long Lake) 
 a small motor with broken black fins (discarded anemometer from the 

present day weather station) (in Hut Valley) 
 modern timber boxing (unused box or cover for the Main Hut flagpole?) 

(near Main Hut) 
 miscellaneous modern timber fragments (near the Granholm Hut) 
 1 length of timber (near Penguin Knob) 
 two star pickets (on rocks on W edge Boat Harbour) 
 a modern watch (in Hut Valley) 
 a piece of snack bar wrapper (in Hut Valley). 
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With the exception of the star pickets which were removed to the Granholm 
Hut and the length of timber in the Penguin Knob area which was left in situ, 
all the other modern items listed above were collected and returned to Australia 
as part of the 2007-8 expedition rubbish. The geological hammer has been 
returned to the Australian Antarctic Division (to Bruce Hull). 
 
These finds suggest that, in general, reasonable care is being taken by tourist 
groups and the expeditions to keep modern rubbish to a minimum at the Site. 
The presence of the above materials, as well as some undocumented debris 
around the Sorensen and Granholm Huts, indicates that rubbish control is an 
area that needs ongoing care and consideration. 

3. A small number of small rock cairns were located on the east side of Hut 
Valley in the Visual Protection Zone during the archaeological field survey 
(refer Table 1). These have not been previously recorded and their style and 
location indicate that they do not belong to the other types of cairn at Cape 
Denison that have been recorded (ie, AAE survey markers, AAE basal cairns 
for structures (ie, Memorial Cross and Proclamation Pole), 1986 survey cairns). 
Their location and observations of tourist activity during the cruise ship visits to 
Cape Denison during the 2007-8 expedition suggest that these small cairns 
which are on the ridge line are likely to have been constructed by tourists in 
recent years. One of these cairns is next to the Absolute Magnetic Hut and is 
understood to be only one or two years old (D &M McIntyre, pers comm).4 The 
cairn was demolished by the McIntyres on one of their summer 2007-8 visits 
with the Orion. 
 
The erection of new, unapproved structures at Cape Denison, particularly in the 
Visual Protection Zone, is of concern and greater effort needs to be made to 
educate visitors to the Site about appropriate behaviour at the Site. 

 
Recommendation 
 That the promotion of environmental awareness and good heritage practice by 

both tourist groups to the site and conservation expeditions is maintained and 
strengthened to avoid the construction of new unapproved features and the 
creation of new features, and to reduce visitor disturbance, including rubbish 
deposition, at the Site. 

 

                                                
4 The McIntyre's did not know who had built it. 
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CONSERVATION (WP 1.6.1)  
Refer Conservation report by Michelle Berry. 
 
 

ON-SITE DOCUMENTATION & ASSESSMENT (WP 1.6.2)  
The condition assessment of artefacts in the Main Hut was carried out by the 
conservator. Refer Conservation report by Michelle Berry. 
 
The following outlines the on-site documentation and assessment carried out as 
part of the archaeological field work during the 2007-8 field season. 
 
Survey and Documentation of Archaeological Features across Cape 
Denison 
A full archaeological survey of Cape Denison was undertaken during the 2007-8 
field season. The purpose of the archaeological survey was to see if, based on the 
recommendations of McGowan (1986) and Lazer (2003) for periodic survey at 
Cape Denison, as yet unidentified historic features could be located.5  The survey 
work was also undertaken to assess heritage identification issues in relation to 
archaeological survey of the Site. It also allowed the condition of previously 
recorded features and artefacts to be assessed.  The 2007-8 survey was considered 
timely as some features were recorded over 20 years ago. 
 
The field survey was not a comprehensive (ie, 100%) systematic survey, as time 
and conditions did not allow for this. The areas surveyed are shown in Figure 4. 
Those areas not surveyed were essentially those areas under snow/ice (ie, the valley 
floors) and the major penguin rookery areas at Lands End and John O'Groats. The 
survey approach was to walk approximate parallel transects some 20-50m apart 
(depending on the terrain), with special emphasis on ridge lines, flat benches, 
coastal margins and or valley floor areas. Transects were mainly north-south along 
the grain of the local terrain. Two small (c.1 hectare) areas were comprehensively 
(100%) surveyed to assess whether more detailed survey resulted in identification 
of more historic heritage. These were both in Hut Valley (refer Figure 4).  
 
The survey identified approximately 60 features and a small number of isolated 
artefacts. These are listed in Table 1. Most, although not all, of the features and 
artefacts identified and recorded in the previous two surveys by McGowan (1986) 
and Lazer and Staples (Lazer 2003) were relocated in the 2007-8 archaeological 

                                                
5 McGowan (1986) and Lazer (2003) both carried out surveys across Cape Denison in significant 
snow cover conditions (probably similar to the 2007-8 season). Because neither survey was 
comprehensive (even in the rock free areas) due to time constraints and because Lazer and Staple's 
(Lazer 2003) survey found a number of new features and artefacts, these earlier surveys 
recommended that archaeological survey be carried out in the future when time and conditions 
permitted to relocate any previously unrecorded features and artefacts. This assumed that more 
comprehensive survey and survey in previously unexposed areas would identify other historic 
evidence. 
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survey. A number of previously unrecorded features and artefacts were also 
identified and documented in the 2007-8 archaeological survey. 
 
Features identified and recorded in the 2007-8 field season include the better 
known AAE features such as the Memorial Cross, Proclamation Pole, Mawson's 
Bench Mark, the wireless mast area and two artefact scatters in the Penguin Knob 
area.6 Also located were a series of survey cairns and marker posts across the Cape 
Denison area, some of which appear to date to the AAE period and some of which 
are understood to be the 1985/6 Cape Denison survey benchmarks. Some of these 
have been recorded by the earlier surveys, but some have not been previously 
recorded. A few small cairns were located on the ridge immediately east of Hut 
Valley. As these are not 1985/6 survey cairns and do not fit the pattern or location 
of the AAE cairns, it is probable that these cairns are being built by tourists during 
their one day visit to Cape Denison (see Other Heritage, below). Some of these 
features are shown in Figure 5. 
 
Other previously unrecorded features identified by the 2007-8 archaeological 
survey included a broken length of copper wire on Beryl Hill (possibly part of an 
AAE aerial), a partially buried length of wire on the west side of Hut Valley in a 
line between the Memorial Cross and the AAE wireless mast (possibly associated 
with the AAE wireless mast system), and two unequivocal geological sampling 
sites. Three other possible geological sampling sites were also identified. It is likely 
that the geological sampling sites are evidence of the geological work undertaken 
by the AAE, but it is also possible that they relate to the geological mapping 
carried out in 1978 (Ledingham 1978). This will need to be researched. If the 
geological sampling sites are AAE period features, then these sites and the survey 
marker system across Cape Denison provide additional physical evidence of the 
scientific work that was the rationale and core activity of Mawson's expedition, 
hence they contribute to and enhance the cultural heritage significance of the Site.  
 
Modern features noted during the archaeological survey were also recorded to 
ensure that in the future, modern features at Cape Denison will not become 
confused with AAE features and other historic features. The difficulty in 
establishing the origin of the various cairns for example highlights the need to 
address this issue. This documentation also contributes to the documentation of the 
recent history of Cape Denison and the Site. Modern sites and features documented 
in the 2007-8 survey include the eyebolts and drill holes immediately south of the 
Memorial Cross (remains of a wireless mast?) and the Granholm Hut and 
associated features. A small number of modern artefacts, largely rubbish, were also 
recorded. This includes artefacts from earlier expeditions (eg, a geological 
hammer) and recent artefacts (eg, a watch presumably dropped by a tourist in the 
2007-8 season) (refer also Other Heritage, below). 
 
The survey has also demonstrated that the bulk of AAE related material is located 
within Hut Valley or on the nearest ridges, with only a small number of historic 
                                                
6 The AAE huts were not re-recorded as these were either not visible or have been documented in 
detail previously. 
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features and a few artefacts (mostly debris) being located outside this area. This 
confirms the findings of the earlier broad scale surveys of Cape Denison 
(McGowan 1986, Lazer 2003). 
 
The detailed nature of the 2007-8 archaeological survey and the results from the 
sample 100% survey areas suggests that re-survey of the surveyed areas is not a 
priority and in the future is probably only required every five to ten years, primarily 
for condition assessment. The lower lying areas that have not yet been surveyed, 
particularly in Hut Valley, are seen as having high priority for survey (when these 
are snow free).  
 
The survey results also suggest that when documenting evidence located through 
field survey it is important to determine whether individual artefacts and other 
individual pieces of evidence of human activity are related (ie, are part of a larger 
feature or site). If this is the case then they should be clearly identified as such 
when being recorded and the relationships documented at this stage as it is 
extremely difficult to interpret and understand these relationships later from 
artefact lists.  
 
Recommendation 
 The priority for archaeological survey at Cape Denison following the 2007-8 

field season is the low lying previously unsurveyed areas of Hut Valley (note – 
this is most of the valley bottom except for Penguin Knob which is now well 
surveyed). 

 Archaeological surveys should identify whether the evidence for past human 
activity is a site, feature or artefact, and document the evidence accordingly. 
Modern evidence should also be documented to avoid confusion and the need 
for ongoing re-assessment.  
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Figure 4 – Extent of archaeological survey in the 2007-8 field season. The red 
dotted areas are the surveyed areas. The blue hached areas are the areas that 
were subject to 100% survey. (Base map taken from the AAD 1990 Mawson's 
Hut Historic Site map). 
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Figure 5 – Examples of features recorded during the 2007-8 archaeological 

field survey (Photographs – A. McConnell). 
 
          Typical AAE wooden (survey?) marker 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                 Typical 1985/6 survey cairn (note red  
           paint ring under rocks). 
 
 
 
 
        Stone walling (AAE  

period?) on east side of  
Hut Valley. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Geological sampling site  
(AAE period?) near the  
Absolute Magnetic Hut. 
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Documentation of the Archaeological Scatters in Hut Valley 
The observations of this season combined with the work done previously, 
particularly McGowan 1986 and Lazer (2003), indicates that there are discrete 
scatters and definable areas of cultural deposit as well as wind strewn/reworked 
deposits (which tend to be sparse scatters) (refer Figure 6). The observations also 
indicate that at present the data for these scatters is variable - ranging from very 
detailed documentation for a number of artefacts to simple scatter delineation and 
description. Comparison of the 2002 mapped data with this season's field 
observation for the area in front of the north wall of the workshop indicates that the 
detailed description to date is not a complete record, with a number of the smaller, 
but equally diagnostic items, not yet having been recorded. Archaeological survey 
of the exposed surface artefact scatters in Hut Valley was therefore undertaken to 
assess the best approach to recording these scatters.  
 
Approximately 1.5 days half was also spent experimenting with detailed recording 
of the artefact scatter immediately north of the Main Hut, in particular using the 
traditional technique of mapping artefacts using 1m grid squares (with 10cm 
interval grids) (refer Figure 6). 7 The aim of this was to evaluate this technique to 
determine if it was useful as an alternative or complementary technique for 
documenting the dense artefact scatters. The grid square mapping was found to be 
practicable and, when combined with photographs and detailed description of 
diagnostic artefacts, a relatively efficient way of recording this very dense artefact 
scatter in detail. An advantage of the method is that it provides a relatively accurate 
plan and list of items, even very small items and their relative position and sizes on 
the spot, with no need for later processing or interpretation (although redrawing 
and inking of the pencil plots will be required). It does however need to be done in 
relatively low wind conditions.  
 
The archaeological assessment suggests that the following approach to 
documenting discrete archaeological scatters is most suited to the Cape Denison 
environment. This approach would ideally comprise – 
1. all scatters: an initial stage in which individual scatters and/or types of 

accumulation are delineated and their location and content generally , with 
diagnostic items being noted and a selection of photographs taken of the scatter, 
its context and key diagnostic artefacts;  

2. sparse scatters: description and position recording of individual artefacts, with 
diagnostic artefacts and internal accumulations being photographed, 
documented in detail and position recorded by a relatively accurate survey 
technique (preferably more reliable than a hand held GPS); 

3. dense scatters: detailed mapping of the artefacts in the scatters using a grid 
square; plan photography of the scatter; listing of artefacts and detailed 
description and photographic recording of diagnostic artefacts and features.  

                                                
7  The data from the 17 squares recorded during the assessment will be provided to the Australian 
Antarctic Division as part of the field data. 
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Sketch plans of individual scatters provide a useful aide-memoire, particularly for 
artefact relationship and context. Given the difficulty of re-visiting the Site, sketch 
plans are highly recommended as part of the recording of scatters at all levels.  
 
The above approach will also allow for the relationship of objects and their context 
to be better understood and documented, which in turn will provide a better 
understanding of the nature of the artefact deposits, hence the history of the site and 
the significance of the artefact scatters.  
 
Recommendation 
 That the method of recording the artefact scatters at Cape Denison be reviewed 

to ensure that documentation includes contextual information about the scatter 
and information on artefact relationships, context and location, and 
identification and description of diagnostic artefacts. 

 That the use of grid squares (framing squares) be considered as the main (base) 
technique for the detailed documentation of dense artefacts scatters at Cape 
Denison. This should be complemented by summary descriptions of the scatters 
(including information about context), general and detailed in plan 
photography, and some surveying to create accurately located points.  

 
 
Documentation of Seasonal Snow Melt/Ablation at Hut Sites  
As part of the 2007-8 season archaeological work at Cape Denison, the seasonal 
melt out of the main AAE structures (the Main Hut, the Transit Hut, the 
Magnetograph Hut and the Absolute Magnetic Hut) was recorded 
photographically. To this end a series of photos at each of the main structures was 
taken every c.3-6 days to show the rate and nature of the snow melt/ablation. The 
aim in doing this was to contribute to the understanding of the environment of the 
structures and the processes operating on the structures. This is important for 
determining appropriate conservation actions. The 2007-8 field season was a useful 
season for undertaking this work as there was a large amount of snow on arrival 
which had fully or mostly buried all huts except the Transit Hut, and warm sunny 
weather was experienced over the full field season with very little new snow fall, 
which should have promoted relatively rapid melt/ablation.  
 
The regular documentation shows very slow snow melt/ablation (refer Figure 7). 
This suggests that rapid exposure of the huts is unlikely. This, and the information 
about the degree of hut exposure during other field seasons indicate that except for 
the Transit Hut, the huts are buried in snow a large percentage of the time, 
including over summer periods. This implies relatively stable environmental 
conditions for the huts and limited exposure to wind and the degradational effects 
of wind in this environment. The results from one season's observations however is 
not a reliable record of seasonal change and do not necessarily reflect 'normal' 
conditions.  
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Recommendation 
 That the photo documentation of the AAE huts be continued for the four years 

of annual expeditions to provide a more reliable understanding of the 
environmental conditions of the huts. 

 
Assessment of Existing Archaeological Data  
This has been only partially completed and will be fully reported in the integrated 
2007-8 Cultural Heritage Report (McConnell & Berry, in prep). 
 
 

DEVELOPMENT OF AN INTERPRETATION PLAN (WP 1.6.3)  
Issues relating to interpreting the Site were considered by Michelle Berry and 
myself as part of the 2007-8 expedition. This was achieved by reviewing Site 
policy documents and the Hayman, Hughes & Lazer (1998) report on tourism 
management at Cape Denison, and by closely observing8 the three ship based 
cruises that visited Cape Denison during the 2007-8 expedition.  
 
Comments on developing an Interpretation Plan will be presented in the integrated 
2007-8 Cultural Heritage Report (McConnell & Berry, in prep).  
 
Recommendation 
 An Interpretation Plan and Visitor Management Plan is seen as an essential 

part of management of the Site. The development of such a plan for the 
Mawson's Huts Site is fully supported.  

 

                                                
8 This included observing visitor activity and movement, observing a small number of the Main Hut 
tours, and talking to the clients, guides, & the DOC observer on the Spirit of Enderby cruise. 
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Figure 6 – The different artefacts scatter types in Hut Valley and documenting 
the dense scatters using a grid (framing) square. (Photographs – A. 
McConnell). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Penguin Knob Artefact 
Scatter – a sparse scatter 
of wind blown artefacts 
(debris). Inset: timber 
staves from the base of a 
large timber barrel are a 
diagnostic feature -  

North Main Hut  
Artefact Scatter – a  
dense scatter(s)of  
placed and dumped  
artefactual material. 
Inset: A seed/pit and  
faunal 
remains (tooth?) – examples of the  
diagnostic but very small scale  
artefactual evidence in this scatter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Commencing mapping of the North Main 
Hut Artefact Scatter – laying out a base 
line and the grid (framing) square. 
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Figure 7 – The Magnetograph Hut – an example of the rate of melt out of a 
buried hut during the 2007-8 field season (Photographs – A. 
McConnell). 
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OTHER ARCHAEOLOGICAL/CONSERVATION ACTIVITIES 
(WP 1.6.4) 9  
 
Search for Air Tractor Remains 
The search for the air tractor10 was carried out by Tony Stewart with assistance 
from Brett Jarrett, and was not part of the main archaeological program. 
 
The search involved an initial metal detector survey over parts of Hut Valley. 
When it was established that the snow cover was over 1m in most areas and that 
the metal detector's reliable detection depth was c.30-40cm, including in areas of 
snow, the metal detector survey was abandoned. The search then used historical 
photographs, in particular the photograph of the remains in Hut Valley in Nisbett's 
(1976) report. The photograph was compared with the present day setting to 
determine the approximate location of the remains shown in the photographs. The 
GPS location of this point was recorded by T. Stewart using a hand held GPS.  
 
No excavation for the air tractor was undertaken as this was not part of the 2007-8 
Work Plan. As the air tractor is believed to have been c.1.5-2m below the snow 
surface, this would have required a major controlled excavation, as well as 
conservation treatment for any remains recovered. This was beyond the resources 
of the 2007-8 expedition.  
 
 
Underwater Survey of Boat Harbour 
The French divers who were installing the tide gauge did not have the time to 
undertake an underwater survey of Boat Harbour.  
 
They did however recover a section of metal drill rod that they noted close to shore 
in the south western corner of Boat Harbour (refer Table 1, CD 89). This object is 
very similar to drill rod sections for small scale mid-late 20th century geological 
drilling, and is therefore considered to be modern. Further analysis of its origin is 
however warranted. The drill rod section has been temporarily stored in the 
Granholm Hut.   
 
 
OTHER HERITAGE 
Arrival and Departure from the Main Hut - Need for Guidelines 
Prior to starting work at the Main Hut it was necessary to excavate c.2m depth of 
snow and ice from the entrance way, and then unfreeze the door. The wooden 
shutters over the skylights also had to be removed and stored. As there were no 
instructions or guidelines for this, there was a risk of damaging the door and walls 

                                                
9 Note – this item is also numbered 1.6.3 in the 2007-8 Works Plan. 
10 Note – several parts of the air tractor are currently stored in the Main Hut, including the tail 
rudder (metal framing and cloth) and a small number of pieces of metal pipe from the main frame. 
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of the hut and of excavating too deep and disturbing in situ artefacts and deposits 
even when considerable care was being taken.  
 
Some minor damage was incurred during this process (eg, splintering and denting 
of the timber). The frequent coming and going over the summer, and the need to re-
dig out the entrance after new snow deposition resulted in additional minor damage 
to the door. It is understood that the entrance is also dug out by the guides when 
cruise ship visits arrive and the hut entrance is snowed in, which is common, 
thereby increasing the potential for additional damage to the door and nearby walls 
of the hut. 
 
The expedition also excavated a door level trench along the west wall of the 
Workshop (and about 25cm out) north to flat ground to allow excavated snow/ice 
from inside the hut to be easily transported out, as well as easy, safe access for 
people and equipment. Without good information about what is in the area being 
excavated there is also the potential to create further damage and archaeological 
disturbance while excavating an entrance approach. In addition, observations of the 
tourist visits, in particular the behavior of the queues to visit the Main Hut, 
indicated that the approach trench should be at least 50cm from the wall and 
preferably c.1m to prevent accidental damage from people leaning against the hut 
wall. 
 
On leaving at the end of the season, the false doors inside the hut and the shutters 
need to be re-secured over the skylights. It is critical that this is done and done 
properly to avoid damage to the hut and snow ingress between expeditions. 
 
The above experiences and observations suggest that it would be useful for 
expedition and tourist parties to have clear guidelines and instructions for accessing 
and leaving the Main Hut, including how to excavate access when the entrance is 
buried in snow. Some temporary protection for the outside of the entrance door (eg, 
over cladding) should also be considered to avoid damage from regular excavation 
for access. 
 
Recommendations 
 That guidelines for accessing and leaving the Main Hut be prepared which 

include instructions for gaining access when the entrance is buried in snow.  
 That the need for protective cladding for the outside of the front access door be 

assessed.  
 
Visits by Cruise Ship Tourist Groups 
The following three cruise ship based groups landed at Cape Denison and visited 
the Main Hut during the 2007-8 expedition. The conservator and archaeologist 
observed these visits and also assisted the guides by providing additional 
interpretation (mainly on the AAE and conservation work at Cape Denison):   
1 Spirit of Enderby Heritage Expeditions Group. 

Tourist party of c.48 people from the Spirit of Enderby which spent a full 
day at Cape Denison on 16th December 2007. The archaeologist and others 
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spent the day talking to the tourists about Mawson's Huts, the AAE 
expedition and the current season's work. I and Michelle also led the first 
few groups through the hut until the Heritage Expedition guide arrived to 
conduct the rest of the tours. We also observed a number of the tours in the 
hut and the behaviour of the visitors at Cape Denison to see what people do 
over the course of day and how constrained they are by the tourist 
organiser, and talked informally to a number of the tourists to gauge their 
reactions to the site and the ongoing work. Emlyn Thomas, one of Sir 
Douglas Mawson's grandson's was a member of this group. 

2 Orion Group 1. 
Tourist party of c.100 people from the Orion which spent a full day at Cape 
Denison on 20th December 2007 (c.10:30am-10:30pm). The archaeologist 
spent the day at Mawson's Hut talking to the tourists about Mawson's Huts, 
the AAE expedition and the current season's work while the two Orion 
guides (D. Paterson and A. McGregor) showed groups of three tourists 
through the Hut. The archaeologist also observed the tourist behaviour and 
talked informally to a number of the tourists as with the Spirit of Enderby 
group. One of the party had worked with Sir Douglas Mawson at Adelaide 
University in the late 1940s and the 1950s (in an administrative capacity).  

3 Orion Cruise 2. 
The Orion was at Commonwealth Bay for 7th January 2008. As with the 
first cruise, the archaeologist spent most of the day at Mawson's Hut talking 
to the tourists about the site and the conservation program and this season's 
work. At the end of the day the archaeologist also took a few people 
through the hut to relieve the cruise guides.  

 
In general, the behaviour of the tourist groups is respectful of the Site and there is 
little obvious disturbance. There is a major interest in the site and the conservation 
program by the tourists which is very encouraging. The tourist parties also seem to 
be well managed by the tour company and guides. The three visitors plus guide 
limit for the Main Hut is respected and would seem to be a good size group for 
each tour given the small space and fragility of the environment inside the hut. This 
resulted in long queues outside the hut in the earlier part of the day, but the third 
visit demonstrated that even with 100 tourists, the visits can be managed to keep 
the queues reasonably short. 
 
The management of the visits however could be improved upon as a small amount 
of tourist related rubbish was noted and some picking up and movement of 
artefacts in the artefact scatters occurred on one of the visits. Observation of the hut 
tours also suggested that more information could be provided to each three-person 
group at the start of each tour about the need for care in the hut and what to do and 
not to do, to help reduce the risks of unintentional damage. Clear, detailed 
guidelines for the tour company guides might help address some of these issues (at 
present there appear to be no specific guidelines given to the guides). 
 
Recommendations to address tourist related issues will be made in the integrated 
heritage report (McConnell & Berry, in prep).  
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OTHER  
Fauna/Avifauna Distributions 
It was noted during the archaeological field survey that there appeared to be a 
significant difference between the mapped penguin and bird locations (1990 
Historic Site Map) and present locations. It was also noted that different penguin 
rookeries and parts of rookeries were occupied at different times while the 2007-8 
expedition was at Cape Denison. To some extent this seemed to reflect penguins 
moving to rookery areas as they became snow/ice free.  
 
As helicopter paths and the location of infrastructure and human activities are 
strongly influenced by the location of fauna/avifauna under Australian Antarctic 
Division policy, and for the improved protection of the local fauna/avifauna, it may 
be timely to review the existing fauna/avifauna distribution maps. 
 
Recommendation 
 That consideration be given to re-surveying the distribution of penguins and 

birds at Cape Denison.  
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TABLE 1 –  SITES AND FEATURES OF CAPE DENISON BASED ON THE 2007-8 ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELD SURVEY 

The following table lists all the features and artefacts located during 2007-8 archaeological survey for the full Cape Denison area. It does not include the AAE huts which are 
previously well recorded, and at this stage does not include other major features in Hut Valley (ie, in the Visual Protection Zone) – the Memorial Cross, the Proclamation 
Pole, the AAE Weather Station, Mawson's and Wireless Masts (these will incorporated in the table in the integrated heritage report (McConnell & Berry, in prep). The table 
should be regarded as preliminary as it does not include these features and has not been fully crossed checked with other survey results and the historical documentation. 
(Note – all features and artefacts other than undiagnostic debris have been photographed). 

 
FEATURES & ISOLATED ARTEFACTS (CAPE DENISON GENERALLY) 
 
[Items in italics are preliminary names or observations. Italicised Site/Feature Nos. indicate modern feature/artefact, Site/Feature Nos. in bold indicate AAE/BANZARE feature/artefact/site only; other features artefacts are of 
indeterminate age at this level of assessment] 
 
Site/Fea
ture No 

S/F Type Name Location GPS Description Remarks 

CD 1 unknown 
(aerial?) 

Beryl Hill 
Wire 

Beryl Hill South main - 
0572909/ 
2566584 
other – 
0572903/ 
2566612 
0572912/ 
2566604 
 

Sections of copper wire (c.2mm gauge) from immediately below first 
high point south of Beryl Hill running down the NW side; scattered over 
a c.15m (knoll-N) by c.10m (knoll-W) area. Eight (possibly 10) sections 
of wire of various lengths (c.20cm to c2m); bent; with sections joined by 
looping and twisting the wire. 

Likely to have been a single length of joined 
sections – ground aerial? 
Broken sections probably broken off over time by 
brittle fracture. 
Copper wire in very good condition – no corrosion, 
dull surface wipes off to show clean copper. 

CD 2 cairn 
(survey 
cairn) 

Beryl Hill 
Cairn 

Beryl Hill summit 0572921/ 
2566506 
 

Low cairn on rock c.1.5m S of Beryl Hill summit (note - this is not the 
highest point on this ridge). Comprised of local rocks (up to c.30cm 
diam); 1 rock layer high, but possibly 2 tumbled rocks (just below on S 
side); red paint ring c.1cm wide and c.10cm diameter with central small 
deep depression. 

Intact apart from 2 possibly fallen rocks. 
Crispo (1985/6) survey cairn. 

CD 3 cairn 
(survey 
mark) 

West Moraine 
Cairn  

E end of western 
moraine 

0573046/ 
2566375 
 

Low cairn on a bedrock high on the N edge of the E end of the moraine. 
Comprised of c.5 local rocks (up to c.30cm diam); 1 rock layer high; red 
paint ring c.1cm wide and c.10cm diameter with central small deep 
depression. 

Intact. 
Crispo (1985/6) survey cairn. 

CD 4 cairn East Moraine 
Cairn 

eastern moraine 0573397/ 
2566132 
 

Low cairn on a bedrock high on the eastern moraine. Comprised of c.5 
local rocks (up to c.50cm+ diam); 1 rock layer high; with a fragment of 
tongue & groove plank in centre. The timber appears to have broken off 
at cairn top level and is highly abraded and weathered back on the S side; 
not fixed.  

Intact. 
The timber fragment was probably originally 
wedged in the rocks and is now loose due to loss of 
area from abrasion. 
This cairn is differentiated from other cairns in the 
CDE area by having some very large rocks and the 
timber. 
Clearly an AAE cairn given the wind blasted 
timber 
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CD 5 cairn John O'Groats 
Cairn  

easternmost rocks 0573604/ 
2566275 
 

Low cairn on a bedrock knoll at the east edge of Cape Denison; 
comprised of 4 local rocks (up to c.30cm diam); 1 rock layer high. 

Intact. 
In area of current and former penguin rookery. 

CD 6 cairn 
(survey 
mark) 

Northeast 
Cairn 

N end rock ridge 
NE of Low Lake 

0573370/ 
2566460 
 

Low cairn on a bedrock high on the N end of the NE ridge (E of Low 
Lake). Comprised of a small number of local rocks (up to c.30cm diam); 
1.5 rock layers high, but 2 rocks appear to have fallen off to the NNE; 
red paint ring c.1cm wide and c.10cm diameter with central small deep 
depression. 
 

Intact apart from 2 possibly fallen rocks. 
Crispo (1985/6) survey cairn. 

CD 7 cairn 
(survey 
mark) 

NNE Cairn N end of ridge 
NW of Low Lake 

0573075/ 
2566657 
 

Mod-low cairn on a bedrock high at the very N end of the ridge W of 
Low Lake; immediately W of the eastern cobble beach (below Low 
Lake). Comprised of a small number of local rocks (up to c.30cm diam); 
2-3 rock layers high (2 layers side and 3 layers the other); red paint ring 
c.1cm wide and c.10cm diameter with central small deep depression. 

Intact. 
This cairn is different to the other cairns in the 
CDE area as it is about twice the height. 
Crispo (1985/6) survey cairn. 

CD 8 cairn SE Long Lake 
Cairn 1 

near S end of 
ridge E of Long 
Lake 

0572695/ 
2566596 
 

Low cairn on bedrock c.2m S of high point and 2nd knoll north of S end 
of ridge. Comprised of 7 local rocks (up to c.30cm diam) with another 3 
possibly fallen to S side; 2 rock layers high. 

Intact. 
Position (not on end knoll) is not in keeping with 
other cairns – possibly not AAE. 

CD 9 cairn/ 
marker 

SE Long Lake 
Cairn 2 

near S end of 
ridge E of Long 
Lake 

0572706/ 
2566572 
 

Low cairn/marker on the southernmost bedrock knoll at S end of ridge. 
Comprises a fragment of highly weathered timber plank wedged in rock 
crack with two large stones (up to c.30cm diam) on S side wedging it 
against bedrock face on N side with c.3 small stones (<10cm) around 
timber base under larger stones; timber is broken (or weathered) at cairn 
rock height. 

Intact. 
Timber fragment suggests this is an AAE cairn. 

CD 10 cairn? SW Long Lake 
Cairn  

S end of bedrock 
hill S of Round 
Lake 

0572612/ 
2566488 
 

Possible low cairn on the southernmost bedrock knoll in the set of low 
rocky hills/rises S of Round Lake. Comprises 3 medium sized local rocks 
(up to c.30cm diam) spaced about 20cm apart on a flat bedrock high; 2 
more rocks are within c.50cm on S side and possibly originally part of 
cairn? 

Collapsed (if not natural). 
Location and arrangement doesn't look natural, but 
it is possible it is natural as the region has a lot of 
rocks sitting on bedrock highs. 

CD 11 cairn? Memorial Hill 
Cairn  

on highest (?) 
point of third rock 
ridge E of Lands 
End coast 
(Memorial Hill?) 

0572116/ 
2566625 
 

Single rock on visible high point on this ridge which is at the north end 
of the set of four ridges. Possible cairn rock or survey marker.  

Location is suggestive of a marker but isolated 
naturally located rocks in highs are not uncommon 

CD 12 cairn Azimuth Hill 
Ridge Cairn  

on second knoll S 
of Memorial 
Cross 

0572199/ 
2566615 
 

Low cairn on bedrock knoll S of Memorial Cross (2nd knoll S) on 
Azimuth Hill Ridge. Comprised of 4 local rocks (up to c.30cm diam) in a 
ring with a single smaller stone on top; 2 rock layers high. 

Intact. 
 

CD 13 sampling 
site? 

Round Lake SS 
1 

bedrock hill S of 
Round Lake 

- C.20m W of CD 10. 
Subrounded cobble of red sandstone/quartzite with one end broken off 
with a conchoidal fracture and percussion marks around broken rim. 

Could be natural but degree of breakage and 
percussion in one area unusual. 

CD 14 sampling 
site? 

Round Lake SS 
2 

bedrock hill S of 
Round Lake 

0572622/ 
2566567 
 

N of CD 10. 
C.1.5m x 0.75m area of flaked red rhyolite (from 1 original cobble); a 
number of thin flakes and flaked surfaces with conchoidal fractures.  

Could be natural but degree of breakage, flake 
scatter and conchoidal surfaces suggests geological 
sampling/investigation. 
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CD 15 debris 

(timber) 
- bedrock hill S of 

Round Lake 
0572628/ 
2566566 
 

Fragment of weathered timber plank with fine nails down the side (plank 
from wooden packing case?) 

- 

CD 16 debris 
(timber) 

- bedrock hill S of 
Round Lake 

0572625/ 
2566546 
 

Fragment of weathered timber plank. - 

CD 17 sampling 
site? 

Round Lake SS 
3 

bedrock hill S of 
Round Lake 

0572651/ 
2566512 
 

C.50m NE of CD10. 
Green boulder (green fine grained volcanic?) c.30cm diameter with a 
relatively fresh conchoidally flaked face and an area of percussion pitting 
adjacent; scatter of fragments around base of rock. 

Could be natural but the percussion pitting is 
reminiscent of percussion by a geological hammer 
pick end and the conchoidal face and scatter of 
broken pieces at base is unusual. 

CD 18 debris 
(timber) 

- bedrock hill S of 
Round Lake 

0572626/ 
2566491 

Fragment of weathered timber plank. - 

CD 19 cairn? S Hut Valley 
Cairn  

on W knoll in 
centre of S end of 
Hut Valley 

0572428/ 
2566446 
 

Possible low cairn on bedrock knoll on the westernmost low ridge/hill at 
S end of Hut Valley (last before ice); on central but not highest point of 
knoll. Comprises 6 medium sized local rocks (up to c.30cm diam) and 9 
smaller stones (c.10-15cm diam) grouped on flattish bedrock surface. 
Other larger cobbles/boulders nearby. 

Collapsed (if not natural). 
Location and arrangement doesn't look natural, but 
it is possible it is natural as the region has a lot of 
rocks sitting on bedrock highs. 

CD 20 sampling 
site? 

Memorial Hill 
Area SS 1  

on E slope of third 
rock ridge E of 
Lands End coast 
below highest 
point (Memorial 
Hill?) 

0572150/ 
2566629 
 

Directly and c.30m below CD11. 
Short section of vertical relatively pure milky quartz vein, c.25cm wide. 
The quartz which is relatively weathering resistant is protruding above 
the surrounding gneiss. The two highest areas are relatively freshly 
broken right across and one half has a conchoidal surface; a number of 
quartz fragments some with relatively fresh faces are scattered around 
the base. 

Could be natural as quartz at Cape Denison appears 
to be more susceptible to freeze/thaw shattering 
than any other rock type, but the conchoidal face 
and scatter of freshly broken pieces at base is 
unusual (although some may be natural). 

CD 21 sampling 
site 

Absolute Hut 
Geological 
Sampling Site 

Rock knoll 
immediately  

0572513/ 
2566929 
 

Clear evidence of hammer pecking and breakage on the E edge of part of 
a band of a pale granitic rock c.5m N of the Absolute Hut and c.3.5-4m 
W of the cairn and below it. There are two conchoidal faces on the E 
edge, some semi-detached flakes at the base, and a number of flakes with 
conchoidal faces and/or sharp edges scattered in the immediate area 
(within c.50cm). 

Definite geological sampling site – however could 
be AAE or 1977/8 geological mapping. 

CD 22 cairn/ 
marker 

Penguin Knob 
East Cairn 1 

On SE edge of 
rocky flats around 
Penguin Knob 

0572432/ 
2567047 
 

This marker lies approx half way along a line between the Magnetograph 
Hut and Penguin Knob. There is a second higher cairn c.10m to W (CD 
35). The marker comprises a vertical timber plank (c.1" x 2"), not fixed, 
in a cairn of c.12 local rocks (up to c.30cm diam) which appear to form a 
cairn 1-2 layers high. 

Intact (appears to be intact from limited exposure). 
Style suggests it is an AAE cairn, but unclear as to 
why 2 cairns close together (refer CD35). 

CD 23 cairn 
(survey 
mark) 

Penguin Knob 
Cairn 1 

Penguin Knob 0572303/ 
2567138 
 

Low cairn on highest point of Penguin Knob proper. Comprises c.16 
local rocks (up to c.30cm diam) in 2 layers. C.4m from a cairn with 
marker post (CD 24).  

Intact. 
Given the style of this cairn and the proximity of 
CD 24, this is presumed to be a Crispo 1985/6 
survey cairn (marked on map as 'Penguin Knob' 
survey mark). 
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CD 24 cairn 

(survey 
mark) 

Penguin Knob 
Cairn 2 

Penguin Knob 0572301/ 
2567133 
 

Medium cairn with broken (?) timber post uprights (2) in centre located 
just below and c.4m to the SW of the highest point (& CD23) on Penguin 
Knob proper. Comprises c.17 local rocks (up to c.50cm diam) in at least 
3 layers (is of random rubble construction). There are two pieces of plank 
wedged as uprights in the centre of the cairn. The exposed timber (above 
top of cairn is highly weathered. 

Intact (other than the upright timber post which is 
broken or weather to a stub). 
Style suggests it is an AAE cairn. (Note – it is 
bigger and has bigger rock than the nearby 1985/6 
survey cairn CD23). 

CD 25 artefact 
scatter 

HV Artefact 
Scatter 2 

on coast E of 
Penguin Knob 

 see Artefact Scatters, above   

CD 26 cairn Absolute Hut 
Cairn 

On rock knoll 
immediately N 
of Absolute Hut 

0572516/ 
2566931 
 

Low cairn on bedrock knoll immediately NNE of Absolute Hut and only 
c.1-2m above AH roof. Comprises 4 local rocks (up to c.30cm diam) in a 
ring with several smaller stones inside and 2 small stones on top; 
effectively only 1 rock layer high. 

Intact. 
Modern. According to M. McIntyre ( pers comm 
19/12/07) it has only been built in the last c.2 years, 
however this cairn and not Absolute Hut East Cairn 
it appears to be the survey mark for the 1985/6 
survey (and labelled 'Absolute Hut'. 

CD 27 cairn/ 
marker 

Absolute Hut 
East Cairn 

On rock knoll to 
ENE of 
Absolute Hut 

0572559/ 
2566943 
 

Medium-large on bedrock knoll c.40 ENE of Absolute Hut (first rise in 
this area (otherwise snow covered). Comprises 7-8 layers of rocks 
surrounding an upright timber post (c.4" x 2") that terminates just above 
the rocks. The timber post is fixed and is highly weathered on the S side 
and across top. The base of the cairn is c.1.0m x c.1.25m and it is c.1m 
high. The basal stones are >0.5m diameter and the stones become smaller 
towards the top (to c.25-30cm diam). The stones are mostly tabular but a 
small number are subrounded (ie, from cobble beach deposits). 

Intact. 
Timber upright suggests this is an AAE cairn. 
M. McIntyre (pers comm 19/12/07) confirmed that 
the cairn was there when they spent the year at 
Cape Denison (Gadget Hut was c.50m away (W) 
and that they had not modified it. 
 

CD 28 cairn Hut Valley E 
Ridge North 
Cairn 

Hut Valley E 
Ridge N end 
high section 

0572550/ 
2566816 
 

Small cairn of 2 rocks on bedrock knoll at northern point of ridge before 
is drops down to a lower north ridge line immediately NNE of Absolute 
Hut and only c.1-2m above AH roof. Comprises 4 local rocks (up to 
c.30cm diam) in a ring with several smaller stones inside and 2 small 
stones on top; effectively only 1 rock layer high. 

Intact. 
 

CD 29 cairn Hut Valley East 
Ridge Central 
Cairn  

Hut Valley East 
Ridge centre 

0572572/ 
2566702 
 

Medium size rock cairn on the highest point of the Hut Valley East set of 
ridges. The cairn is approximately round and is c.1m x c.0.75m at base 
and c.50cm+ high. Comprises approx 3 layers of rock; number of local 
rocks, with larger rocks (c.30cm diam) at base and mainly smaller rocks 
on the top; one elongate rock is wedged upright in the top centre of the 
cairn. 

Intact. 
A distinctive cairn due to its size and the central 
pointed rock. Also visible from a number of points 
and most locations in Hut Valley. 
Presumed to be an AAE cairn. 

CD 30 cairn Hut Valley East 
Ridge Cairn 3 

Hut Valley E 
Ridge high 
section  

0572573/ 
2566731 
 

Small cairn located between CD 28 and CD29 on main ridge. Comprised 
of 3 local rocks (up to c.30cm diam) on a bedrock knoll (not 
high/significant) – one is on top of another and the third is beside. 

Intact. 
Probably a modern cairn - the size and location 
suggest this is a modern cairn and not a survey 
cairn (possibly made by tourists). 

CD 31 
 

cairn 
(survey) 

Viking Ridge 
Survey Cairn & 
Mark 

Rocky knob at 
N end Alga 
Lake valley 

0572678/ 
2566881 
 

Low cairn on highest point of knoll on coast at N end of Alga Lake 
valley (termed Viking Ridge by Crispo); c.100-120m E of Absolute Hut. 
Comprised of 10 local rocks (up to c.30cm diam) on a bedrock high point 
with possibly c.4 more rocks nearby (within c.50cm) which have 
collapsed off the cairn; 2 layer cairn. Underneath the rocks in the centre 
there is a small (c.1-2cm diam) hole in the rock which has a red-brown, 

Intact. 
Red painted circle around hole in rock indicates 
this is a modern survey mark and cairn. Presumed 
to be made by Crispo in 1985/6. 
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c.1cm wide red painted ring around it. 
CD 32 marker 

(post) 
NE Long Lake 
Marker 

N end of ridge E 
of Long Lake 

0572654/ 
2566715 
 

Timber post on highest point of the ridge E of Long Lake. Post appears 
to have been wedged in a gap (long and c.6cm wide) in the gneiss 
bedrock with 3 small local rocks (c.10cm diam) wedging the post 
upright. The post is now fallen sideways and resting at c.30o to NW. The 
post is a single plank 3-4cm wide and has a small nail in side (packing 
case timber?). It is highly weathered on the S face and top (post-
breakage) and on the present underside. There is no associated cairn. 
Also two fragments of red conglomeratic brecciated quartzite with drusy 
quartz surfaces lying on the rock surface c.3m NNW of the marker.  

Collapsed. 
Weather wooden post and location suggest this is 
an AAE marker. 
Quartzite rocks appear to have come from CD 33 
which implies manual transport (by AAE?). 

CD 33 sampling 
site 

NE Long Lake 
Geological 
Sampling Site 

N end of ridge E 
of Long Lake 

0572655/ 
2566736 
 

A boulder (c.50cm diam) of red conglomeratic brecciated quartzite with 
drusy quartz surfaces resting in a broad hollow on the bedrock surface on 
the ridge c.20m NW of CD32. The top and N and W sides of the boulder 
have been broken and have relatively fresh faces and there are several 
pieces of the rock at the base of the boulder and within c.1m to SSW 
which also have angular relatively fresh faces. 
This is the same material found at CD32 (2 pieces). 

Appears to be genuine rock sampling. 
Unclear if AAE or 1977/8 mapping, but 
relationship to CD32 suggests more likely to be 
AAE period. 

CD 34 artefact 
scatter 

HV Artefact 
Scatter 1 

Penguin Knob 
area 

 see Artefact Scatters, below   

CD 35 cairn Penguin Knob 
SE cairn 02 

flats below & 
SW of Penguin 
Knob 

0572422/ 
2567043 
 

Low cairn on relatively flat area of bedrock surrounding Penguin Knob. 
This cairn is only c.10m W of CD22 (another cairn with post). Cairn 
comprises c.10 local rocks (up to c.30cm diam) in a ring with one central 
upper rock (ie, 2 layers cairn), but also extends over al low area which 
has a lower foundation rock. There are a small number of other rocks 
nearby that may have come off the upper layer of the cairn. There is a 
plank beside (N) of the cairn but the lack of deep weathering and lack of 
a gap in the centre of the cairn suggests it is not related to the cairn. 

Intact. 
The presence of a cairn with marker post to the E 
which is likely to be an AAE cairn, suggests this is 
a modern (1985/6) survey cairn. 
 

CD 36 sampling 
site? 

Long Lake NW 
possible 
geological 
sampling site 

lower slope of 
ridge W of Long 
Lake 

0572593/ 
2566765 
 

Gneiss boulder on the lower slopes of the ridge W of Long Lake and to 
the NW. The boulder is subrounded and has what appears to be hammer 
pecking marks on the upper surface, with a fresh face adjacent and 1 
piece broken off but not detached; several thin flakes scattered around 
base. 

Possible geological sampling site. 

CD 37 cairn Long Lake W 
cairn 

on ridge W of 
Long Lake 

0572591/ 
2566694 
 

Small cairn on high point of ridge SE of and c.35-40m from CD 29.  The 
ridge is the ridge W of Long Lake. The cairn is comprised of 4 rocks 
(<25cm diam) in a close scatter (possibly collapsed). Not on a 
particularly high point or on good line of sight (has large boulder on the 
E side. There is a c.50cm length of timber c.3m to SW (related?). 

Collapsed. 
Probably modern due to size and style and location. 
Timber is unlikely to be a marker as there is no 
crack in the rock and there are insufficient rocks in 
the cairn to  

CD 38 sampling 
site? 

Hut Valley East 
Ridge possible 
geological 
sampling site 

Hut Valley East 
Ridge 

0572559/ 
2566687 
 

Red and white coarse grained aplite boulder which is heavily fragmented.  Possible geological sampling site. 
Possibly natural but the high degree of 
fragmentation for this rock type is unusual. 

CD 39 cairn 
(survey) 

Hut Valley East 
Ridge Cairn 4 

Hut Valley East 
Ridge SW 

0572539/ 
2566625 
 

Low cairn on high point towards SW end of the Hut Valley East Ridge. 
Located at the N end of the flat knoll on which the Proclamation Pole is 
situated and c.10m to the NNE. Comprises c.14 local rocks (up to c.30cm 

Intact. 
Red paint ring indicates this is a 1985/6 survey 
mark (Crispo's survey). 
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diameter); 2 layers; has red c.10cm diam paint ring with a central deep 
hollow c.1cm wide) 

CD 40 cairn Hut Valley East 
Ridge Cairn 5 

Hut Valley East 
Ridge SW 

0572538/ 
2566630 
 

Small cairn in a small shallow saddle between 2 higher knolls on ridge 
line, the S one having CD39 on the N end. Comprises c.10 rocks (c.10-
30cm diameter; 2 layers. 

Intact. 
Size, style and location suggest this is a modern 
cairn, possibly a tourist built cairn? 

CD 41 cairn Hut Valley 
Cairn 1 

central Hut 
Valley  

0572405/ 
2566683 
 

A cairn made of local rocks on the rock knoll with Mawson's Benchmark 
(CD42) and c.5m NW of the benchmark across a depression. Approx 
15m from the E wall of Mawson's Hut. 
The rocks fill a hollow in the bedrock and rise to about 1 rock layer 
above the bedrock rise. The cairn comprises rocks of various sizes (up to 
c.0.75m diam). There is one very small fragment of timber inside the 
cairn (appears to be wind blown in rather than part of the structure). 
There is also a timber plank with nails lying beside the cairn and 2 other 
pieces of timber associated – none seem to be necessarily related to the 
cairn. 

Date & function unknown. 

CD 42  AAE Bench 
Mark 
(Mawson's 
Bench Mark) 
 

central Hut 
Valley  

0572411/ 
2566678 

The Bench mark (BM) is located on the highest pint of a low bedrock 
rise/knoll in Hut Valley and c.15m from the E wall of Mawson's Hut. 
The BM comprises a pecked line c.1cm/1/2" wide that is a circle (c.5" 
diameter) around a central pecked point/depression on the highest point 
of the bedrock outcrop. Approx 1/2m/2' to the W are the letters 'BM' also 
pecked out into the bedrock (the 'B' is very clear, but the 'M' is less 
clear). The ring and letters have been painted over in a brownish orange 
paint that has weathered to a salmon pink. There is no cairn or other 
evidence clearly associated (except for a cairn c.5m NW (CD41) which 
may or may not be associated). The BM location has a clear line of sight 
to CD29. 
The knoll has a quantity of artefactual material (including c.2mm copper 
wire and c.5mm stranded wire – as found at CD1 and the AAE Weather 
station respectively) associated which is also considered to be mainly 
rubbish, hence unlikely to be related. 

Survey Bench Mark understood to have been put in 
by the AAE. 
This pecked BM however may be a later BM, and 
the nearby cairn (CD41) may be the original BM. 

CD 43 camp Granholm Hut 
& Camp 

Hut Valley West 
Ridge – north 
end 

0572238/ 
2566735 
to 
0572223/ 
2566751 

The Granholm Hut is situated on a relatively flat bedrock bench on the 
lower slope of the Hut Valley West Ridge on the eastern side and c.50m 
SW of, and c. 3-4m above, Boat Harbour. 
The Granholm Hut is extant and has at a later stage had a small area of 
basic timber decking and front stairs added. It is seated on a tubular steel 
foundation with vertical posts sunk into the bedrock (not cemented) and 
anchored down by means of thick stranded wire rope cables attached to 
steel eyebolts anchored in the bedrock. 
No other structures are located in this area, but there is some loose 
construction material (timber and metal) stored under the hut; there is a 
black plastic ANARE sled melting out of the snow (Dec 2007); and a 
sparse scatter of rubbish related to the hut within c.20m of the hut on the 
N and E sides (mainly fragments of timber). The following evidence of 
former structures was also noted – 
 apple hut – a flat platform formed by building an area of bedrock up 

The Granholm Hut was erected by the Ledingham 
party in the 1977/8 field season, and was used by 
the Project Blizzard field parties in their two field 
seasons (1984/5 and 1985/6).  
Understood to have had 2 'seatainers' (ie, shipping 
containers for goods) a short distance to the north 
(?season established?) and Project Blizzard had 
polar pyramids erected in this general area. The 
'Apple' now located at Jubilee Base (Sorensen Hut) 
was previously located immediately E of the 
Granholm Hut (Project Blizzard Phase?).  
All structures except the Granholm Hut have been 
progressively removed since c.2000.  
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with rocks and surrounded by an approx circular array of seven 
metal bolts in bedrock cut off at bedrock level which are assumed to 
be apple anchor bolts (1 may have been for the Granholm); 

 tent sites - a rectangular stone arrangement c.25m north of the 
Granholm Hut and comprising 2 square cleared areas (for polar 
pyramids?) and 1 rectangular area of same length by ½ width  (for a 
standard tunnel/hooped pole tent?) created by clearing the rocks 
away and piling them on the south side; with the compartments 
created by a line of stones (1-2 layers high);  

 container site – not obvious but possibly indicated by two iron 
stained areas of rock (c.1m diam each) c.40m north of the Granholm 
Hut, one slightly E of the E wall of the Hut and the other c.15-20m 
W. 

CD 44 seal Boat Harbour 
West Seal 1 

Hut Valley West 
Ridge – lower 
slope, north end 

0572179/ 
2566858 
 

Full carcass of an adult Weddell seal on rocks on the west side of Boat 
Harbour c.30-40m north of the Granholm Hut and c.5m west of the 
water. The seal is c.2m long; has fluid leaking from lower flesh side 
(fats?). 

Interpreted as a 'cached' AAE period seal (ie, killed 
and left for later for food/dog meat by the AAE). 
No evidence apparent for an unnatural death or of 
intervention. 

CD 45 seal Boat Harbour 
West Seal 2 

Hut Valley West 
Ridge – lower 
slope, north end 

0572167/ 
2566858 
 

Carcass of an adult Weddell seal on rocks on the west side of Boat 
Harbour c.30-40m north of the Granholm Hut and c.15-20m west of the 
water (& 10m W of BHW Seal 1). The seal is c.2m long and is intact 
except for its head which is not evident. Also has some fluid percolating 
from lower flesh side (fats?). 

Interpreted as a 'cached' AAE period seal (ie, killed 
and left for later for food/dog meat by the AAE). 
No evidence apparent for an unnatural death or of 
intervention (except perhaps loss of head?). 

CD 46 wireless 
aerial 

Hut Valley West 
Ridge Aerial 
Site 

Hut Valley West 
Ridge – north 
end 

0572162/ 
2566712 
 

This feature is close to the ridge crest and c.50m south of the Memorial 
Cross. The feature comprises a triangular array of four large steel 
eyebolts sunk (cemented or screwed?) in the bedrock – one (apex) 
immediately to the E of the ridge line (now in a penguin rookery) and 
three along the base line c. 10m to east. There is also a set of three short 
(up to c.15cm deep), vertical drill holes in the bedrock c.3m E of the 
central baseline eyebolt; 2 of these are c.4cm diam and 1 is c.2cm diam.  

Understood to be part of a communications (radio) 
aerial set up established or initiated by the 1977/78 
expedition (Ledingham 1978). 

CD 47 ? (wire 
cable 

? Hut Valley West 
Ridge – lower E 
slope 

0572278/ 
2566693 
 

Stranded wire cable (c.2mm diam) tensions and running in a SE-NW line 
over rocks into snow at the SE end. The visible length is c. 6m long, and 
the north end appears is a loop with a rock above it (previously around 
rock?). Approximately in a line between Memorial Cross/Aerial Site and 
Mawson's Hut/AAE Wireless Mast. 

Presumed to be AAE period as the stranded wire is 
the same as that associated with other AAE 
structures/features. 

CD 48 cairn Hut Valley West 
Cairn 

Hut Valley West 
Ridge – lower E 
slope 

0572281/ 
2566650 
 

Small medium sized rock cairn on the outer edge of the rock bench (same 
as the Granholm is located on) on the lower slope of the Hut Valley West 
Ridge, c.70m+ south of the Granholm Hut. 
Comprises c.18 local rocks (c.10-40cm diameter); rock arrangement is 
random rubble, but the cairn is in effect 4 layers on the W side. There is a 
gap (c.5cm x 10cm) in the centre (adequate for a large sized timber post). 
There are 3 weathered fragmented timber planks c.4m to the SW and 
another weathered fragmented timber plank c.10m to the SSW which 
may be related (refer 'Isolated Artefacts'). 

Date/association unknown 
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CD 49 cairn Low Lake NE 

Cairn 
NE of Low Lake 
on first ridge 

0572192/ 
2566549 

Low cairn on highest point of low ridge immediately E of Low Lake; the 
point is c.50m to the NE of Low Lake. Comprises c.5 local rocks (up to 
c.30cm diameter) with 2 rocks possibly having fallen  off on the E side; 2 
layers; has red c.10cm diam paint ring with a central deep hollow c.1cm 
wide under the central rock. 

Intact. 
Red paint ring indicates this is a 1985/6 survey 
mark (Crispo's survey). 

CD 50 sampling 
site? 

Low Lake East 
Sampling Site? 

SE of Low Lake 
on first ridge 

0572293/ 
2566312 
(5m E of 
gps point) 

Angular (squared) block of brown quartzite (c.30 x 25 x 20 cm) with 
conchoidal flakes off one edge of the W face. Located on the ridge SE of 
Low Lake just below the crest on the W side (too close to penguin 
rookery to inspect fully). 

Possible geological sampling site (of AAE period 
or related to the 1977/8 geological survey?) 

CD 51 marker & 
cairn 

Low Lake NW 
Survey Mark 

On ridge crest 
NW Low Lake 

0573098/ 
2566564 
 

Marker post wedged in gap in bedrock on highest point of the ridge NW 
of Low Lake [? was listed as Petrel Hill but this appears to be incorrect]. 
Comprises a c.1.5" wide x 0.5" thick timber plank wedged in a c.1"+ 
wide crack with small (c.12 cm diam local rocks and pebbles wedged in 
the crack on the S side (high side is on the N side) to hold the plank in 
place. The plank has broken of just above the high edge and the top has 
weathered to a point; the plank is highly weathered on the S face. 

Intact (other than broken marker post). 
Timber and style indicate this is an AAE survey 
mark. 

CD 52 marker 
(survey) 

Beryl Hill East 
Survey Mark 

SW of Low 
Lake and SE of 
Beryl Hill in 
area of 
hummocky 
ridges 

0573035/ 
2566442 
 

Marker post wedged in gap in bedrock in one of the knolls in the area of 
hummocky rock ridge between Low Lake and Alga Lake. The knoll is 
WSW of Low Lake and SE of Beryl Hill. The knoll is the third highest 
point in this area and one of the highest points on Cape Denison (the 2 
higher knolls are c.25m to the S of point) and there is a clear line of sight 
to HV East Ridge and most high points on Cape Denison. Comprises a 
c.0.75m length of tongue & groove plank of c. 0.25" thick and of 
irregular width as the plank has been broken down the side (reused 
broken timber?). The post has been wedged in a c.1-2" gap in the 
bedrock (high on W side) and appears to have been broken just above the 
high point of bedrock, the plank is now collapsed sideways (to N) in the 
crack, but was held in place on the N side by 2 local rocks wedged in the 
crack. The plank is highly weathered on the top and on the S face. 

Intact (other than broken marker post). 
Timber and style indicate this is an AAE survey 
mark. 

CD 53 tool Geological 
Hammer 01 

SW of Low 
Lake and SE of 
Beryl Hill in 
area of 
hummocky 
ridges 

057999/ 
2566409 
 

An Estwing geological hammer with blue plastic hand grip. Minimal 
evidence of wear (on hand grip or pick end). Metal has a fine coating of 
brown dull metallic sheen (corrosion?) and there are the remains of a 
paper label on the stem on the side facing down. The hammer is lying on 
the top of gneiss bedrock outcrop (no obvious features of interest) just 
below one of the two highest knolls in the area of hummocky rock ridge 
between Low Lake and Alga Lake. The knoll is immediately N of the 
moraine at the SE corner of the area of ridge. There is no evidence of 
hammered rock in the area. 

Modern (assumed to date to the Ledingham 1977/8 
geological mapping of Cape Denison or later 
survey). 
Lack of hammered rock suggests the hammer was 
being used as a photographic scale. 
Hammer removed – taken back to Jubilee Base for 
the materials conservator to inspect. 

CD 54 debris - HV East Ridge 0572594/ 
25676761 

fragment weathered timber plank  

CD 55 debris - HV East Ridge 0572609/ 
2566675 
 

fragment weathered timber plank  
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CD 56 debris - HV East Ridge 0572589/ 
2566693 
 

fragment weathered timber plank  

CD 57 debris - HV East Ridge 0572553/ 
2566610 
 

fragment weathered timber plank  

CD 58 debris - HV East Ridge 0572491/ 
2566660 
 

2 fragments weathered timber plank; 1 with screws  

CD 59 debris - HV East Ridge 0572493/ 
2566624 
 

fragment weathered timber plank  

CD 60 debris - HV East Ridge 0572493/ 
2566728 
 

fragment weathered timber plank  

CD 61 debris - HV East Ridge 0572488/ 
2566739 
 

fragment weathered timber plank  

CD 62 debris - HV East Ridge 0572492/ 
25676744 

2 fragments weathered timber plank  

CD 63 debris - HV East Ridge 0572478/ 
2566721 
 

fragment weathered timber plank  

CD 64 debris - Penguin Knob 0572300/ 
2567130 
 

C.1.75m long piece of weathered timber with short, flat headed nails. C. 
4m SW and downslope of CD 24 (AAE marker cairn). 

Unlikely, but possibly, the broken off upper part of 
the marker cairn (CD24) 

CD 65 debris  HV East Ridge, 
lower W slope 

0572506/ 
2566659 
 

fragment weathered timber plank  

CD 66 debris - HV East Ridge, 
lower W slope 

0572503/ 
2566666 
 

fragment weathered timber plank  

CD 67 debris - HV East Ridge, 
lower W slope 

0572502/ 
2566685 
 

fragment weathered timber plank  

CD 68 debris - Hut Valley West 
Ridge north end 

0572139/ 
2566745 
 

Two items in the rocks below and c.10m NW of the Memorial Cross. 
Items noted – 
 1 flat triangular (with rounded edges) tin (meat tin?) in 2 pieces and 
 1 short length of white twisted fibre rope (c.1/2" diam)  

Possibly AAE period - possibly related to or blown 
from the Memorial Cross - but might be more 
recent. 

CD 69 debris - Hut Valley West 
Ridge lower east 
slope 

0572211/ 
2566774 

1 fragment weathered timber plank  
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CD 70 debris - Hut Valley West 
Ridge lower east 
slope 

0572248/ 
2566738 

1 fragment weathered timber plank  

CD 71 debris - Hut Valley West 
Ridge lower east 
slope 

0572278/ 
2566646 

3 fragments weathered timber plank  

CD 72 debris - Hut Valley West 
Ridge lower east 
slope 

0572279/ 
2566639 

1 fragment weathered timber plank  

CD 73 debris - Hut Valley West 
Ridge lower east 
slope 

0572273/ 
2566657 

1 fragment weathered timber plank  

CD 74 debris - Hut Valley West 
Ridge lower east 
slope 

0572261/ 
2566701 

1 fragment weathered timber plank with a nail (standard flat head) 
through the face 

 

CD 75 debris - Hut Valley West 
Ridge lower east 
slope 

0572252/ 
2566607 

1 fragment weathered timber plank  

CD 76 debris - Hut Valley West 
Ridge lower east 
slope 

0572271/ 
2566568 

1 fragment weathered timber plank  

CD 77 debris - Hut Valley West 
Ridge lower east 
slope 

0572278/ 
2566551 

2 fragments weathered timber plank; 1 piece has small-medium nails in.  

CD 78 debris - Hut Valley West 
Ridge lower east 
slope 

0572281/ 
2566534 

1 tin can remains (ie, the 2 rims and part of the side of a standard large 
(c.400-500gm) tin. 

 

CD 79 debris Broken motor HV East Ridge 0572525/ 
2566646 

small motor (?) with broken black plastic turbine (4 fins); loose on rocks 
below the Proclamation Pole 

Modern. 
Presumably replaced and discarded part of the new 
weather station (has blown c.20-30m). 

CD 80 ? (debris) Star pickets HV West ridge/ 
W Boat Harbour 

0572176/ 
2566879 

2 star pickets on rocks on western edge of Boat Harbour; c.1-2m asl. Modern. 
Possibly remains from boat anchoring system. 
Collected and stored under Granholm Hut. 

CD 81 artefact 
scatter 

HV Artefact 
Scatter 3 

Hut Valley - 
East ridge west 
lower slopes 

0572498/ 
2566701 
to 
0572496/ 
25667081 
(N-S line) 

Refer HV AS3, below. Refer HV AS3. 

CD 82 artefact 
scatter 

HV Artefact 
Scatter 4 

Hut Valley - on 
low knoll at W 
side of base of 
HV E Ridge  

0572463/ 
2566709 
 

Refer HV AS4 (scientific items), below Refer HV AS4. 
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CD 83 artefact 
scatter 

Mawson's Hut 
North Artefact 
Scatter  
(HV Artefact 
Scatter 5) 

Hut Valley - 
immediately in 
front of N wall 
Workshop 

- Refer HV AS5, below. Refer HV AS5. 

CD 84 seal Hut Valley E 
Ridge Seal 
Mandible 

Hut Valley East 
ridge N end 

0572546/ 
2566805 

Seal mandible in two halves c.2m apart (assumed to be the halves of the 
same mandible). One section is on the open and is bleached white. The 
other is under a rock and is not bleached and still has organic material 
adhering. The mandible is c.12cm long, and the front central section 
appears to be missing. 
Located c.3m below the crest of East Hut Valley ridge near the north end 
and on the west side (it is immediately north of CD 85). 

There is no clear evidence for human intervention, 
but the location is some distance and well above the 
seal haul out area at Boat Harbour. Possible 
methods of transport are that it was 
dropped/brought to the location by a skua; brought 
to the location by dogs (during AAE) or, less 
likely, transport by humans. 

CD 85 stone wall Hut Valley E 
Ridge Stone 
Walling 

Hut Valley East 
ridge N end 

0572546/ 
2566805 

Two adjacent sections of drystone walling immediately below the crest 
of East Hut Valley ridge near the north end and on the west side (it is 
c.10m SW of CD28 and c.5m south of CD 84. 
The two sections are at different levels. The upper level is a low (c.50cm 
high) wall which runs E-W then SW and is c.6-7m long and open to the 
south. It sits on semi-horizontal bedrock. The lower section is a c.1-5m 
high and c.1.2m long length of dry stone wall which runs west from a 
vertical section of bedrock under the NW corner of the upper walling. 
Some of this wall has collapsed. The wall sits on an irregular, 
subhorizontal area of bedrock. Both levels of walling are comprised of 
large tabular blocks of the local rock which rest approximately 
horizontally.  
No other local modifications or artefacts were observed. 

The stone walling is clearly not natural formed by 
animals.  
The feature has not been previously recorded and 
could date to the AAE period or later.  
The function of the feature is difficult to determine 
from the remains (shelter, storage, viewing point 
over Boat Harbour?). 

CD 86 penguins - N end ridge NE 
Low Lake 

0573276/ 
2566546 

C.22 penguin bodies (not fresh) in a c.1.5 x 1.5m diameter heap against a 
rock knob near the north end of the main ridge east of Low Lake. The 
bodies are not apparently arranged. The bodies are c.20m north of the 
present day rookery and on the edge of a long term rookery area (rocks 
nearby have penguin guano on them). The site is immediately south of 
CD6. 

Previously recorded as a penguin kill site, but 
likely to be natural given the proximity to a 
penguin rookery and the lack of evidence of 
deliberate killing or caching. 

CD 87 nail & rock 
hollow 

- central Hut 
Valley – N end 

0572318/ 
2566696 

A single nail in a very small rock hollow on the top of and at the  north 
end of a low rise of rocks on the valley floor in the northwestern corner 
of Hut Valley (between Mawson's Hut and the Granholm Hut). The nail 
is a short (1"/2.5cm long) bullet headed type (head diameter ¼"/0.5cm 
diam) and is heavily corroded and bent. It is sitting loose in a rounded 
steep sided depression c.1.5cm wide and c.1.5cm deep, the surface of 
which has marked iron staining.  
The hollow had a large rock (c.30cm diam) beside it (now moved). 

Purpose and origin are indeterminate. The 
steepness and small size of the hollow suggest it is 
made (pecked out) rather than natural. 
Possibly a survey marker.  
Possibly of AAE origin or later. Given the rusted 
nature of the nail and the staining in the hollow 
suggest it is unlikely to be recent. 

CD 88 debris - Hut Valley East, 
north edge 
Round Lake 

0572558/ 
2566605 

Fragment thick, weathered, timber plank (c.74cm long) with one side 
with deep parallel grooves; the grooves are c.1¼" apart, ¼" wide, by ¼" 
deep. The plank has an upright post fixed to the plank (on the grooved 
side) with copper screws. The plank is made of 2 pieces and the join is 
covered on the back of the plank by a mitred and screwed plank. Two 
additional small pieces of splintered timber are associated. 

Fragment of this grooved planking are widespread 
in Hut Valley and appear to relate to an aspect 
scientific measuring (unknown) by the AAE. 
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The timber is located on the rocks c.25m south of the Proclamation Pole 
and on the north edge of Round Lake. 

CD 89 debris - Boat Harbour, 
SW corner  

0572310/ 
2566757 
(waters 
edge) 

A section of iron drill rod recovered from Boat Harbour in the SW corner 
about 5-10m from the shore. The drill rod is 1.11m long, with the drill 
length being 1m and the haft 11cm long. The rod is 6 sided and one end 
is round with a broad thread. 

Retrieved by the French divers during the 
installation of the tide gauge. 
The nature of the rod indicates that it is modern (ie, 
mid-late 1900s). 
Stored in the Granholm Hut. 

CD 90 debris - Hut Valley East, 
SW corner of 
rocks 

0572528/ 
2566541 

Fragment of heavy, weathered timber plank with minimal weathering.  
On edge of exposed rocks SW of the present day weather station.  

Assessed as being modern and probably derived 
from the rubbish in the cage pallets left at the heli-
landing site over 2006-7. 

CD 91 rock 
sampling 
site 

- Hut Valley East, 
central lower 
slopes 

0572485/ 
2566644 

C.50cm boulder of grey quartzite sitting on a broad rock bench below 
and NW of the AAE weather station. The boulder has associated 
conchoidal flakes and percussion marks near he flaked area.  

Possible geological sampling site. Probably 
associated with the AAE but possibly from the 
geological mapping in 1978. 

CD 92 wires - Hut Valley, 
south of Transit 
Hut 

0572427/ 
2566690 

Several strands of taut wire rope lying over the rock the rock outcrop 
20m east of Mawson's Bench Mark and 20m south of the Transit Hut 
(near CD 94). 

Probable AAE origin – the wire is similar type to 
other wire rope known to be associated with the 
AAE, possibly part of the aerial wires (see also 
AAE Wireless Mast and Mawson's Bench Mark) 

CD 93 marker 
(survey?) 

North Azimuth 
Ridge Marker 
Post 

North end of 
Azimuth Hill 

0572162/ 
2566775 

Marker post wedged in gap in bedrock on high point of the ridge c.50m 
NE of the Memorial Cross. Comprises a c.4" wide x2" thick weathered 
timber plank wedged upright in a crack with c.6 small local rocks (up to 
c.20cm around the plank. The plank is broken off just below the highest 
rock edge and the top has weathered. 

Intact (other than broken marker post). 
Timber and style indicate this is an AAE survey 
mark. 

CD 94 survey 
mark 

AAD Bench 
Mark 

Hut Valley, 
south of Transit 
Hut 

c.057242
7/256669
0 

The bench mark is located on the top of the rock outcrop 20m east of 
Mawson's Bench Mark and 20m south of the Transit Hut. The bench 
mark comprises a metal bench mark and three small eyebolts in a triangle 
around the bench mark and c.30cm out (tripod leg rests?). 

Modern. In use (used by the French surveyors in 
association with the installation of the tide gauge) 

CD 95 debris - Hut Valley East, 
SE corner 

0572553/ 
2566570 

fragment weathered timber plank (small).  

CD 96 survey 
mark 

2008 French 
Bench Mark 

Sorensen Hut (E 
side). 

0572809/ 
2566716 

A vertical metal rod c.25cm high inserted into a horizontal area of 
bedrock c. 10-12m E of the Sorensen Hut. The vertical rod has a 
horizontal disc c.10cm above base and a small, flat, square yellowy metal 
box (GPS?) on the top. This is connected by wires to a data logger and 
battery inside the Sorensen Hut. 

The benchmark/survey mark was installed by the 
MHF party in Dec 2008 for the French. The 
instrumentation was added on the 13/1/2008 by the 
French and the equipment operationalised. The 
instrumentation is to record data from the French 
tide gauge/current meter in Boat Harbour (refer 
CD97). 
Note: the height survey undertaken by members of 
the MHF party put white spray paint spots on the 
various stations between the AAD Boat Harbour 
Tide Gauge BM (CD98) and this station (not 
surveyed in – work undertaken by J. Tucker & P. 
McCabe). 

CD 97 scientific 
(tide 
gauge) 

2008 French 
Tide Gauge 

Boat Harbour (E 
side main arm) 

- The tide gauge was not inspected. 
It is anchored in place by a metal bolt cemented into the bedrock (at c.5m 
depth) and there is also a c.30cm diam by 30cm high weight of concrete 

The tide gauge was installed on the 13/1/2008 by 
the French. This involved inserting an anchor into 
the bedrock in the harbour, establishing a datum 
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encased in metal, with white synthetic (?) rope connecting all three items. and data logger connection (radio wave signal?) 
near the Sorensen Hut (refer CD96) permanently. A 
differential GPS was also set up on the AAD BM 
(CD94) in Hut Valley for 2 days and some 
associated surveying (which resulted in some 
disturbance to the cairn near Mawson's Bench 
Mark (ie, CD41)). 

CD 98 scientific 
(tide 
gauge) 

2008 AAD Tide 
Gauge 

Boat Harbour (E 
side main arm) 

- The tide gauge was not inspected (it is underneath the water and not 
visible).  
Associated permanent and semi-permanent features related to the tide 
gauge installation include a bench mark on the edge of Boat Harbour 
near the tide gauge and a series of white spray paint marks between the 
bench mark and the Sorensen Hut which mark the survey stations. 

Installed during the 2007-8 MHF expedition by the 
expedition. 

CD 99 plastic  near S end of 
ridge E of Long 
Lake 

0572707/ 
2566562 
 

small (c.2cm x 3cm) fragment of green flat sheet plastic. Collected 

CD 100 timber  Penguin Knob 
Flats 

0572422/ 
2567048 

fragment of timber plank – fresh and unweathered, yellowy in colour (all 
other timber is weathered to a silver grey). 

HV AS1 

CD 101 paper  Hut Valley West 
Ridge lower east 
slope 

0572257/ 
2566595 

1 fragment (c.1cm x 2cm) of foil chocolate bar wrapper; fresh. Freshness and existence suggest that this item was 
dropped by the tourist visit of 19/12/07. 

 
 
 
HUT VALLEY ARTEFACT SCATTERS  
 
Site/Fea
ture No 

S/F Type Name Location GPS Description Remarks 

HV AS1 
 
(CD34) 

artefact 
scatter 

Penguin 
Knob 
Artefact 
Scatter 

Penguin 
Knob - flats 
surrounding 
the knob  

see edge 
readings 
and 
object 
readings 

Large scatter of artefacts around the SW, S, SE, E & NE of Penguin Knob across the relatively 
flat rocky and bedrock surface. Artefacts extend c.1/2 way up onto Penguin Knob on the S side 
and about 1/3 the way up on the steeper E side. There appears to be a northern limit to the 
scatter but to the S it appears to continue under the snow/ice.  
The scatter is generally sparse and predominantly of fragments of weathered timber planking 
or other wood, with minor scattered tins (small round, but also medium square and round, 1 
kerosene tin top?, scraps of iron sheet, iron fragments, copper wire, wire mesh). The artefacts 
tend to be denser in hollows (wind accumulations) and there are pockets of medium density 
artefact accumulation (usually on the S side of a large rock). Other artefacts noted include 5 
seals near S & SE edge of snow/ice, numerous penguin bodies in one area, some with skin 
pulled over head (ie, not natural), base of a large wood cask (in several pieces), 2 round metal 
(iron) drums cased with timber (planks/staves on sides and planked ends) held in place by a 
circular spoked frame at each end (unknown function), and a thick plank with grooves c.1" 
apart down one face (function unknown). Two cairns are located on top of Penguin Knob (1 
likely to be AAE and 1 1985/6) and two cairns are located on the SE edge of the scatter – 1 is a 

Surveyed to c.75% coverage (not 
comprehensively surveyed). Also a 
number of objects not recorded as 
this area has been previously 
documented (eg, 2002) and intention 
in 2007/8 is to get a general idea of 
what the scatter represents. 
All artefacts in this scatter appear to 
be wind accumulated and the 
distribution is strongly influenced by 
the topography of the flats with 
material concentrating in hollows 
(especially long N-S hollows) and 
behind boulders. 
Note – item 20 - between the 
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rock cairn and 1 a marker post in a rock cairn (see CD 22, 23, 24 & 35). 
Some modern material in scatter including 2 fragments of plywood and timber. 
 
Artefacts recorded – 
 NE gully scatter (17/12/07) - 0572332/ 2567184 to 057233/ 2567142 – light/sparse 

scatter of reworked material, mainly timber fragments (planking and packing case 
timber), but also some metal (scraps of iron sheet and strapping, iron fragments, iron wire 
mesh, copper wire); artefact at the N end only extend c.1/4 of the way up Penguin Knob. 

 0572418/2567071 –  fragment weathered timber plank, 
 0572407/2567061 –  fragment weathered timber plank, 
 0572401/2567052 –  fragment weathered timber plank 
 0572422/2567048 – fragment weathered timber plank – yellow and unweathered 

(modern?),  
 0572408/2567056 –  fragment weathered timber plank,  
 0572359/2567008 – fragment of broken plywood no weathering (modern?) 
 0572361/2566999 –  concentration of artefacts on S & SW side of a large boulder and 

comprising a range of fragmented weathered timber planking and other lengths, 2 intact 
packing case ends, 2 iron drums clad in timber (staves held in by spoked iron wheels at 
each end), tin cans [item 1];  

 0572340/2567001 –  fragment weathered timber plank with copper/brass screws and 1 
iron screw; 

 0572317/2567172 –  fragment weathered timber plank 
 0572293/2567076 –  fragment weathered timber plank 
 0572288/2567050 –  fragment weathered timber plank 
 0572285/2567030 –  fragment weathered timber plank 
 0572294/2567019 –  fragment weathered timber plank 
 0572306/2567010 – fragment weathered timber plank and tin can scatter; includes 1 

fragment of broken plywood c.5cm diam (modern?), 
 0572315/2566982 –  fragment weathered timber plank 
 0572322/2566985 –  small (c.1.2m+) seal skeleton with no head, with skin to one side of 

backbone,  still with flippers and fins attached, Weddell seal (photo) [item 2]; 
 0572326/2566975 –  large (c.1.5m-2m)  seal carcass on back with head and flippers 

attached, skin has a straight cut across lower abdomen and one down abdomen (AAE 
cuts?), Weddell seal (photo) [item 3]; 

 0572358/2566963 –  remains of a small  (<1m) animal with fur on its back; difficult to 
determine animal, but fur and shape suggest it is either a seal (small immature seal) or a 
dog (photo) [item 4];  

 0572385/2566952 (poss GPS point for item 21) – large barrel end in 5 possible 6 pieces 
(one side with 2 attached planks, 1 central plank, centre plank, other central plank, part of 
one side plank) scattered N-S over c.3m (photo); other fragmented timber in area [item 5]; 

 0572419/2566990 –  part of a thick timber plank (originally rectangular) with grooves 
c.1" apart down one face (note other egs on HV East Ridge on W side) [item 6]; 

 

18/12/07 and 30/12/07 three pieces 
of timber that made up the barrel 
end had been moved next to the side 
section. This period included the 
Orion's first visit! 
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 Long (c.2.5-3m) timber beam length, c.10cm x c.5cm (substantial timber possibly part of 
the radio mast?) (photo) [item 7]; 

 0572426/2566989 –  small (c.1.2-1.5m) brown seal (young Weddell seal), intact, no 
evidence of interference (photo) [item 8]; 

 0572423/2566989 –  seal remains highly decomposed, no head, fins intact but flippers 
c.50cm to S (photo x 2) [item 9];   

 0572425/2567004 – length of timber (framing timber?) with copper/brass (?). screws and 
a mortice & tenon head (photo) [item 10]; 

 0572416/2567009 – base and 1 attached side plank/stave from a wood enclosed metal 
drum (see also item 8) (photo) [item 11]. 

 0572323/2566916 –  steel and timber container on SW edge of scatter (on currently 
isolated rock knob in inner bend of Boat Harbour). Has sections of thick iron band bent to 
form a loop at each end and bent in coat hanger shape. On the lower flat part of the band 
timber planking (tongue & groove?) is bolted on the underside; and two horseshoes of 
metal which attach to curved iron rods (shape difficult to establish given condition of 
item) also appear to be bolted/screwed on to the underside of the iron bands. Arrangement 
is suggestive of a wooden bucket in wire rod hoop with the iron banding providing a 
rope/cable attachment for hauling (photo) [item 12]. 

 
Items that are not artefactual, but of interest, include: 
 0572345/2567006 - 1 large penguin body which from size (body – tail feathers to top 

head – 79cm; back of head to end beak – 24cm; flipper length 38cm) is thought to be an 
Emperor penguin. The body is whole and intact, and from pale colour and condition has 
been there some time (photo).  

 
GPS readings along scatter edge – 
 North edge - 0572332/ 2567184 – 0572300/2567130 - 0572317/2567172 - 

0572293/2567076 - 0572288/256705 -,  
 West edge - 0572285/2567030 - 0572294/256701 - 0572306/2567010 - 0572315/256698,  
 South edge – under ice 
 East  edge -  0572426/2566989 - 0572423/2566989 - 0572407/2567061 – 

0572418/2567071 - 0572422/2567048 - 0572408/2567056 - 0572401/2567052 
 

HV AS2 
 
(CD25) 

artefact 
scatter 

HV Artefact 
Scatter 2 

Extreme N 
end of HV 
East ridge 
(Magnetogra
ph Hut to 
coast) 

- Very sparse scatter of artefacts. All artefacts noted are fragments of weather timber, mostly 
planking.  
 
Artefacts recorded (GR's are GPS to 5m+) – 
1. 0572454/2567058 –  fragment weathered timber plank 
2. 0572458/2567057 –  fragment weathered timber plank 
3. 0572509/2567057 –  fragment weathered timber plank 
4. 0572509/2567061 –  section of weathered timber plank (c.1m long x c.4" wide) with 2 

short, square cut, square pyramidal headed nails (photo) 
 

The scatter is artificially defined as 
there is snow still between this 
round area (c.60m x 60m) of 
exposed rock and the flat rocky area 
below Penguin Knob. 
Only c.75-80% of this area of rocks 
was surveyed as there are three 
small penguin nesting 
areas/rookeries in this area (on the 
W side). 
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5. 0572510/2567047 –  fragment weathered timber plank with small nails on side (packing 
case timber?) 

6. 0572511/2567040 –  fragment weathered timber plank 
7. 0572511/2567033 –  fragment weathered timber plank 
8. 0572506/2567032 –  fragment weathered timber plank 
9. 0572504/2567032 –  fragment weathered timber plank 
10. 0572502/2567031 –  fragment weathered timber plank 
11. 0572500/2567032 –  3 fragments weathered timber plank 
12. 0572503/2567041 –  fragment weathered timber plank 
13. 0572507/2567052 –  fragment weathered timber plank 
 

HV AS3 
 
(CD 81) 

artefact 
scatter 

HV Artefact 
Scatter 3 

HV East 
ridge west 
lower slopes 

0572498/ 
2566701 
to 
0572496/ 
25667081 
(N-S line) 

An elongate artefact scatter, c.8m N-S x c.3m E-W, on bench on lower west slope of the Hut 
Valley East Ridge. The scatter is c.100m N of the AAE Weather Station site and directly east 
of the Transit Hut. 
The scatter comprises a cluster of timber fragments – posts and planks, and including 1 
Stevenson Screen upright (with diagonal cuts) and 2 thick rectangular planks c.50cm x 30cm 
with grooves c.1" apart down the length of one side.  

Presumed to be wind blown from 
the AAE weather station because of 
the location and the nature of the 
contents (including a Stevenson's 
Screen post with diagonal louvre 
slots). 

HV AS4 
 
(CD 82) 

artefacts Scientific 
Artefacts 1 

on low knoll 
at W side 
base of HV 
East Ridge 

0572463/ 
2566709 
 

Collection of scientific artefacts on bedrock knoll on west side of Hut Valley at the break in 
slope (with HV East Ridge). 
The artefacts comprise – 
 1 square high sided biscuit tin of test tubes with residues and cotton wool stoppers, 

heterogeneous arrangement; 
 a largely broken wooden case/box (1 end and part of side/base?) with associated glass 

slides (biological, whole) and more test tubes with cotton wool stoppers – the glass slides 
are in 1 pile and the test tubes are in a second pile to the S and beside the tin box;  

 an intact wooden packing case with metal strapping on edges containing a heterogeneous 
arrangement of glass slides (biological, whole), and broken and whole bottle some with 
stoppers/lids containing a residue [no content labels noted]. 

AAE related – may be medical or 
part of a microbiological study 
(given the residues and cotton wool 
blocks in the test tubes). 

HV AS5 
 
(CD 83) 

artefact 
scatter 

Mawson's 
Hut North 
Artefact 
Scatter 

immediately 
in front of N 
wall 
Workshop 

- Dense to sparse scatter extending north from Mawson's Hut. The scatter is thickest in hollows 
and within c.10m of Hut and sparse on bedrock rises with objects clusterd in hollows. The 
Density of artefacts drops off progressively N from hut after first c.10m. Area of visibility as at 
29&30/12/2007 is c.2-3m wide by c.40m N-S.  
 
The scatter includes large quantities of timber (various), medium quantities of coal, glass 
(mostly broken), metal objects (various), and small quantities of packing cases with contents, 
seal flippers and vertebrae, sheep bones, parts of dead penguins, penguin bones, fabric 
(remains of woollen garments (jumper), fine drill garment), chain, rope and wire cable, and 
very sparse scatter of slag (ash from stove?). The boxes (with contents) appear to be mainly on 
the E side of the scatter and within c.10m of the N wall. The main area of timber is a 
heterogeneous stack on the E side of the scatter (on E side of first bedrock knob) c.5-10m from 
the N wall. 
 
 

This artefact scatter has been 
documented in detail by previous 
field seasons, in particular Lazer & 
Staples (Lazer 2003) who 
documented artefacts and located 
them using a Total Station.  
The 2007 documentation is aimed at 
identifying general nature and extent 
of scatter and diagnostic elements. 
Note – no modern materials were 
noted. 
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Area not systematically documented, but the following diagnostic artefacts or artefacts of 
interest were noted and a number photographed – 
1. 3 sections of flue (similar to stove flu in MMH) immediately in front of N wall and 

leaning up against it [do these come from MMH or MWH and were they removed by the 
AAE or more recently?]; 

2. 1 full size pick axe (steel with wooden handle) leaning up against wall inside the auroral 
observatory; 

3. 1 small hammer (steel head with wooden handle, hammer head and straight edge pick 
ends) on rock c.1.5m N of N wall (possibly a geological hammer?); 

4. 1 stove (iron) on E side of auroral observatory and c.1.5m N of N wall; 
5. timber stack with range of timbers from planking to large beams (c.4"x4") with bolts and 

1 with a turned round end on the E side of the scatter (on E side of first bedrock knob) 
c.5-10m from the N wall (another similar end is located in the centre of the scatter c.5m 
from the N wall but appears to have been fashioned by hand) ; 

6. coal scatter with 1 block up to c.20cm diam in a single layer scatter in centre and west of 
area and c.4m-8m from N wall and c.0.5 to 2m wide; 

7. articulated long bone with some skin and fur attached (possibly dog?), c.20m from N 
wall; 

8. section of long bone with cuts (sheep?), c.10m from N wall; 
9. section of dog chain (iron, c.1' length), c.25-30m from N wall; 
10. 3+ gun cartridges (fired) with tins and possibly a tin matchbox c.40m from N wall, 

writing on end of 2 cartridges is 'SB' & '380'; 
11. metal end of light bulb, c.40m from N wall and c.50cm SE of tin cans and cartridges 

(recent?); 
12. walnut and almond shells c.20m from N wall (near item 7?); 
13. 2 large safety pins (only slightly corroded (stainless steel? hence modern?)), centre of 

scatter, c.30m (?) from N wall; 
14. small (c.1.5" x 2") engraved brass plate with lettering intact, W side artefact scatter c.30-

35m from N wall; 
15. small box (material?) containing nails (no lid), central scatter c.5m (?) from N wall; 
16. packing case with 2 square tins (packed to fit with central divider), no lid, W side scatter, 

c.4m (?) from N wall; 
17. length of dog chain (c.30cm), W side scatter on 2nd rocks c.35m from N wall; 
18. tin cans in hollow in 2nd rocks, centre of scatter, c.35-40m from N wall; 
19. metal tube with screw top; 
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Conservation Field Report 
Michelle Berry, Materials Conservator 
 
The following report addresses each of the conservation sections of the Works Plan for 
2007/2008 season.  In consultation with the Australian Antarctic Division a more detailed 
comprehensive heritage report will be prepared by Anne McConnell and myself with further 
discussion of the issues and detailed recommendations. 
 
1.0 Conservation Works 
 
1.1 Structural Stabilisation 

 
1.1.1 Living Roof Overcladding Inspection and Assessment:   
 
The new overcladding of the roof of the Main Hut is in excellent condition.  The exterior surface 
of the wood having developed a silver gray patina over the intervening year while some dark 
stains are visible probably due to ferrous salts deposited from water running over the ferrous 
ridge capping.  
 
 
1.1.2 Overclad the south wall of main hut 
 
No further sealing was carried out during the 2007/2008 season due to the height of the snow 
which had overlapped the edge of the south face of the roof. 
 
 
Reduction of snow and melt-water ingress 
 
As part of the Works Plan, the snow on the various sheets of black plastic in the Main Hut put 
down by the October 2006 party were inspected, assessed and removed. For each area of black 
plastic: 
 
 a photograph was taken prior to the removal of the plastic sheeting; 
 the nature of the snow/ice was noted; 
 the snow/ice was removed in a bucket with volume being measured; and  
 a photograph was taken of the area after removal of the black plastic. 

 
The results from each area of black plastic are: 
1. West wall, upper North bunk – 0.0045 cu m snow/ice, a small pile of drift snow above an ice 

layer.  
2. West wall, upper middle bunk – 0.0045 cu m snow/ice, not clearly snow ingress*; a small 

amount of the snow/ice on top of the plastic had melted and flowed under the plastic and 
refrozen; 

3. South wall, platform above Mawson’s cubicle – 0 cu m snow/ice, no deposits; 
4. South wall, Mawson’s bunk – 0.04 cu m snow/ice, occurred as two separate mounds of 

frozen snow with a ice base molded to plastic surface (significant melting and refreezing of 
deposit), mounds are on the outer edge bunk in centre and West end; not clearly snow 
ingress#; 
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5. South wall, East third of lower East bunk – 0 cu m snow ice, dusting of hoar frost crystals 
from surface above only; 

6. East wall, lower South bunk – 0.0045 cu m snow/ice, the snow/ice was in a long depression 
down the centre length of the bunk (where plank missing) and is frozen snow with an ice base 
molded to plastic shape - not clearly snow ingress*; 

 
*  - possibly derived from spillover/hoar frost/melt from beams and surfaces above? 
#  - the two mounds are directly over the two mini ice stalagmites on the bunk under the plastic 
which are derived from melt around the skylight (above) edges, suggesting the deposit on the 
plastic is similarly derived. 
 
The results indicate that the roof cladding has essentially stopped snow ingress in the Main Hut. It 
is difficult however with the extant ice in the hut to assess ingress from other points such as the 
inner ceiling-wall junction. Another factor is likely to be the degree of melt out each season - for 
example the lack of measurable snow ingress this season may be due to the fact the hut did not 
melt out of the snow sufficiently last summer to allow snow entry through lower points.  
 
The most noticeable environmental effects in the hut (Main Hut and Workshop) this season are:  
 
 the creation of hoar frost (needles up to c.7cm long in some places) on all the undersurfaces 

in the hut (ceiling, beams, shelves) on arrival and which in a number of places (especially 
under beams) have corresponding mini-ice stalagmites on the floor suggesting this is a 
repetitive process (seasonal or annual?); and 

 the formation of lines of mini-ice stalagmites up to c.10cm+ high under the edges of the 
skylights in the main hut (and under dormer window sides in workshop) which suggest that 
in warm weather these areas are conducting heat and creating melt (of hoarfrost/snow?) and 
producing the stalagmites. 

 
It would appear that the hoar frost is being derived from ablation of the floor ice and that the 
overcladding using Baltic pine and a permeable membrane has probably slowed the rate of 
moisture escape.  Anecdotal evidence (D. Patterson, pers comm) suggests that since the roof 
cladding has occurred, the hoar frost build up is greater and the needles are larger. Comparison of 
2006 photos with arrival condition and changes over the next two weeks strongly suggests the ice 
floor is ablating at a measurable level although some of this may be due to treadage. 
 
Also noted was the presence of hard ice formed over the artifacts on the shelving along the north 
wall of the Main Hut at the inner ceiling-wall junction.  This ice appears to have formed as a 
result of melt water collecting in the gutter between the two roofs and spilling over the shelf.  It is 
unclear if the roof works have permanently sealed the gutter.  An area of ice excavation was 
carried out in this area and examination next season should indicate if this area is now sealed.   
 
Excavating ice to free the doors has been identified in the Works Plan however excavation would 
create significantly deep pits in the layer of ice covering the floor.  These pits would create a 
difficult surface for both expeditioners and tourists to negotiate safely.  Excavation to a level 
which would free the doors would also expose floor timbers leaving them susceptible to damage 
by boot and boot chains.  As the baffles currently used to seal the doors are working efficiently to 
prevent the ingress of snow and ice it is not recommended that the excavation of the doors be 
carried out. 
 
At the end of the 2007 – 2008 season the following work was carried out: 
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1. The black plastic was replaced in the same locations to continue the monitoring of these 

areas; 
2. The post-2002 accumulated snow on the ice benching on the north wall of the workshop was 

removed and plastic was laid on the top bench to monitor annual snow ingress in this area.  
This could not be determined from the current snow accumulation.  

3. Selected areas of mini-ice stalagmites were removed and covered with plastic to monitor 
annual build up; and 

4. A small number of ice floor level monitoring points were established (weighted stringlines) to 
obtain an indication of the annual rate of ice floor ablation. 

5. The baffles were replaced at the end of the season. 
 
 
Recommendations: 
 

 Do not excavate ice in the floor area of the doors. 
 

 Continue to monitor the ice/snow ingress 
 

 Assess gutter seal between the two roofs. 
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1.1.4 Review the need for other structures to require further stabilisation 
 
Transit Hut 

 
No further work was carried out on the Transit Hut to secure existing boards.  It was unclear how 
this could be achieved given the forces at work in particular on the south face which appears to 
have lost the most boards since 2002, (see Transit Hut elevation drawings, 2002 Field Report).   
The lettering on the instrument post inside the hut requires protection from the affects of abrasion 
if it is to survive.  Alternative treatment of the lettering such as consolidation are unlikely to 
stabilise the letters any further as the conservation consolidants routinely used for this purpose are 
far too soft to protect the lettering under Antarctic conditions.  If the building is reassessed from 
its current ‘standing ruin’ status it is recommended that an internal structure be installed to which 
the remaining vulnerable boards can be fixed while protecting the lettering from further abrasion.   
It appears that something similar has already been carried out on the east wall of the hut.  
Asbestos cement sheeting has been used to line the east wall, to which the original boards have 
been attached.  It is unclear when this work was carried out. 
 
 

 
 
South face of transit hut December 2007 
  
 
Magnetograph Hut 

 
Inspection and assessment of the condition of the Magnetograph Hut was not possible due to the 
level of snow cover as the Hut was buried to the roof line. 
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Absolute Magnetic Hut 
 

Inspection and assessment of the condition of the Absolute Magnetic Hut was not possible due 
the height of the snow, as the building was buried up to the roof line. 

 
 
Recommendations 

 
 As recommended in the Mawson’s Huts Historic Site Management Plan 2007 -2012, 

identify the work which has been carried out to date on the Main Hut, the Workshop, the 
Transit Hut, the Magnetograph Hut and the Absolute Hut and collate a 
condition/treatment report documenting the work and changes in condition since 1978.1  

 
 In collaboration with heritage architect and conservators , design an internal structure that 

will stabilise the remaining structure of the Transit Hut and protect the lettering on the 
instrument post. 

 

                                                
1 Mawson’s Huts Historic Site Management Plan 2007 – 2012, pg 117 
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1.2 Environmental and Structural Monitoring Program 
 
1.2.1 Continuation of the environmental monitoring program 
 
The work on the environmental program included the downloading of data from the two systems 
currently installed in the space; the stand alone temperature and relative humidity and vibration 
Tinytag® loggers and the centralised Loggernet system.   The Loggernet system was upgraded 
and repaired. 
 
Stand-alone temperature/relative humidity loggers and vibration loggers 

 
The stand alone system consisted of Tinytag® loggers installed in the Workshop, the Main Hut 
and on the exterior of the Workshop.  Some of the loggers were covered in hoar frost when the 
Workshop and Main Hut were first opened (see Table 1 for details).  A copy of the Tinytag® 
software was supplied by the West Australian Museum for installation on one of the expedition 
laptops while two download cables were purchased by the Australian Antarctic Division prior to 
leaving Australia. 

 
Temperature and Relative Humidity Loggers 

 
All the Tinytag® data loggers were located, removed and downloaded with the exception of the 
logger located on the exterior of the workshop.  This logger failed to connect to the laptop.  The 
temperature and relative humidity loggers were then check for calibration by testing under 
ambient conditions inside Sorensen and then again under low relative humidity conditions created 
inside plastic bags conditioned with desiccated silica gel.    These results along with the 
downloaded logger results have been forwarded to Dr Ian Godfrey for interpretation and 
comparison with monitoring results from previous expeditions.  A summary of the logger 
number/serial number, location, logging intervals, condition when found and graph/file names 
can be found in Table 1.  The loggers were reinstalled in their original locations while the new 
loggers were installed in Mawson’s cubicle and on top of the platform in the Main Hut. 

 
Vibration  Loggers 

 
Vibration loggers AAD V1, AAD V2, WAM V1, and WAM V2 were removed from the hut and 
downloaded.  WAM V1 logger failed to connect to the laptop.  After the battery was replaced 
data was successfully downloaded, although it appears that the date and time information is 
incorrect.  All the vibration loggers were reinstalled in their original positions using screws to 
fasten them closely to the timber posts all of which are replacement timbers. 
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Hoar frost covering the Vaisala and Tinytag sensors near the electrograph housing in the roof of 
the Main Hut December 2007
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WAM 
No. 

Serial 
No. 

Location Date/tim
e 
removed 

Date 
down 
loaded 

Original Graph 
title 

Notes test Battery 
check 

Relaunch 
Logger 
interval 
and end 
date 

RTA or 
reinstalled 

CD1 147284 Shelf outside 
wall of 
Mawson’s 
cubicle facing 
north 

14/12/07 
4pm 

15/12/07 CD1 shelf main 
hut 

Was found 
free of 
frost/ice/sn
ow 

Showe
d RH 
sensor 
not 
operati
ng 
accurat
ely 

ok 40 
minutes, 
full at 26 
December 
2008 

Reinstalled in 
original 
location 

CD2 149248 Workshop 
centre attached 
to north new 
collar tie 

14/12/07 
4pm 

15/12/07 CD2 shelf Dougs 
room 

Graph 
mistitled, 
RH sensor 
not 
operating 
properly  
was found 
encased in 
hoar frost 

   Removed for 
return to 
Australia 

WAM
36 

328473 Hurleys 
darkroom on 
shelf north wall 

14/12/07 
4pm 

15/12/07 WAM 36 Dark 
Room 

Found free 
of 
ice/frost/sn
ow 

 ok 40 
minutes, 
full at 13 
Feb 2009 

Reinstalled in 
original 
location 

WAM 
35 

328719 Apex of main 
hut internal 

14/12/07 
4pm 

15/12/07 WAM 35 
electroscope 

Found incased in hoar frost    Reinstalled in 
original 
location 

WAM 
37 

328405 New logger 
intalled in 
Mawson’s 
cubicle 

New n/a n/a    40 
minutes, 
full at 13 
Feb 2009 
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WAM 
32 

292664 Installed on top 
of platform in 
main hut 

New n/a n/a    40 
minutes, 
full at 13 
Feb 2009 

 

WAM 
38 

n/a Exterior of 
workshop under 
ventilator eave 

n/a n/a n/a Unable to connect to 
logger 

  Removed for 
return to 
Australia 

AAD 
V1 

319484 Apex of main 
hut attached to 
base of flagpole 

14/12/07 
4pm 

15/12/07 MH Flag pole 
base 

Found 
encased in 
hoar frost 

  40 
minutes, 
full at 9 
March 
2009 

Reinstalled in 
original 
location 

AAD 
V2 

319483 Workshop 
centre, attached 
to north new 
collar tie 

14/12/07 
4pm 

15/12/07 MH workshop 
collar tie 

Found 
encased in 
hoar frost 

  40 
minutes, 
full at 9 
March 
2009 

Reinstalled in 
original 
location 

WAM 
V1 

239668 Queen post main 
hut 

14/12/07 
4pm 

15/12/07 MH Queen post Was found encased in 
hoar frost, unable to 
connect to logger, 
replaced battery, data 
downloaded but dates 
are incorrect 

Replaced 
battery 

40 
minutes, 
full at 9 
March 
2009 

Reinstalled in 
original 
location 

WAM 
V2 

310425 Main Hut 
kitchen collar tie 

14/12/07 
4pm 

15/12/07 MH kitchen 
collar tie 

Found 
incased in 
hoar frost 

 ok 40 
minutes, 
full at 9 
March 
2009 

Reinstalled in 
original 
location 

 
Table 1. Summary of Standalone logger installation data
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Maintenance of Loggernet Environmental Monitoring System. 
 
Initially it was understood that work on the Loggernet CR10X system would consist of 
downloading data collected during 2007.  However a last minute decision was made to upgrade 
the system and replace the potentially faulty modem.  Detailed instructions were forwarded just 
prior to leaving Hobart, but there was no opportunity for discussion with Vinod Daniel and only 
limited discussion with Alex Thomas from Campbells Scientific was possible regarding the 
extent of the work required and its feasibility.   
 
This works sub program consisted of the following tasks: 
 

 Download the data from the system 
 Send new program to the data logger MH200711.csi 
 Remove existing sensors 
 Test and reconnect 1 existing sensor  
 Install 5 new sensors 
 Remove redundant equipment 
 Install new modem and battery 
 Make outgoing call from phone 
 Dry dessicant packs and check battery voltages. 

 
 
On entering the hut it was observed that the tips of all the 5 Vaisala sensors were covered in hoar 
frost.  The condition of all the sensors was checked by brushing the hoar frost from the surface of 
the sensor caps and protective coverings.  The sensor caps were removed to determine the extent 
of the hoar frost penetration.  While the hoar frost had formed crystals directly on the sensor 
covers, the frost at the time of examination did not penetrate the coverings and the senor tips were 
clean and free of ice.  The Loggernet box located in the South East corner of the Workshop was 
free of snow and ice build up. 
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Hoar frost on the on of the Vaisala sensors December 2007 
 
The data from the CR10X datalogger was downloaded on to one of the Dell expedition laptops 
before any maintenance began to ensure that no data was lost during the maintenance program.  It 
should be noted that the laptop batteries did not last long in the cold conditions inside the hut. 
Once this was completed the iridium satellite modem located inside the Loggernet box was 
replaced with the new modem and a new modem battery supplied by Campbells Scientific.  After 
installation a test call was made to Campbells Scientific, who successfully accessed the data 
logger and downloaded of the data.  Following this the new program MH200711.csi was installed 
via the modem. 
 
The Loggernet battery voltages where checked and the results were; new Iridium phone battery 
14.76 V, old iridium phone battery 14.55 V, datalogger battery 14.57V. 
  
The AM25T multiplexer, terminal strip and CSM 1 card storage module were removed while the 
SC932 adaptor was replaced as per the instructions from Campbells Scientific. (For complete list 
equipment supplied and the instructions please see Appendix 2).  Testing of the old five sensors 
was then attempted.  The intention was to install five new sensors and choose one of the most 
accurate old sensors to reinstall to make up a sixth sensor.  However it became apparent that at 
least one of the old sensors was faulty and was drawing too much power from the battery (when 
flag 3 was set the system repeatedly crashed).  After several unsuccessful attempts to reset flag 3 
by power cycling the logger and then phoning Campbells to notify them to dial in and check the 
logger, it was decided to simply disconnect all the old sensors and replace them with the new 
sensors. Further attempts to identify the faulty sensor/s were abandoned due to the time 
constraints and communications difficulties. 
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The new sensors were installed with tips facing upwards in an attempt to protect the sensors from 
melt water dripping down the cables and sensor bodies.  The plastic covers used to protect the 
sensors from dripping melt water were removed. 
 
Removal of the redundant parts of the Loggernet system meant that both batteries, the iridium 
phone battery and the datalogger battery could now be reinstalled inside the protective box and 
the box sealed once again.  The holes created for the wires to connect the external battery were 
filled with putty as they were no longer required.  The existing desiccant packs were removed due 
to the breakdown of the packaging and replaced with Artsorb®  packs, a type of silica gel.  The 
Artsorb® was dried out in the oven at Sorensen for four hours at approximately 100 degrees 
Celsius.  The download cables were stored inside the Loggernet box. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Interior of Loggernet box before upgrade December 2007 
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Interior of Loggernet box after the upgrade January 2008 
 
 
Table 2: Location of Sensors 
 
Sensor Number  CR10X Sensor Number 
1 Not installed, returned to Australia Insufficient cable to reach external 

point 
2 Apex Main Hut SE3, SE4 
3 collar tie West Main Hut  SE5, SE6 
4 Workshop collar tie  SE7, SE8 
4 Apex Workshop  SE9, SE10 
 
 
While installing the sensors it became apparent that insufficient cable had been allocated.   Three 
five-metre cables and two ten-metre cables had been supplied.  The ten-metre cables were used in 
the Main Hut, and were only just long enough to reach the apex of the Main Hut roof.  The five-
metre cables were used in the Workshop close to where the datalogger unit is installed.  The 
installation of the external sensors was not completed due to a lack of cable length and the 
absence of a suitable location.  The sensors needed to be installed where they would not be 
covered by snow and ice and the only place were this may have been possible was on the 
framework situated on the Workshop roof where antennae and corrosion cells are currently 
located.   
 
The original external sensors which are no longer in use were located at the north-west corner of 
the work shop veranda.  One sensor had not only been buried in snow but the weight of the snow 
had broken both the sensor cover and the sensor.  The sensor had been removed in previous 
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seasons.2  An alternative source of external temperature and RH data is the weather station 
located to the east of the hut.  Data from this weather station is available via the internet, 
including data dating back to 1990.3   While there have been some problems with the weather 
station in the past it was repaired by the MHF team this year so is once again operating. 
 
 
The now defunct external sensor housing located at the north east corner of the Workshop was 
removed, including the wooden dowel, metal clamps and foam used to attach the system to the 
hut.  Two sensor cables running from the doorway of the hut down the veranda to the north-east 
corner of the Workshop were removed.  Another sensor was discovered buried in the snow in this 
location.4  These were returned to Campbells Scientific as per their request. 
 
The continued use of the Loggernet system to monitor the interior environment needs to be 
assessed by the various stakeholders.  Currently the system requires extensive work to maintain 
each season, takes up space in the workshop, and the cabling and Loggernet box are visually 
intrusive. In comparison the Tinytag® loggers take very little time to download and maintain and 
can be easily located where they are visually unobtrusive.  While the Loggernet system was 
clearly useful when data collection was required on a regular basis (regarding assessment of the 
proposed overcladding), this frequent data collection is no longer necessary as annual field 
seasons are planned for the next three years.    
 
Once the new modem was installed and it was established that it was functioning and did not 
require the new antenna supplied by Campbells Scientific, it was decided to install the antenna at 
Sorensen for use with the hand-held iridium phone inside the hut as per Chris Gallaghers 
recommendations from 2006.5   
 
My sincere thanks to Tony Stewart for all his assistance, without whom the complexities of the 
wiring for the Loggernet would have remained a mystery and to Don and Margie MacIntyre who 
made a last minute heroic dash from the Orion to check the wiring when it was discovered after 
the MHF team had left Cape Denison that the modem was no longer working again, thanks to 
them it is now fully functional. 
 
Corrosion Testing 
 
The corrosion monitoring units were left in place per Dr Ian Godfreys instructions.  The units 
located in the Workshop which were being tested below a layer of snow were checked to ensure 
that they remained covered. 
 
Wood Moisture Testing  
 
The moisture content of internal timbers was measured using a Protimeter Mini C moisture meter 
supplied by the West Australian Maritime Museum.  Unadjusted data is recorded in Appendix 1. 
 
Interpretation of Data 
 

                                                
2 Ian Godfrey, 2006 Field Report, pg 50 
3 http://amrc.ssec.wisc.edu/aws/capedenisonmain.html 
 
4 Ian Godfrey, 2006 Field Report, pg 50 
5 Ian Godfrey, 2006 Field Report,  pg 45 
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All the data collected has been forwarded to Dr Ian Godfrey and Dr Vinod Daniels for 
interpretation.  As was experience of the 2006 team, the Magnetograph House was buried to the 
roof line and was therefore not accessible.  The corrosion cells and experimental artefacts that 
were installed in 2002 were therefore not removed. 
 
 
Occupational Health and Safety Issues 
 
Asbestos 
 
Samples were taken from the snow above Hurley’s dark room and the shelving above the kitchen 
area to determine if there are asbestos fibres present in the ice and dust.  The samples were 
forwarded to Dr Ian Godfrey for analysis.  Visual assessment of the asbestos cement sheeting 
used to line the exterior east wall of Hurley’s darkroom showed that the boards are largely intact 
except for small area of loss along the upper section of the southern edge.  The edges and the 
surface of the sheeting are not friable and due to the intact nature of the boards the likelihood of 
exposure to asbestos fibres is low.   Asbestos cement sheeting is a form of bonded or non-friable 
asbestos which in an intact state is considered low risk, however any work carried out in this area 
which is likely to abrade the asbestos sheeting such as ice excavation needs to be carefully 
managed. 
 
 

 
 

 
Asbestos Sheeting on the side of Hurley’s Darkroom January 2008 
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Recomendations 
 

 Data from the monitoring program including relative humidity, temperature, vibration, 
corrosion, mould, timber moisture and timber thickness measurements should be archived 
by the Australian Antarctic Division as per the Mawson’s Huts Historic Site Plan 
recommendations.6  Planning for data migration to be undertaken as software is routinely 
upgraded and data may become inaccessible as a result 

 
 Consult with stakeholders regarding the removal the Campbells Scientific logging system 

and replacement with further Tinytag® loggers.  It is strongly recommended that the 
system be removed and replaced with extra Tinytag® loggers. 

 
 Retain in an identified and centralised location copies of necessary software for any 

electronic equipment used during expeditions.  Software to be installed on expedition 
laptops prior to departure and any training requirements addressed. 

 
 Prior to departure of future expeditions collate a list of monitoring to be carried out 

during the expedition as per the Integrated Monitoring Programme to be prepared by 
Australian Antarctic Division.7  

 
 Prior to departure of future expeditions prepare a detailed condition report of all 

structures including photographs.  This will enable more accurate assessments of the 
conditions of the structures. 8 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                
6 Mawson’s Huts Historic Site Management Plan 2007 – 2012, pg 106 - 107 
7 Mawson’s Huts Historic Site Management Plan 2007 – 2012, pg 105 
8 Mawson’s Huts Historic Site Management Plan 2007 – 2012, pg 106 - 107 
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1.3 Ice Removal 
 
1.3.1. Ice removal/artefact excavation of the Main Hut 
Ice excavation was tested in the Main Hut and the Workshop using a combination of electrical 
tools, hand tools.  
 
The following tools were tested; Arbotech® tool, electric angle grinder, hot air gun, geology pick, 
brick hammer.  The excavation of hard ice using the grinding type of electric tools, the 
Arbotech® and the angle grinder was found to be difficult and time consuming; the tools were 
difficult to hold for long periods as well as being noisy.  It was hard to control the tools and to see 
what was going on at the excavation face.  As a result very close concentration was required to 
ensure that artefacts weren’t damaged as they appeared out of the ice.   
 
In comparison the hammers were easy to use and control.  They removed ice at a similar rate to 
the electrical tools with the advantage of greater control, more visibility at the ice face, less noise 
and less risk to the objects.  The geology pick was used to remove hard ice while the cutting edge 
of the brick hammer was used to remove snow. 
 
The hard ice on the shelf above the doorway in the Main Hut was excavated with the point of a 
geology pick.  Work was carried out above arm height and several objects including glass bottles 
were successfully excavated over several hours.  This would not have been possible using the 
heavier electrical tools.  The main risk during excavation was due to the relative adhesion 
between different materials and the ice face.  While ice will often cleave away cleanly from metal 
and glass surfaces it will adhere strongly to paper and textile surfaces.  Ice excavation must 
therefore be limited to gross removal of ice and the finer surface ice left intact to safely ablate. 
 
The brick hammer was used to remove the fresh snow ingress and some of the older snow 
deposits from the Workshop.  This compacted snow was carved away using the chisel end of the 
brick hammer.  The work could be carried out relatively quickly but with great control. Artefacts 
which appeared out of the ice were easily visible using a method of shaving away at the ice rather 
than removing blocks.  
 
The hot air gun was tested on artefacts embedded in ice fragments which were removed from 
inside the hut.  Artefacts made entirely from metal were easily removed from the ice using this 
method which had the advantage of drying the metal at the same time reducing the incidence of 
flash rusting of ferrous materials.  This method is only suitable for metal artefacts due to the high 
temperatures reached and the potentially differential temperature gradients which would for 
example cause damage in other materials such as glass.  It is not recommended for use inside the 
huts due to the risk of fire and the creation of melt water. 
 
The use of a Dynadrill has been suggested by other archaeologists and conservators for the 
excavation of hard ice.  The Dynadrill requires the use of an air compressor.  Further research is 
required to determine if it is possible or practical to use an air compressor for this use. 
 
Recomendations 
 

 Due to the successful overcladding of the roof and the limited amount of fresh snow 
ingress there is no further need for excavation using chainsaws. 
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 Use hand tools to excavate ice and snow where necessary but allow ablation of ice to 
occur where there is risk of damage to artefacts.9 

 
 Selectively use hot air gun to remove metal objects where appropriate. 

 
 Determine the possibility of using an air compressor at Cape Denison. 

 
 
 
1.4     Internal Fittings of the Hut 
 
1.4.1 Reinstatement of damaged internal fittings 
 
Now that snow ingress has been largely halted, future focus should concentrate on documenting 
changes and damage to the internal fittings to assist in the planning and implementation of any 
repairs to the interior.  The survey should include work carried out by the AAE possibly in the 
second year of occupation such as the conversion of the middle bunks along the east and west 
walls into storage shelving.  Documentation should also note the removal of shelving and bunk 
boards at some unknown date; damage due to the ingress of snow and ice such as the collapse of 
shelving and acetylene piping and the recent and documented removal of structures to facilitate 
structural repairs of the hut such as the platform in the main hut.   
 
 
Recommendations 
 
 

 Survey and record the damage and changes to internal fittings including the changes 
made by the AAE in the second year of occupation; the damage due to occupation of the 
hut in the 1950s and 1960s; the effect of the weight of snow and ice on structures and the 
removal of structures to facilitate repairs of the hut. 

 
 Prepare a detailed works plan based on the analysis of the survey, including identification 

of repairs to be carried out down to specific shelf and location detail, the materials to be 
used and sourced as well as fastening and other repair methods. 

 
 Repair chainsaw nicks with wooden splines to minimise the visual impact of the damage. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
9 Ian Godfrey, 2006 Field Report, pg 21 
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1.6   Archaeology and Conservation 
 
1.6.1  Condition survey of previously excavated objects stored in the Workshop 
 
The Husky Remains 
The remains of a husky retrieved from the plateau in 1997 are located in the south-east corner of 
the hut, imbedded in ice.  No examination of the condition of the dog was attempted due to the 
amount of ice excavation required.   The dog will eventually need to be removed so that further 
ice removal can be undertaken. The options for the long term preservation of the dog are 
repatriation to Australia or storage in some location in the Hut.  Repatriation of the dog back to 
Australia presents some logistical challenges, not the least of which are keeping him frozen 
during the voyage home.  Further to this long term freezer storage would be required to ensure his 
preservation.  Given these issues, in line with the recommendations of the Conservation 
Management Plan 2007 – 201210 it is recommended that the dog is reburied in the ice that lines 
the east veranda of the Main Hut. 
 
Ledingham Artefacts:  1978 
A wooden box containing artefacts excavated from the ice in the workshop by the Rod 
Ledingham team in 1978 was excavated from the ice beneath the workshop bench against the 
west wall.  The box contained a range of artefacts and materials including glass bottles, enamel 
bowls, tin boxes containing matches, a broken hockey stick, batteries, metal tools and tin cans.  
The overall condition of these artefacts is poor.  The interior of the box including the artefacts 
was covered in hoar frost and it would appear that the metals have been particularly affected by 
their exposure to elevated relative humidity’s.  The metal surfaces are highly corroded.  
 

 
 
Inside of Ledingham box with some objects removed January 2008 

                                                
10 Mawson’s Huts Historic Site Management Plan 2007 – 2012, pg 64 
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Project Blizzard objects:  1984/1985 
 
The Project Blizzard objects were stored in sealed plastic bins (Nally bins), as a result there had 
been no hoar frost formation.  The objects were in noticeably better condition than those 
excavated in 1978.  
 

 
Interior of storage box containing objects excavated 1984/1985  
 
 
Mawson’s Hut Foundation 2002 Season 
As with the Project Blizzard objects, the objects excavated in 2002 were stored in sealed plastic 
bins (Nally bins).  As a result there had been no hoar frost formation and the objects were in 
noticeably better condition than the objects excavated in 1978. 
 

 
 
Interior of storage box containing objects excavated 2002 
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Kerosene Tin 1997 
 
The kerosene tin recovered from the plateau in 1997 is stored in a wooden box and is in excellent 
condition with very minor areas of corrosion. 
 
 

   
 
Kerosene tin recovered in 1997 from the Plateau January 2008 
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The Tail of the Air tractor 
 
The tail of the air tractor was excavated from ice inside the hut in 2002 and is currently stored on 
a frame covered in black plastic.  The tail is located in the ceiling of the workshop directly, below 
the skylight.  The cotton fabric of the tail is extremely fragile and the iron components are 
actively corroding.  New string has been added to hold the fabric in place where the original 
string binding has deteriorated.  The storage location of the tail is problematic, it is close to the 
ceiling and the sky light of the hut where there is likely to be the most marked variations in 
relative humidity and temperature.  Storage at a lower level where it takes up significant space 
exposes the tail to the risk of damage due to people walking around in the space.  Due to the 
aircraft tails fragility and significance as well as the risks inherent in attempting to store the 
aircraft tail in the Huts, the tail should be considered for repatriation to Australia. 
 

 
 
Tail of Air Tractor 
 
 
Recommendations 
 

 Establish responsibility for any potentially repatriated objects.11  
 
 Repatriate the air tractor tail to Australia  

 
 Store the Husky remains in the ice in the east veranda 

 
 The Ledingham objects are considered a priority for treatment in future expeditions.  

 

                                                
11 Mawson’s Huts Historic Site Management Plan 2007 – 2012, p 98 
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1.6.2  Determine treatment priorities for already excavated objects based on 
previous condition reports: 
 
General conservation principles 
 
Any conservation treatment of artefacts will follow the conservation philosophy established by 
the Mawson’s Huts Historic Site Management Plan 2007-2012 and will be undertaken in 
accordance with the following guidelines: the Burra Charter, The Australian Institute for the 
Conservation of Cultural Materials Code of Ethics and the Charter for the Protection and 
Management of Archaeological Heritage. 
 
Priorities 
 
Conservation treatments will prioritise previously excavated objects focusing on the metal and 
composite metal artefacts which are identified as significant and other objects which are in danger 
of significant loss such as the loss of paper labels from glass jars.   
 
Identified Issues  
 

 The removal of the contents of jars and cans must be assessed on a case by case basis and 
will be dependant upon the risk of continuing deterioration and the significance of the 
artefact.  Some supplies were prepared especially for Mawson’s team and are therefore 
unique.  Their contents should be considered an intrinsic and important part of the 
artefact.   If the contents are to be removed issues will need to be addressed concerning 
disposal or preservation.  For long term preservation of food remains in particular will 
require freezing or storage in low oxygen environments. 

 
 Conservation treatments will use mechanical treatments in preference to chemical 

treatments to limit the need for chemicals to be transported to and from the site. 
 

 Surface cleaning of artefacts should be limited so as to retain evidence of past use and a 
sense of history of the place. 

 
 Hurley’s Darkroom requires a separate approach as it contains chemical hazards which 

have yet to be determined.  The floor the darkroom is covered in a thick layer of 
chemicals and artefacts and a considered archaeological approach is required if the floor 
is to be excavated. 

 
Further research is required to determine the most appropriate treatments for the materials 
identified in the hut.  These treatments will have to withstand high relative humidity’s and freeze 
thaw cycles, neither of which is routinely experienced by traditional conservation treatments.  
 
Documentation 
 
Locations of objects removed for conservation need to be clearly documented so that they can be 
replaced to preserve their archaeological value.12  This will be achieved through photographic and 
written documentation.  Artefacts from known locations will be returned if possible at the end of 
each season to their original position.  Where this is not possible, such as with the Ledingham 

                                                
12 Mawson’s Huts Historic Site Management Plan 2007 – 2012, pg 90 
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artefacts, they will be stored in sealed plastic containers either in Mawson’s Huts or at Sorensen.  
Further consultation is required to establish the most suitable location. 
 
As the AAD website will not be available from Cape Denison, a copy of the AAD artefact data 
base should be supplied to the expedition prior to departure so that previous condition 
assessments of objects can be accessed.  Any conservation treatments will be appropriately 
recorded while at Cape Denison and the artefact records will be updated on return to Australia. 
 
Digital photographic records of objects will be made before and after any conservation treatment 
and will be supplied to the AAD on return to Australia.  Naming conventions for digital files must 
be made in consultation with the AAD. 
 
Occupational Health and Safety 
 
Further research into the composition of batteries is required to determine the hazards that these 
artefacts may pose for example acid contamination. 
 
Identification of the risks that the various chemicals located in the Huts pose should be 
undertaken before the next expedition.  Many of the jars are clearly labelled while the contents of 
others remain unknown.  Disposal of chemicals should not be undertaken until the contents have 
been clearly identified and an assessment performed to determine the risks for either removal or 
retention so that unnecessary disposal of chemicals is not undertaken.  These chemicals represent 
a significant aspect of the work of Mawson and his team.  While they are now considered a 
hazard, the only immediate known risk to visitors and expeditioners is posed by incorrect 
handling.  If appropriate guide lines and procedures are established for expeditioners and tourists  
these risks can be managed. 
 
 
Recommendations 
 

 Conduct further research into appropriate conservation treatments  
 
 Determine appropriate storage location for artefacts which will not be returned the Huts 

at the end of each season. 
 

 Conduct research into the hazards posed by the known chemicals located in the Huts 
 

 In consultation with AAD establish naming convention for digital images. 
 

 Prior to departure of future expeditions AAD to supply a copy of the artefact database 
 

 On return to Australia update artefact database with records of treatments carried out 
 

 On return to Australia supply AAD with copies of treatment photographs 
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1.6.3.  Review Chemical and Equipment requirements to begin conservation 
program 
 
The following table outlines suggested equipment and materials required for the future 
conservation program, based on lists supplied by Dr Ian Godfrey and informed by work carried 
out on the 2007-2008 expedition. 
 
Supplies   
   
Library Type Supplier 
Merck Index Current  
   
Fittings   
Benches   
Drawer units Under benches  
Hand washing facilities   
Alternative heating than 
current open gas flame 
heaters. 

Needs to be identified, open 
flames and storage/use of 
flammable organic solvents 
pose a significant risk 

 

Storage Unit  For object and equipment 
storage 

 

   
Tools/Equipment   
Circular illuminated magnifier Table clamp type Cole Palmer catalogue, Extech 

equipment cat no. KH-41801-
00 

Desk lamps x 3   
Contherm Oven  Laboratory equipment supplier 
Fume Hood Recirculating type Laboratory equipment supplier 
Laboratory stools x 3 Gas lift, adjustable  
Flammable liquid storage 
cabinet 

  

Chemical storage cabinet   
Vacuum cleaner Nilfisk G80.  Need to purchase 

vacuum cleaner that can be 
run for long periods, domestic 
vacuum cleaners tend to burn 
out. 

Nilfisk 

pH meter  Meter and 2 flat surface 
electrodes, buffer solutions 

Laboratory equipment supplier 

Chloride test strips  Laboratory equipment supplier 
pH test strips 0 – 14 pH Laboratory equipment supplier 
Electronic scales 0 – 5kgs Laboratory equipment supplier 
Plastic hose 1cm diameter, 2cm diameter,   
Gaffer tape   
Tapes A range of archival tapes  
Plastic vials  Laboratory equipment supplier 
Hot plate/magnetic stirrer  Include magnetic stirrer bars Laboratory equipment supplier 
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Dremel drill/dental drill Attachments, grinding heads Laboratory equipment supplier 
Dental tools Various Laboratory equipment supplier 
Photographic trays Various sizes Photographic equipment 

supplier 
Glassware Beakers, conical flasks, 

funnels, screw top jars, 
measuring cylinders, glass 
stirring rods 

Laboratory equipment supplier 

Cutting mats x 2 A1 size  
Hot Glue gun x 2 3M Poly gun TC, glue stick 

type: 3742 
3M supplier 

Stanley knives  Hardware 
Scalpels handle and blades  Laboratory equipment supplier 
Stainless steel spatulas  Laboratory equipment supplier 
Bone folders  Archival Survival 
Polyethylene zip lock bags Assorted Plastics Supplier 
Syringes  Laboratory equipment supplier 
Hand held magnifying lupes  Laboratory equipment supplier 
Leister hot air tool Leister Labor S with blower 

box 
 

Hair dryers x 2   
Cotton wool  Laboratory equipment supplier 
Bamboo skewers   
Brushes Assorted bristle and sable 

brushes 
Artist Supplier 

Garryflex Abrasive blocks Hardware 
Ethafoam Etha 220 Dunlop Flexible Foam 
Cotton Rags Bag of  
Archival board  Archival Survival 
Archival papers  Archival Survival 
Heated spatula To be identified  
Acid free blotting paper  Archival Survival 
Gortex  Archival Survival 
Felts  Archival Survival 
Leather weights  Archival Survival 
Binocular Microscope   
Claw hammer  Hardware 
Jewellers screw driver set there was a set in Granholm 

however it wasn’t located this 
year 

Hardware 

Needle probes  Laboratory equipment supplier 
Jewellers files Range of sizes Jewellers supplier 
Raw hide hammer  Jewellers supplier 
Pliers, various Needle nose, side cutters, flat 

nose etc in various sizes 
Jewellers supplier/hardware 

Small Calico bean bags Assorted sizes for packing 
during transport 

 

Stainless steel storage tanks   
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Computer/Photographic 
equipment 

  

Two external hard drives for 
back up 

  

Two laptops   
Two wet weather lap top cases   
Camera body x 2.  The Sony 
camera supplied during 
2007/2008 worked very well 
and would be suitable for this. 

Camera, lenses, flash, tripod, 
photographic back drop 

Photographic equipment 
supplier 

Lenses all supplied with UV 
filters 

1 x 100mm with macro 
2 x standard lens 50mm 
1 x 18 – 250mm Zoom 

 

Memory Cards 4 gig x 4   
Flash unit   
Photographic backdrop, paper 
or textile. 

  

Photographic scales   
Tripod   
Spare camera batteries   
Camera battery recharger   
AA Rechargable batteries for 
flash 

  

AA Battery recharger    
   
Excavation equipment   
Dyna Drill Requires compressor to 

operate 
Further discussion required to 
determine if this system is to 
be purchased 

Geopicks x 3   
Brick hammer x 3   
   
Chemicals   
Acetone  Laboratory/chemical supplier 
Ethanol  Laboratory/chemical supplier 
Methylated Spirits  Laboratory/chemical supplier 
Metal testing kits  Laboratory/chemical supplier 
Microcrystalline wax  Laboratory/chemical supplier 
Artsorb (silica gel)  Laboratory/chemical supplier 
Paraloid B72  Archival Survival 
Paraloid B67  Archival Survival 
Paraloid B48N  Archival Survival 
Plextol B500  Archival Survival 
Metal treatment solutions To be identified  
Renaissance wax  Archival survival 
   
   
OH&S   
Fire Extinguisher Rated for chemical fires  
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Fire blanket   
Safety glasses x 4   
Nitrile gloves  Large, medium and small  
Heavy duty solvent resistant 
gloves 

  

Sharps containers   
Ear protectors   
Portable eyewash station   
 
Logistical issues 
 
Unlike other historic huts and their conservation labs which are located close to large bases, 
Sorensen has no nearby base to assist with management of wastes and other logistical support.   
Consequently preparation of conservation equipment and materials prior to departure will be 
critical to the success of the conservation programme.   

Preparation prior to departure should include, if possible preparation of solutions required for 
treatment such as (but not limited to) resins, waxes and metal treatments.  Preparation of these 
solutions will reduce the quantities of pure organic solvents required and solutions can be 
prepared under standard laboratory conditions.  These solutions should be stored where possible 
in metal screw cap containers rather than glass.  Sourcing and purchasing of equipment and 
materials should begin some months before departure and storage of these materials needs to be 
sourced.   
 
Recommendations 
 

 Begin sourcing and purchasing equipment and materials some months before departure 
 

 Source storage facility for equipment prior to packing and departure 
 

 Identify and prepare treatment solutions prior to departure 
 

 Store solutions in metal containers 
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1.6.4  Determine packing and transportation arrangements  
 
Transport of objects between Mawson’s Huts and Sorensen should be carried out using existing 
Nally bins with lids.  The objects should be packed in the bins with calico bean bags to prevent 
movement and buffer the effects of vibration and shock.  The lids should be fastened in place and 
the bins transported using a quad bike and trailer very slowly. 
 
 
 
 
1.6.5  Prepare guideline for lab practices and procedures:  workflow:  wastes 
managed: complies with OH&S standards 
 
The lab will follow standard laboratory practices as outlined in Australian Standards for 
laboratories AS 2344.   
 
Work will be prioritised according to the recommendations outlined above.  In principle there will 
be a limited number of objects in the lab at any time and individual treatments will be completed 
before the end of each season.   
 
Wastes will be managed in accordance with standard laboratory practices and the ATEP Act.  All 
wastes will be stored in appropriate containers which will be clearly labelled and returned to 
Australia for disposal. 
 
Alternative heating must be sourced for the hut as the organic solvents used and stored in the lab 
pose a significant risk of fire if exposed to naked flames such as those of the current gas heaters. 
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General Logistics 
 
 
Clothing 
 
Clothing supplied by the AAD largely appropriate and the selection made by Pete McCabe was 
useful in being able to respond to the changes in weather.  In particular the Carhart jackets were 
very welcome.   The main problem for an Antarctic novice like myself was understanding how it 
all worked together and getting the clothing, in particular the boots to fit properly.  I would 
recommend that if expeditioners don’t have any Antarctic or snow experience, an experienced 
team member should go with them to the fitting to ensure that the clothes and equipment fit 
properly and that they understand their use. 
 
Food 
 
The food planning and supply meant that the range of food was impressive and the selection of 
frozen vegetables very welcome.  We never successfully froze anything in the external caches and 
probably need to think about how to both bury the bins of frozen food so that they remain frozen 
but accessible.  The French kindly provided us with a supply of baguettes on our arrival at Cape 
Denison.   
 
Disposal of Waste 
 
The tin buckets are at the end of their life, their lids no longer fitting properly and the metal clips 
with which they were fastened are now entirely broken.  They need to be replaced with plastic 
containers with screw thread lids. 
 
Accommodation 
 
The new chairs were very welcome however the old foam mattresses could be replaced, otherwise 
Sorensen is a very comfortable base.  
 
Pre-Departure 
 
Sufficient time is required to discuss any major works to be carried out such as was planned for 
the maintenance of the Loggernet system.  Discussions with previous expeditioners would have 
identified the need for longer cables and would have allowed a discussion about the difficulties in 
finding exterior monitoring points outside the hut which were not subject to ice and snow build 
up.     
 
 
Communications 
 
The satellite phones and email system worked well and was very welcome as a way of keeping in 
touch with family and friends.   As has been noted by a people on past expeditions, its unclear 
when the batteries on the radios are fully charged.  The laptops require replacing.  Replacement 
laptops need to come supplied with a full suite of standard software such as Microsoft Office 
.Software to be used for specific equipment such as Tinytags needs to be installed prior to 
departure and copies of the software should be held by MHF for use each year. 
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Training 
 
Helicopter training was useful; the first aid training initiated by Tony during the voyage was great 
as was the field training by Pete McCabe while at Cape Denison. 
 
Finally 
 
The combined experience and range of skills amongst the expedition team ensured such a 
successful season. The good natured collaboration amongst team members that kept the camp 
running and ensured the completion of the works plan was a delight.  It was a privilege to be part 
of such a great team of people. Many thanks to Rob Easther and David Jensen for the project 
management and oversight of the expedition.  Finally a big thanks to the crew of the Astrolabe 
and members of the French team at Dumont D’Urville for their generosity and great parties. 
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Appendix 1:  Moisture Monitoring  
 
 
 
Using the method outlined by Ian Godfrey in the 2006 Field report moisture monitoring 
was undertaken on the interior timbers of the Main Hut, as with the 2006 season, 
monitoring of the external timbers of the main hut were not possible due to the build up 
of snow which was to the height of the eaves of the roof.   
 
 
1. Western Wall – Hurley’s Bunk 
 
Planks numbered from the bottom to the top of the bunk 
 
Board Number   Moisture Content % 

1 20 
2 20 
3 22 
4 20 
5 23 
6 23 
7 25 
8 Plank covered in hoar frost 

 
Structural timbers of the bunk  
 
Upright – south post, outer surface 23% 
 
Beams     19% 
 
Bookshelf    covered in hoar frost 
 
Pine plank with name   22% 
 
 
 
2.  Bunk above Hurley’s 
 
Side rail board    22% 
 
Wall Planks number from bottom of edge of bunk to top 

1 25% 
2 20% 
3 23 
4 40 
5 28 
6 28 
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3.  Dark room door 
 
Measurements were taken long the length of each panel (top, middle x 2, bottom) on the 
inside face of the door with the range of values indicated below.   
 
 1. nearest handle  19 -22% 
 2.    19 -23% 
 3.    19 – 23% 
 4.    19 – 22% 
 
4.   Outer Wall of Mawsons cubicle – NW corner, bookshelf wall.  
 
 From lowest exposed plant to top in %. 
 

1 22 
2 23-26 
3 20-23 
4 20-23 
5 20-22 
6 23-25 
7 23-25 
8 20-26 
9 23 
10 23 
11 23-25 
12 25 
13 20 

 
 
5.   Outer wall of Mawson cubicle – NE corner, below chemical storage was not 
measured. 
 
 
6.  Platform 
 
NW post ice level 20%, midway 22%, immediately below 1st rafter 26% (hoar frost 
above) 
 
NE post ice level 22%, midway 20%, immediately below 1st rafter 20%  
 
Lower W rafter (original) average of 5 readings = 23% 
 
Lower E rafter (original) average of 5 readings  = 21% 
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Higher rafters (from W to E) average values of 5 readings 
 
1. replacement timber = 17% 
2. replacement timber = 17% 
3. original timber   =  23% 
4. original timber =  23% 
5. replacement timber = 17% 
6. replacement timber =  17% 
 
7. Southern Wall 
 
AJH Bunk (lower) all wall planks were covered in hoar frost 
Name board average of 3 readings = 23% 
 
ENW Bunk all wall planks were covered in hoar frost 
Name boards average of 3 readings = 20% 
 
8. Eastern Wall 
 
FHB bunk, planks numbered from bottom to top.  Measurements in %. 
 

a. 22 
b. 19-22 
c. Hoar frost present 
d. 22-25 
e. 25-26 
f. 25-26 
g. 23 
h. 23 
i. Hoar frost present 
j. Hoar frost present 
k. Hoar frost present 
l. Hoar frost present 

 
CL 1912 Bunk, planks number from the floor upwards.  Measurements in %. 
 

9 23-25 
10 23 
11 22 
12 22 
13 22-23 
14 25-26 
15 22-28 
16 20 
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9. NE Corner of Mawsons Room interior from bottom plank upwards. 

Measured in % 
 

m. 23-25 
n. 23 
o. 20-22 
p. 23-26 
 

Planks 5 – 12 were covered in hoar frost. 
 
10. Ceiling profile from plat height to skylight 
 
Measured at 20cm intervals from top plate east wall above CL 1912 bunk. 
 
  Plate    22 

1 28 
2 Hoar frost 
3 Hoar frost 
4 40 
5 26 
6 26 
7 Hoar Frost 
8 28 
9 26 
10 28 

 
 
11.   Hurleys Dark room interior East wall (40 cm back from edge of doorway), 
numbered from bottom to top. 
 
 

11. 25 
12. 23 
13. 23 
14. Hoar Frost 
15. 40 
16. 60+ 
17. 40 
18. 28-40 
19. 60+ 
20. 40 
21. 60+ 
22. 40 
23. Hoar Frost 
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12. North wall of Main Hut next to doorway leading to workshop. Numbered 
from lst plank free of floor ice. 
 
 

24. 25 
25. 23 
26. 23 
27. 23 
28. 22 
29. 25 
30. 28 
31. 25 
32. 28 
33. 26 
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Appendix 2, Conservation Field Report 

 

Introduction 
 
The monitoring system at Mawson’s Hut 
measures a number of environmental pa-
rameters in and around the hut. The initial 
design measured in excess of 20 air tem-
peratures, 8 relative humidities, and struc-
tural movement. 
 
Since the system was installed, it has 
changed many times and many of the ori-
ginal measurements are no longer needed 
and some parts of the system have been 
replaced. 
 
Before the 2006 expedition, communica-
tions with the station were lost. This was 
though to be caused by changes to the 
Iridium network, however attempts to rec-
tify this during the 2006 expedition proved 
unsuccessful. As a result, one goal of the 
2007 expedition is to replace the entire 
Iridium satellite phone (satphone) subsys-
tem with new, recently-tested equipment. 

The parts of the system 
In the original configuration, the measure-
ment system comprised a CR10X data-
logger with 1MB of memory, an AM25T 25 
channel multiplexer a number of thermo-
couples, solar radiation sensors, water 
content reflectometers, temperature & 
humidity sensors, a linear displacement 
transducer, a satphone and batteries. 
 
The system design has been changed 
such that the only parts of the system that 
will be used this season are the CR10X, 
temperature & humidity sensors, satphone 
and batteries. 
 
Because of the many changes to and 
damage sustained by the system and to 
avoid confusion by future visitors,  it would 
be advisable to identify and remove as 
many of the sensors and peripherals as 
possible that are no longer needed and 
bring them back to Australia for calibration 
and possible redeployment at a later time.  
 
Below are images of each of the parts of 
the system: 

 
(Please note that some of these devices 
may have already been removed by previ-
ous groups) 
 

CR10X datalogger 
 

 
 
The CR10X datalogger measures all of the 
sensors in the system, converts the meas-
urements to SI units and stores them for 
later retrieval. Since this station needs to 
operate from a single battery pack without 
recharging for multiple years at extremely 
low temperatures, the datalogger and all 
the peripherals are designed to conserve 
energy as much as possible. The datalog-
ger is responsible for controlling the power 
to all the sensors and the satphone. 
 

AM25T 
 

 
 
The AM25T is a solid state multiplexer. It 
allows the user to expand the number of 
channels that can be measured with the 
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Appendix 2, Conservation Field Report 

 

CR10X datalogger. This device is no 
longer used.  
 

 
 

N.B. When removing this device, it is rec-
ommended to also remove the terminal 
strip (above). 

CSM1 Card Storage module 
 

 
The CSM1 is a peripheral that allows the 
CR10X to write data to a Compact Flash 
card. This device is no longer used. 

Iridium 9522 satellite modem (sat-
phone) 

 
This modem enables the datalogger to be 
contacted from Australia and data to be 
collected. The power to this modem is 
controlled by the CR10X and it is only 
powered up each week on Wednesday 
between 11:20am and 12:05pm (AEST).  
 
This device will be replaced this visit. 

SC932 

 
 
This is an adapter that allows connection 
of the datalogger to an RS232 DCE device 
(a modem). It should be connected be-
tween the CR10X CS I/O port and the Irid-
ium satphone. This will be replaced this 
visit by an SC932A. 

LI200X Solar radiation sensor 

 
The LI200X is a solar radiation sensor 
capable of measuring the amount of inci-
dent daylight in units of W/m2. This sensor 
is no longer used. 

CS615 water content reflectometer 
 

 
The CS615 sensor measures the amount 
of free water in soil or other media into 
which its rods are inserted. This sensor is 
no longer used. 
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Thermocouples 

 
 
A thermocouple basically consists of two 
wires, each made of a different metal and 
joined together at one end. This junction 
between the two dissimilar metals is capa-
ble of measuring temperature. The 
thermocouples used at the station in the 
past are Type-T thermocouples and 
should be identifiable by the red and blue 
insulation on the cable. These sensors are 
no longer used. 

HMP45C Temperature and Relative 
Humidity sensor 

 
The HMP45C measures both air tempera-
ture and relative humidity. At extremely 
cold temperatures, these sensors may 
need as much as a minute to “warm” in 
order to make accurate measurements. 
The CR10X controls the power to these 
sensors. These are the only sensors that 
are to be used at the station on this expe-
dition. 

CS500 Temperature and Relative 
Humidity sensor 

 

Much like the HMP45C, the CS500 meas-
ures both air temperature and relative hu-
midity. These sensors are no longer used. 

Download data 
Please attempt to download all the data 
from the datalogger before modifying the 
system in any way. Please refer to the ap-
pendix for information on how to com-
municate with the datalogger and collect 
data. 

New humidity sensors 
Five new HMP45C humidity sensors have 
been supplied for this visit, which have 
been recently calibrated at the factory. 
These sensors need only be fitted in an 
appropriate position and connected to the 
datalogger. 
 
As well as these new sensors a sixth sen-
sor will be selected from among the exist-
ing sensors at the site. For this reason all 
of the existing sensors will need to be re-
moved, cleaned and tested. 

Cleaning the humidity 
sensors 
Before testing the existing sensors it is 
important to inspect and clean the relative 
humidity sensors.  
 
Since a number of sensor cables have 
been cut or otherwise damaged over the 
years, it is advisable to inspect the sensor 
cables for cracks, cuts, joins or other 
damage. Repair if necessary. 
 
These sensors are very sensitive to liquid 
water or ice on their sensing elements and 
this must be thawed and/or dried before 
testing the sensor. 
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The sensing elements are covered by a 
screw-on grill with a white membrane filter. 
Ensure that this grill is cleared of ice and 
liquid water before removing it. 

 
Unscrewing the cover exposes the hu-
midity and temperature elements. If there 
is any contamination of the membrane 
filter, this can be cleaned with mild deter-
gent and rinsing liberally with water. 

 
The humidity sensor (HUMICAP) must be 
clear of ice and liquid water.  
 
Any ice or water must be dried passively 
by placing the sensor in a warm dry envi-
ronment for an extended period. Do not 
touch or rub the shiny surfaces of the hu-
midity sensor. If the humidity element is 
visibly contaminated with debris or mould, 
it is likely to be damaged and will likely 
need repair and recalibration at the factory 
and should be considered unserviceable. 

Test existing humidity 
sensors 
After separating the serviceable sensors, 
cleaning and drying them if necessary, 
reassemble all of the HMP45C’s and mark 
them A, B, C… so that they can be later 
identified. 
 
As a reference we will connect one of the 
five new HMP45C’s to the CR10X as a 
reference in channel #1. Please make 

sure that the yellow cap is removed from 
all new sensors before use. 
 
The wiring is as follows: 
 
CR10X terminal HMP45C wire 
12V Red 
G Black & Clear 
AG Purple 
C5 Orange 
SE1 Yellow 
SE2 Blue 
 
Please note that the single ended (SE) 
channel numbers are written above each 
channel in blue text. 
 
Select a group of 5 existing sensors to 
test. These will be connected as sensors 
2-6. The wiring is as follows: 
 
CR10X terminal HMP45C wire 
12V Red (all sensors) 
G Black & Clear (all sen-

sors) 
AG Purple (all sensors) 
C5 Orange (all sensors) 
SE3 Yellow (sensor #2) 
SE4 Blue (sensor #2) 
SE5 Yellow (sensor #3) 
SE6 Blue (sensor #3) 
SE7 Yellow (sensor #4) 
SE8 Blue (sensor #4) 
SE9 Yellow (sensor #5) 
SE10 Blue (sensor #5) 
SE11 Yellow (sensor #6) 
SE12 Blue (sensor #6) 
 
Please note that all terminals on the 
CR10X that are labelled 12V, G or AG are 
all connected together and can be used 
interchangeably. In this way the wiring can 
be spread across a number of these equi-
valent terminals for convenience.  
 
Take extra care when inserting wires into 
C5 because it is important to ensure that 
all 6 wires are firmly held in the terminal.  
 
When all 6 sensors are connected cor-
rectly, collect all 6 sensors, cable-tie them 
together and place the group into a dry, 
clean plastic bag and seal it. This ar-
rangement should be left undisturbed for 
at least 5 minutes for all of the sensors to 
come to equilibrium. 
 
While the sensors are equilibrating, see 
the appendix for instructions on how to 
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use the datalogger to check sensor out-
puts.  
 
Turn on Flag 3 to power up the sensors 
and start one minute measurements.  
 
After the sensors have been in the bag for 
5 minutes the readings should have set-
tled. If you notice that the sensors values 
are continuing to change in the one direc-
tion (up or down) then you may need to 
wait longer. Once the values have settled, 
note down both the temperature and rela-
tive humidity (RH) readings from all 6 sen-
sors for later comparison.  
 
Open the bag containing the humidity sen-
sors, add the dessicant and re-seal.  
 
Again, note the readings from all 6 sen-
sors for later comparison. Remove the 
dessicant and store it in a small, dry, 
sealed container between tests. 
 
Disconnect sensors 2 – 6 and replace 
them with the next set of up to 5 existing 
sensors. Bundle the sensors together 
again, place them in the bag and note 
down the temperature and humidity meas-
urements of all 6 sensors both with and 
without dessicant.   
 
Repeat the process until all of the existing 
sensors have been tested.  
 
After all sensors have been tested, you 
can analyse the results of all tests to de-
termine the sensor which most closely 
matched the new sensor. Separate this 
sensor to be wired in the final configura-
tion as sensor #6.  
 
When the testing is finished, make sure 
that flag 3 is set low and disconnect all 
sensors from the CR10X. 

Sensor placement 
Correct placement of the sensors is critical 
to obtaining accurate readings. For exam-
ple a HMP45C will not measure sensibly if 
the sensor is covered with ice. In fact, it is 
very likely to cause the sensor permanent 
damage. Try to avoid areas that would be 
susceptible to ice build-up.  
 
The Australian Museum or the Mawson’s 
Hut Foundation will provide details on 
specific positions to mount each sensor, 

but in general terms, the sensors will need 
to be mounted as follows: 
 
Sensor Position 
HMP45#1 (10m) Outside 
HMP45#2 (10m) Outside 
HMP45#3 (5m) Inside 
HMP45#4 (5m) Inside 
HMP45#5 (5m) Inside 
HMP45#6 (existing) Inside 
 
N.B. All new HMP45C’s are supplied with 
a yellow plastic cap over the end of the 
sensor to protect them from damage. 
Please ensure that this cap is removed 
before installing the sensors at Mawson’s 
Hut. 

Indoor sensors 
If possible when first entering the Hut, try 
to identify positions inside that are least 
affected by leaks, frost build-up etc. and 
try to place sensors in these areas when 
reconfiguring the system. 
 
HMP45C’s should all be mounted so that 
airflow around or past the sensor head is 
not restricted. For measurements on 
benches, desks etc, try to ensure at least 
a 1 cm air gap between the sensor head 
and the surface. 

Outdoor sensors 

 
External sensors should be mounted in-
side a radiation shield as shown above. 
The sensor is inserted from below and the 
collar is screwed until the sensor it se-
curely held. Take care not to over-tighten 
the collar. The radiation shield should be 
cleared of ice and debris before inserting 
the sensor and covered in white stocking 
material as protection against ice and 
snow being blown under the plates of the 
shield. 
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After all sensors are installed around the 
structure, they should be wired to the data-
logger as follows: 
 
CR10X terminal HMP45C wire 
12V Red (all sensors) 
G Black & Clear (all sen-

sors) 
AG Purple (all sensors) 
C5 Orange (all sensors) 
SE1 Yellow (sensor #1) 
SE2 Blue (sensor #1) 
SE3 Yellow (sensor #2) 
SE4 Blue (sensor #2) 
SE5 Yellow (sensor #3) 
SE6 Blue (sensor #3) 
SE7 Yellow (sensor #4) 
SE8 Blue (sensor #4) 
SE9 Yellow (sensor #5) 
SE10 Blue (sensor #5) 
SE11 Yellow (sensor #6) 
SE12 Blue (sensor #6) 

Checking the measure-
ments  
See the appendix for instructions on how 
to use the datalogger to check sensor out-
puts. 
 
After setting Flag 3 high, wait at least 1 
minute for the measurements to be dis-
played. 
 
Check all measurements to confirm that all 
sensors are measuring correctly. A value 
of –INF indicates that the sensor is incor-
rectly connected. Test the wiring and 
check again.  

Installing new satphone 
During the 2006 expedition, the existing 
satphone on site was found to be unre-
sponsive. Because the cause of the fault 
was uncertain, it has been decided to sup-
ply enough equipment to replace the entire 
satphone subsystem. 
 
The parts of the satphone subsystem are 
as follows:  

Iridium antenna 

 
 
The Iridium antenna is able to automati-
cally adjust for the best signal as the satel-
lite passes overhead. The greater the sky-
view the more reliable communications will 
be. For best results, the antenna should 
be mounted on top of a mast tall enough 
to see the horizon in all directions. 
 
A small piece of rubber has been supplied 
to be wrapped around the mast as shown 
in the image above to prevent damage to 
the antenna mounts from over-tightening. 
 
The accessory kit for this antenna com-
prises the following parts: 
 
1 x 0.5m TNC to N-Type cable 
1 x 4.5m low-loss N-Type to N-Type cable  
1 x surge protector 
1 x 1.5m TNC to N-Type cable 
 
These cables should be connected from 
antenna to satphone in the order above 
and as illustrated in the image below. 

 
 
The purpose of the surge protector is to 
prevent damage to the satphone from 
static events such as lightning. In order for 
it to work correctly, it must be connected to 
ground. A heavy gauge earth wire should 
be connected to the threaded lug on the 
bottom of the surge protector and then to 
an earth stake or similar. The earth wire 
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from the existing surge protector should be 
used. 

Iridium satphone 

 
The new Iridium satphone was tested im-
mediately before shipment to Hobart and 
has a new SIM from the Australian Antarc-
tic Division installed. The Voice and Data 
numbers of the SIM are labelled on the top 
of the unit. 

Iridium Battery Pack 

 
This is the new satphone battery. This has 
a connector which will prevent accidental 
reverse connection which could cause 
permanent damage to the battery and/or 
satphone. This battery is only used to 
power the satphone. 
 
The satphone should be connected to the 
datalogger using the following parts: 

Satphone power supply and RS232 
Adapter 

 
The power supply is contained in the die-
cast aluminium box. This converts the out-

put of the battery pack (8-16V) to the cor-
rect level for the Iridium modem (4.3 – 
4.5V). The input side of the power supply 
has a matching connector to the battery as 
well as black and orange control wires to 
allow the CR10X to control the satphone 
power. 
 
In normal operation the power supply 
should be connected as follows: 
 
Wire Connection 
Red input Battery pack + (8 – 16V) 
Black input Battery pack –  
Orange input CR10X C8 (control) 
Small Black 
input 

CR10X G (control ref) 

Red output Satphone + (4.3 – 4.5V) 
Black output Satphone - 
 
The RS232 adapter cable is used to con-
nect from the Iridium modem to the 
SC932A. 

SC932A 

 
The SC932A is a replacement for the 
SC932 used in the original system. The 
purpose of this device is to convert the 
signals from the satphone to CS I/O for 
connection to the datalogger. It is import-
ant to note that the SC932A has the same 
connectors on both sides, but these are 
not interchangeable. The “DCE Device” 
side should be connected to the Iridium 
modem and the Datalogger side should be 
connected to the CR10X. 

SC12 
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The SC12 is used to connect from the 
SC932A to the CR10X. This cable should 
be unplugged entirely from the datalogger 
when communicating to the CR10X with 
the PC, and reconnected afterward. 
 
N.B. The third connector on this cable is 
not needed for this installation and should 
be left disconnected. 
 
The data connections for the satphone 
should be as per the following image. 
 

 

Checking battery status 
The system contains 2 separate battery 
packs, one to power the datalogger and 
another to power the Iridium satphone. 
These should be clearly labelled. Before 
removing the existing batteries please test 
the battery voltage.  
 
The datalogger battery can be tested by 
connecting your multimeter (set to volts) 
across the 12V and G terminals directly on 
the datalogger wiring panel. The terminal 
voltage should be between 13V and 16V. 
If the voltage is in this range then it should 
be serviceable for at least another year. 
Please note the voltage for later. Do not 
disconnect the battery from the CR10X. 
 
To measure the satphone battery level, 
the battery should be disconnected from 
the existing satphone power supply (a 
black plastic box labelled “Voltage Regula-
tor”. When disconnecting the battery, be 
very careful that the red and black wires 
do not touch, because this is likely to 
cause damage. 
 
Once the battery is removed from the 
power supply, connect your multimeter 
between the red and black wires and re-
cord the battery voltage. The battery can 
then be stored for removal from the site. 
The end of each wire should be wrapped 

in insulating tape so that the battery wires 
cannot short together. 

Calling into satphone 
Once the satphone is installed according 
to the description above, the next step is 
to make a test call into the station.  
 
Normally the Iridium modem is only pow-
ered between 11:20am and 12:05pm each 
Wednesday, however to test the installa-
tion, we need to manually switch on the 
power.  
 
This can be accomplished by moving the 
orange control wire from C8 to the 5V ter-
minal on the CR10X. Allow 2 - 3 minutes 
for the modem to register with the Iridium 
network and then call Campbell Scientific 
to make a test call to the station. 
 
After the test call, please return the 
orange control wire to C8. 

System Maintenance 
It is important to check the state of the 
system. As much as possible, try to keep 
the cable entries into the enclosure free 
from melt- water, ingress of water can 
cause damage when it refreezes and ex-
pands. Try to make sure the datalogger 
terminals are all as dry as possible.  
 
Check all wiring is secure, both physically 
and electrically. Check all terminals are 
tightened and re-terminate any wires that 
may be frayed or broken. 
 
Check all wiring against the wiring descrip-
tions given in this document and the 
CR10X program (MH200711.CSI). 
 
Providing sensible measurements are be-
ing obtained from the sensors, there is 
little else required in the way of mainte-
nance.  

DESSICANT PACKS 
The dessicant packs should be replaced 
when the system enclosure RH indicator 
turns pink. This will probably be required 
every visit.  
 
The system will operate at high humidity 
(e.g. >80%). Ensure that the atmosphere 
in the enclosure is not allowed to con-
dense by rapid heating. This can occur by 
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leaning on the enclosure, placing it near 
warmer bodies, etc.  

OTHER POINTS 
As part of the system has been left at 
Mawson’s Hut and some new components 
have been brought on this visit, you will be 
responsible for connecting it all up and 
testing the unit. While every precaution 
has been taken to ensure a smooth instal-
lation, the system has not been field 
tested.  
 
Problems can be addressed to the Austral-
ian Museum: 
 

Vinod Daniel  
Australian Museum 
Ph: +61 2 9320 6115 
Email:  
vinod.daniel@austmus.gov.au 

 
Or directly to Campbell Scientific Australia 
 

Ph:  +61 7 4772 0444 
Fax:  +61 7 4772 0555 
Email:  info@campbellsci.com.au 
 
Office Hours: 9am to 5pm AEST  
(non-daylight saving) 
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Appendix 

Software Installation 
Follow the LOGGERNET manual for in-
structions on installation of the 
LOGGERNET software. 

System Operation 
The system has been designed to meas-
ure sensors every 60 minutes and process 
and store data at hourly and daily inter-
vals. The logger can read much more 
quickly than this but in the interests of 
power conservation, sensor scan rate has 
been set at 60 minutes. 
 
Once the software has been installed on 
your PC, you can proceed to communicate 
with the system. Remove the black SC12 
cable from the CR10X’s 9-pin CS I/O port 
and plug in one end of the grey SC9 cable. 
The other end of the SC9 cable should be 
connected to your PC’s 9-pin serial port. 
Be careful not to confuse the SC9 cable 
with the RS232 cable. 
 
Click on the LOGGERNET icon to start the 
communication software.  
 

 
 
Click on the “Setup” button on the 
LOGGERNET tool bar. You should have a 
COM port visible on the Device Map on 
the left hand side of the screen. If not (or if 
the wrong COM port is shown), click on 
“Add Root” to add the correct COM port to 
the Device Map. 
 
Select the comport, click on “Add” and se-
lect CR10X to add a datalogger. Ensure 
that the Baud Rate is set at 9600 baud 
and the rest of the settings should be OK 
at their defaults. 
 
Click on the button marked “Apply” and 
then shut down the SETUP window by 
clicking on the crossed button, top right-
hand corner of the window.  
 
You should now be set up correctly to 
communicate with the CR10X datalogger.  
 
Before starting, you will need to check that 
power is connected to the CR10X data-

logger. Check that the battery marked 
“Logger”, is connected to the datalogger 
via the green plug on the CR10X wiring 
panel. 
 
Connecting to the station 
 
Click on the “Connect” icon on the 
LOGGERNET toolbar. The Connect Win-
dow should appear. Select the CR10X 
from the Station List on the left hand pane 
of the window, and click “Connect”.  
 

 
 
The “Connect” button should change to 
“Disconnect” and the station clock should 
be visible in the top right corner of the 
Connect window. 
 
Collect Data 
 
After a connection has been made, it is 
critical to download all data possible be-
fore changing anything about the station.  
 
Click “Collect Now”. A progress bar should 
appear with the heading “Collecting Data”. 
After the download is complete the data 
Collection Results window should appear. 
 

 
 
This screen gives details of the data col-
lected and the files in which is has been 
stored. Please take note of the filenames 
and back them up to external disk. 
 
Click “OK”. Collection is done. 
 
If the collection fails, check the connec-
tions, retry the collection and do not pro-
ceed to the following steps without con-
sulting with Campbell Scientific or the 
Australian Museum. 
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Setting the System Clock 
 
Before starting, confirm that your PC clock 
is set to the correct AEST (non daylight 
saving time). 
 
Once a connection with the datalogger has 
been established, click on the “Set Station 
Clock” Button. You should now see that 
your datalogger clock and PC clock have 
been synchronised to within a few sec-
onds. 
 
Download the new program 
 
The datalogger program which controls 
measurement and storage of data has 
been changed since the previous installa-
tion. You will need to send the new pro-
gram to the datalogger before it will work 
correctly. The new program is called 
MH200711. Among the files provided, you 
will find duplicate copies of the following 
files – 
 MH200711.CSI 
 MH200711.DLD 
 MH200711.FSL 
 MH200711.PTI 
 
These are the program files required by 
the measurement system. Copy them to 
your C:\campbellsci\Loggernet directory 
on your PC. 
 
From the “Datalogger” menu of the Con-
nect window, Choose “Associate Program” 
and using the browser, select 
MH200711.DLD from disk. You should see 
a popup window indicating that the asso-
ciation was successful.  
 
Next click the “Send” button. Wait for con-
firmation that the program has been re-
ceived and compiled. Your datalogger now 
has the correct program installed.  
 
Monitoring the System 
 
The system will measure (scan) all sen-
sors every 60 seconds and store readings 
into memory at 60 minute intervals. 
 
You can monitor the values of these 
measurements as follows –  
 
Confirm that you are still connected to the 
datalogger. 
 
On the connect window, you will notice to 
the right of the word “Numeric” there are 

three buttons labelled “1”, “2”, and “3”. 
Click on “1”. An empty numeric display 
window should appear. 
 

 
 
Click on the button marked “Add”, and you 
should see a pull down list of locations to 
view.  
 
Click on “Input Locations” then click 
“Paste”. You should notice that the Nu-
meric window will have a number of lo-
cation names visible. 
 

 
 
Click “Close” and you should be returned 
to the Numeric window. Click “Start” to 
start updating the Numeric window with 
values from the datalogger. 
 
These numeric values will be updated to 
the correct values when the next 60 min-
ute interval occurs.  
 
During the initial testing of HMP45C sen-
sors, it is possible to make the logger 
measure all of the sensors once per min-
ute instead of once per hour.  
 
To change to this mode, first click on the 
“Ports/Flags” button on the Connect win-
dow.  
 
Next, Click on “Flag 3”. The icon to the left 
of Flag 3 should turn green within a minute 
or so to indicate that the flag is on and the 
system will start measuring the HMP45C’s 
every minute. When the testing is finished, 
Click on Flag 3 again to return to normal 
measurement mode. If the system detects 
that Flag 3 has been left on for a period of 
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one hour it will reset Flag 3, so if your test-
ing takes more that this time, you will need 
to set Flag 3 high again. 
 
N.B. Although setting Flag 3 high will 
make testing much quicker, this mode 
should not be used for extended periods 
because the sensors consume much more 
power.  
 
Verify that the measured values are cor-
rect when they are updated. If there are 
any obvious errors (i.e. temperature is 30, 
-INF, or RH is -50% etc) then go back and 
check the wiring of your sensors.  
 
Disconnecting from the station 
 
When finished communicating with the 
datalogger, click the “Disconnect” button, 
shut down LOGGERNET, remove the SC9 
communication cable and reconnect the 
black SC12 cable. Failure to do so, will 
cause the logger to be unable to com-
municate with the satphone and therefore 
un-contactable from elsewhere. 
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The search for the “Air Tractor” 
Tony Stewart, Medical Officer  
 
 
One of my tasks was to search for any remains of the Vickers REP monoplane that 
was taken to Cape Denison by the AAE 1911-1914. The aircraft’s wings were 
damaged in test flights prior to departure, so it never flew in Antarctica. It was 
modified for use as an ‘air tractor’ to pull sleds, but it wasn’t suitable for the purpose 
and in 1912 broke down some 14 km from the hut. It was hauled back to Mawson’s 
valley. 
 
In a photograph taken in 1912, the airframe can be seen sitting some distance 
northwest of the hut looking southeast. The skyline is clearly visible, making it 
possible to estimate the position that the photograph was taken from with reasonable 
accuracy. Based on key features on the hut and the skyline it appears that the camera 
was positioned at approximately 67o 00’ 30.2” S, 142o 39’ 34.5” E  (WGS84 Datum) 
i.e. about 60 metres to the northwest of the hut, in or near rocks just a few metres 
from the edge of Boat Harbour. As the snow was quite deep in the 2007-2008 season, 
we couldn’t determine the exact position of the edge of the Harbour. 
 
Hurley’s diary from the BANZARE expedition states “Our first visit was made to the 
old aeroplane, which lied partly buried in the ice close to the hut where it was 
abandoned after removing the engine. The framework was all of steel tubing – very 
heavy when compared with today’s construction, & was in a remarkably good state of 
preservation … due to the dry conditions of the air & the continual attrition of the 
snow particles blasting them”.i 
 
The last known photograph of the airframe was taken in 1976 by Reevesii. In the 
Nisbet report, Fig 23 is a photograph of the forward part of the airframe, partly buried 
in snow. The image is looking Southeast towards the hut. The skyline is again clearly 
visible, making it possible to compare the position that the two photographs were 
taken from and to estimate the position of the airframe. It appears that the Reeves 
photograph was taken approximately 4-5 metres directly south of the Hurley photo, at 
67o 00’ 30.3” S, 142o 39’ 34.4” E but from a lower perspective. Even when laying on 
the snow, we were at least a metre, possibly 2 metres above the point of view of the 
camera. After taking into account the visual effect of different focal lengths of 
cameras, it appears that the airframe had not moved from 1912 to 1975, suggesting 
that parts of the frame were sitting on the rock buried by ice.  
 
On 26th February 1977, Young and Lightfoot visited Cape Denison by helicopter from 
Dumont D’Urville, for approximately 5 hours. In a telex later sent from the Thala 
Dan, Young states “Aircraft parts as photographed last visit have now been carried to 
sea by movement of ice in this area, have recovered one aircraft wheel and what is 
possibly ice control skid for RTA an restoration.” Both of these items are now in the 
AAD library at Kingston. 
 
While this is a reasonable interpretation of the observations, the other possibility is 
that snow had obscured the airframe in 1977. This seems plausible, having stayed in 
more or less the same position for more than sixty years.  
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The Blunt report states that no visible evidence of it remains on the site. 
 
Gibsoniii mentioned in 1997 about the tail section of the plane (which is now stored in 
Mawson’s workshop – see Photo) 
 

 
Michelle Berry, Tony Stewart, Brett Jarrett – Tail of the Vickers, Jan 2008.  
Photo Anne McConnell 
 
In 1997 Don MacIntyre mentioned that parts of the air tractor may be located within 
the ice field in front of the Main Hut. In 2007 he felt this was now unlikely, as it had 
not been exposed in summers with light snow. 
 
There’s a short reference to the Air Tractor in the Conservation Management Plan 
2001, page 45,iv and in the 2007-2012 Management Plan, page 29.v 
 
Based on this assumption, we carried out a scan with a metal detector of a sector 
fanning out from the NW corner of the main hut for some 70 meters in the direction 
of Granholm Hut, down to the Southwestern most corner of Boat Harbour. Beyond 
that point, rocks were exposed. No signals were picked up, but field tests with the 
equipment used showed the limit of detection for large metal objects was 30 to 35 cm. 
As stated above, there is easily a meter of snow over the area of interest. Limited 
clearing of ice in the probable site in 10cm layers failed to detect any signals. 
 
Some wood and metal artefacts were found on the northern side of Boat Harbour, 
south of Penguin Knob. It’s not clear if they were from the airframe. Anne McConnell 
has documented these objects. 
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Artefacts on northern side of Boat Harbour, possibly from the air tractor. 
Photo Tony Stewart. 
 
Given the historical importance of the Vickers REP air-tractor, I believe it’s worth 
putting some more effort into the search. The first step would be to identify more 
appropriate equipment for detecting metal at a depth, and to research the practicality 
of using that equipment on a future expedtion. Another task would be to review any 
film footage that displays the area between Mawson’s Huts and Granholm. Should 
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any image clearly show the area to be totally free of ice, then it would be reasonable 
to abandon any further searching. 
 
Equally important is to have a strategy in place on how any remnants of the airframe 
are to be conserved, should they be found. 
 
 
 
                                                        
i Frank Hurley, diary entry, 5 January 1931. 
ii J.S. Nisbet Dec 1976, Restoration of Mawson’s Hut, Cape Denison, Commonwealth Bay.  
iii Kevin Gibson, letter to AAP Mawson’s Huts Foundation, 5 August 1997. 
iv Godden Mackay Logan July 2001, Mawson’s Hut s Historic Site Conservation Management Plan 
2001. 
v Mawson’s Huts Historic Site, Management Plan 2007-2012. 
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Heritage Visualisation Report 
for the Australian Antarctic Division/Mawsons Huts Foundation 2007-8 Expedition

Dr Peter Morse, Heritage Visualisation Specialist.

Contact:
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m: 0422233168

Address:

30 Discovery St

Red Hill

ACT 2603
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Heritage Visualisation Report 

1.0 Visualisation1

1. Visualisation

1.1. Standard Photodocumentation: Many hundreds of documentary and ar-
tistic photographs of the Huts and their contents, as well as extensive im-
aging of the Cape Denison site in general; documentation of the Sørenson 
Hut extensions, daily life, LʼAstrolabe and Dumont DʼUrville Station 
(French).

1.2. Videoblogging: I kept a fairly continuous daily journal of low-resolution 
video (320x240 pixels) keeping account of a wide variety of activities un-
dertaken during the expedition. This is mainly suitable for web display. 
Runtime is approximately  3-4 hours. Naturally  this needs much editing!

1.3. Panoramic Imaging: Ultra-high-definition spherical (360º x 180º) and cy-
lindrical (360º x 90º) panoramic imaging. These longitudinal image maps 
generally  comprise from (cylindrical) ~36 x 8 megapixel to (spherical) ~100 
x 8 megapixel images, resulting in finely  detailed images suitable for print-
ing up to 6m x 2.5m, or for Full Dome high-definition (4000x4000 px; 
3200x3200 px) digital planetarium projection - i.e. at more than sufficient 
resolution for the current state-of-the-art world standard digital domes, al-

1 Please refer to appendix for guide to resolution sizes.

Frank Hurleyʼs Darkroom, Spherical Panorama Longitudinal Texture Map.
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lowing zooming into detail in the images. Content could also be displayed 
o n m u l t i p l e - s c r e e n d i s p l a y s ( e g : 
http://local.wasp.uwa.edu.au/~pbourke/papers/AUC_innovation/case5/.) 
Images can also be downsampled for standard cubic (spherical) and cylin-
drical QTVR (QuickTime Virtual Reality) images suitable for web  presenta-
tion and standard definition digital projection.

1.4. Stereoscopic Panoramic Imaging: Ultra-high-definition stereoscopic cy-
lindrical (360º x 90º) panoramic imaging. Includes the Hut internal environ-
ment and various locations around the Cape Denison site. This requires 
specialist stereoscopic projection equipment to be seen, though I am also 
authoring a red-blue anaglyph version suitable for 3D viewing on a standard 
HDTV (16:9 1920x1080p 25fps) or SDTV (16:9 720p/576i 25fps and PAL). 

1.5. Stereoscopic High Definition Video: 1920x1080p 25fps High definition 
stereoscopic video suitable for use with HD or SXGA+ (1400x1050) stereo-
scopic projection systems. This material could be shown on the XGA 
(1024x768) stereoscopic projection system at TMAG - but note the far 
lower resolution of this system.

1.6. Spherical immersive HD video. Using the LadyBug Camera from Point 
Grey Research (USA) loaned from the iCinema Centre, UNSW, I shot ap-
proximately 20 minutes of immersive video suitable for Full Dome Projec-
tion. This video is accompanied by commentary concerning the interior of 
the Huts. Basically  this was an experiment given the technology and the 
environment, though the results are certainly stunning and suitable for pro-
duction purposes.(see:http://www.ptgrey.com/products/ladybug2/index.asp )

Frame from LadyBug Spherical HD Camera System
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1.7. Detailed Texture Mapping: I photoimaged almost the entire interior of the 
Hut at high resolution, and as much of the external structure as possible - 
including structures such as the Transit Hut. Photographs were taken of the 
surfaces of the Huts using orthogonal camera placement. These images 
are suitable for stitching into detailed texture maps for use in accurate com-
puter modelling and texturing of a 3D model of the Hut.

1.8. Sirovision imaging: I conducted an experiment in stereoimaging, taking 
several stereoscopic pairs of images of geological formations around the 
main valley area. In theory these will be suitable for use with Sirovision 
geological imaging technology, enabling extraction of accurate and highly 

3D Computer Model of Mawsonʼs Hut
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detailed triangulated or quad mesh 3D objects suitable for remote geologi-
cal analyses to be conducted as well as partial modelling of the landscape 
environment suitable for 3D computer visualisation.

1.9. Geolocation. Using a Garmin GPSMap 60CSx I geolocated the majority  of 
panoramic images taken, with a majority of trackpoints located to a resolu-
tion 4 metres. This information will be assigned to the EXIF data on each 
relevant photo, enabling reasonably  accurate geolocation of the pano-
ramas. This is useful for development of future Virtual Reality content 
where, for instance, a user might move around a realtime 3D computer en-
vironment of the site and interact with high-resolution photographic pano-
ramas of that environment once they had arrived at an indicated point.

1.10. Re-photographing Hurley: I made numerous attempts to find Frank Hur-
leyʼs original photopoints and have re-photographed the scenes using 
stereoscopic digital cameras. This will enable compositing and counterpoint 
of images separated by nearly a century. I believe I am the first person to 
have taken stereoscopic images at Cape Dension since Hurley did so 96 
years ago.
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2.0 Outcomes

2. Outcomes

2.1. Detailed 3D computer model: suitable for conservation planning pur-
poses. A model can be constructed that reflects the areas of change in the 
structure of the hut and the movement of artefacts over time. Depending 
upon need this could take the form of a simple indicative model or a much 
more complex database-connected interactive model that forms an effec-
tive catalogue of the history of interactions undertaken with the original 
structure - e.g. tracing contemporary  modifications and interventions un-
dertaken in conservation efforts. The work required for these two extremes 
varies enormously - the first might take several months, the second would 
almost certainly be suitable for an on-going research project requiring 
funding - with outcomes applicable to a much wider variety of heritage visu-
alisation and conservation initiatives.

2.2. Game-Engine Visualisation: Virtual Reality  visualisation is now extremely 
cost-effective thanks to the advent of affordable cross-platform game de-
velopment software. A very exciting possibility  would be to use a develop-
ment environment such as the Unity Game engine (see: http://unity3d.com/ 
) - a possibility I have already been exploring with my colleague Paul 
Bourke, senior Visualisation Fellow at the Western Australian Supercom-
puter Project. We have already experimented with using SecondLife (an 
MMO at http://secondlife.com/ ) for multi-user interactive spherical pano-
rama visualisation, interacting as avatars between Canberra ACT and Perth 

Example of Unity Game Engine visualisation for Square Kilometer Array Radioastronomy 
array, Boolardy, Western Australia
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WA, wh i l s t l ook ing a t Cape Den ison panoramas.  ( see : 
http://ozviz.wasp.uwa.edu.au/~pbourke/modelling_rendering/secondlife/ ) 
Clearly, these development environments now have enough utility  to move 
beyond frivolous gameplay  and into the realm of useful scientific visualisa-
tion and edutainment applications.

2.3. Dome Visualisation: The spherical and cylindrical visualisations are suit-
able for user interaction on medium-sized systems such as the iDome (see 
illustration) as well as Full Dome planetarium applications. I have already 
been approached by Horizon Planetarium (WA) concerning a possible 25 
minute Full Dome programme. Other possibilities include a variety of 
Planetaria and science centres around Australia. The iDome system would 
also be suitable for a travelling programme.

2.4. Stereoscopic Visualisation: Numerous stereoscopic visualisations could 
be made, including stereoscopic HDTV, projection and anaglyph, depend-
ing upon the viewing platform. Cylindrical stereoscopic panoramas and stills 
are also suitable for interactive viewing rather than passive watching. Per-
haps especially interesting would be the counterpoint of Hurleyʼs original 
glass-plate stereoscopic images with my 2008 ones.

IDome System showing Spherical Panorama of Azimuth Hill, Cape Denison.
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2.5. Large-Scale Panoramic Prints. Large Scale panoramic prints can be pro-
duced from the panoramic images. These would be suitable for exhibition 
and sale as well as instruction and planning. Bruce Hull has already printed 
one such panorama using the AAD large-scale colour printer - the results 
are very impressive.
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3.0 Suggestions and Recommendations.

3.  Suggestions and Recommendations. 

3.1. Database: Because so much visual material has been generated regarding 
the site, Hut and its contents I would strongly recommend the development 
of a database system that can store and cross-reference the images - a 
kind of visual database suitable for PostgreSQL. The ability to cross-
reference images from various years will lead to useful insights for conser-
vation planning. For example, I have processed poor-quality video footage 

1978 Partial Panorama overlay on 2008 photo, geometry corrected.

2008 partial panorama, no overlay.
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from a 1978 expedition to create useful partial-panoramas that clearly dem-
onstrate artefact movement over time.

3.2. Artfact  Photodocumentation: Instead of using simple flat reference pho-
tos of artfacts removed from the Huts for conservation, I would suggest the 
use of a QTVR object panorama table for creating 360º interactive virtual 
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s o f t h e o b j e c t s ( s e e , e . g . : 
http://developer.apple.com/documentation/QuickTime/InsideQT_QTVR/2Ch
ap/chapter_3_section_3.html ). These digital assets could also be used in 
realtime VR environments. Objects recorded in this way  might also be re-
turned to the Hut micro-climate if this was suitable for their preservation. It 
would be worth talking to Michelle Berry (Materials Conservator, 2008) 
about this as a useful enterprise.

3.3. A Dedicated System: It would be cost-effective to set up a dedicated com-
puter that could host photo and video databases, as well as one that would 
serve as a stereoscopic or dome projection computer when required (as-
suming that such a facility  was to be located at the AAD.) This would enable 
production work and processing to occur on the images and for planners 
and scientists to interrogate the images when necessary. I would suggest 
contacting Paul Bourke for advice on this issue.

3.4. Forensic Photography: Upon examination of the visitors logbook at the 
Sørenson Hut, I noticed that several visiting parties stayed at Cape Denison 
throughout the 1950ʼs and 1960ʼs (e.g. Paul-Émile Victor, founder of the 
F r e n c h A n t a r c t i c P r o g r a m m e - s e e 
http://www.paulemilevictor.fr/accueil_fr.html ; as well as American visitors). 
It would be very interesting to track down any original photography of the 
site taken during these visits, as this could lead to productive forensic in-
sight into the changing conditions of the Huts and the activities undertaken 
there. I have several contacts to follow up  on, courtesy of the Station 
Leader at Dumont DʼUrville; it would be worth pursing this investigation with 
the assistance of the AAD Library.

3.5. Website: I am currently redesigning the Mawsonʼs Huts Foundation web-
site, giving it greater utility  and ease of maintenance (via a new CMS) as 
well as migrating it to a new host. Given the amount of visual material gen-
erated by the MHF (especially video and photographic record), it is of great 
interest to explore how information may be more effectively  disseminated 
by Web 2.0 systems - such as YouTube, SmugMug etc. - in order to de-
velop new revenue sources for the Foundation.

3.6. Webcam: Tony Steward and I recommend that a webcam system (using a 
wide-angle lens) be mounted on the Automatic Weather Station above the 
Main Hut valley. This system should be researched and scoped to find an 
optimal solution, as clearly, technologically it is quite demanding.
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4.0 General Thoughts

4. General Thoughts

4.1. Sørenson Hut: The Hut has greatly  improved utility  thanks to the significant 
extensions built during the 2007-8 season. Useful additions might involve 
constructing a drain to an external slops bucket from the kitchen, for ease 
of transport to the waters edge. It would be very convenient to construct a 
shower at the end of the new internal corridor - providing privacy to ablu-
tions and an environment a bit more sanguine than “Delaneyʼs Dunny.” 
Some improvement in clothes-washing facilities would be useful.

4.2. Clothing: My experience was that I had far too much clothing, much of it 
unused. It would be useful to revisit the clothing lists with a comparative 
listing of the utility of items to each individual expeditioner, in order to 
streamline this for the future. It should be emphasised to inexperienced ex-
peditioners how important properly-fitting clothing is - you spend a LOT of 
time in certain garments and a good fit is crucial.

4.3. Food: Emphasise to expeditioners that their early input into food selection is 
imperative and not merely for ʻluxury ʼ or ʻmorale ʼ items. The kitchen would 
benefit from having more visibility  of food items currently in the pantry, as 
the use of a list gives limited indication of what is available. In my experi-
ence a visible pantry lends itself to greater creativity  on the part of those 
who are going to be cooking food, leading to diversity in the menu and con-
sequently good morale amongst expeditioners.

4.4. Electricity: The use of solar and wind power should be extended. The sys-
tem installed in 2007-8 is excellent, but does not provide enough power for 
the number of laptops and other equipment requiring charging. Contrarily 
the large generator was overkill and used too much fuel for too little load - it 
was wasteful apart from when used for power-tools in construction work. 
The Sørenson Hut would, I imagine, be the perfect environment for tech-
nology companies to provide technological sponsorship for testing their 
products in one of the most extreme environments on earth. Not only would 
they get great advertising possibilities, they could also derive valuable 
technical data on their product and provide useful service to the expedition 
programme.

4.5. Washing Facilities: see 4.1 for note.

4.6. Sleeping and Accommodation: My impression is that this worked relatively 
well - the main problem being the mixing of sleeping arrangements with liv-
ing ones. It is important that they be separated. I think the expedition would 
have benefitted from having more tents, so that expeditioners could have 
solitude and privacy if they wish or need - this might help  diffuse interper-
sonal tensions as and when they inevitably arise. The new bunks for 6 peo-
ple in the Sørenson are a great idea, but I believe these should still be sup-
plement by having accommodation options in the Apple or in tents - youʼre 
living on top of each other anyway, so sleeping on top of each other might 
be best avoided!
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4.7. Team Management: The team functioned very cohesively and yet inde-
pendently, with the large majority  of team members treating each other with 
mutual respect. This whole experience was remarkable given the fact that 8 
strangers from very different walks of life have been thrown together in a 
challenging environment for a substantial period of time. Mutual respect, 
politeness and kindness are values to be enacted in this context. My feeling 
is that certain tensions could have been dispelled more effectively by set-
ting up  a regular schedule of team management meetings - eg. over dinner 
every Monday night. Having said that, I have only praise for the way in 
which things were conducted.
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5.0 Conclusion 

Overall, this was one of the great experiences of my life and the fulfilment of an 
ambition I have held for many years. It was a privilege to work so closely with the 
team and to get to know everyone, and I came to admire their respective profes-
sional knowledges and commitment to getting their work done. Everyone pitched 
in, and that sort of horizontal management structure is clearly  the most effective 
way of working. The conditions in which you find yourself indicates to me that 
you need imaginative, competent, calm individuals who can work in close and 
cheerful collaboration, yet who also exhibit independence of spirit. Mutual re-
spect is key to this, and my impression is that this was the ultimate outcome of 
the team as a whole - not only the expeditioners, but also personnel at the MHF, 
AAD and other organisations involved - especially our gracious French hosts . All 
work targets were met or exceeded, and I believe that together and individually, 
everyone should be very highly commended for their achievements realised in 
this magnificent enterprise. My especial thanks to Bruce Hull, Rob Easther and 
David Jensen for making it all possible.

Having now gained a reasonably intimate knowledge of the environment, I can 
see many future directions to explore - in a sense this expedition enabled me to 
reconnoitre the environment, with a view to more detailed and structured activity 
in the future. The environment is full of surprises, and being able to anticipate 
these would certainly  be beneficial for the type of work I have conducted there - 
for instance in the sudden disappearance of the sea-ice in Boat Harbour. It would 
have been fascinating to set up a time-lapse record of this event. I am also 
aware of improvements I can make in my imaging strategy as well as specific 
technological improvements in the equipment taken along (eg. far more spherical 
imagery; sorting out issues with the LadyBug system). Needless to say, I am 
more than keen to participate in any future expeditions - it would be great to 
shoot material specifically  with a high-production-value documentary film in mind 
and also to construct a robotic rover that could explore some of the polar plateau.
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Appendix
Guide to Video Resolutions

Standard Web-video is QVGA (320 x 240pixels)

PAL TV (Australian Standard) is 768 x 576

TMAG projection system is XGA (1024 x 768)

HD720 is 1280 x 720

Full HDTV is 1920 x 1080

Full Dome Digital Planetarium is 3200 x 3200 to 4800 x 4800 pixels

In comparison my panoramic images are at (360º x 90º) 20,000 × 5000 pixels to (360º x 
180º) 20,000 x 10,000 pixels (exact dimensions vary).
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Carpenters’ Report 
Peter McCabe, Field Leader & Carpenter  
 

A before and after shot showing the size difference with the new extension 
 
The major works program this year was the construction of the Sorensen Hut extension. 
This extension more than doubled the size of the hut, providing a laboratory, bedroom 
and full length corridor. The extension was successfully completed to lock up stage with 
lighting and power points fitted and tested. With only five weeks on the ice it was a huge 
achievement to have the hut ready for its first winter. I must thank the Operations Branch 
of the Australian Antarctic Division (AAD) for lending me office space for six weeks, 
Jan Adolph for spending many hours digging up past plans, advising me of the best 
places to find hardware and supplies and loaning equipment and tools. There are still 
many interior and some exterior appointments to be finished all of which are described in 
the following report. 
 
Hut Design 
 
A draft design was compiled in July 2007 by Rob Easther in consultation with Ian 
Godfrey, Trevor Bailey Laboratory Manager at the AAD, and David Jensen. 
Considerations of these dimensions were: 

 Workspace for up to four conservators  
 Equipment that the laboratory would house 
 

The tie down schedule was engineered by Gandy and Roberts consulting engineers, and 
other material choices were a result of consultation between me and Jan Adolph.  
 
The internal dimensions of the new laboratory are 4.7 meters x 3.4 meters, and the 
internal dimensions for the bedroom are 3.4 meters x 3.4 meters. A long corridor divides 
the old structure from the new, providing a great area for coats and boots to congregate 
rather than inside the living areas. 
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The floor plan of the updated Sorensen Hut 
 
Construction 
 
After initial layout was decided upon the construction method was largely based on the 
same style as the existing hut. 50 mm galvanised scaffold pipe was used for support 
posts, there were no ground heights recorded for the proposed sight so I had to estimate 
pipe lengths using photographs, this resulted in a few full lengths of pipe left over and 
stored under the new extension. A petrol powered Cobra rock drill was used to drill a 
60mm hole in the rock and pipes were grouted in with Rapidset 60.  Adjustable brackets 
with built in pipe clamps were fabricated at the AAD and gave us great accuracy in 
levelling the bearers.  
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     The Cobra rock drill                    Custom made bearer brackets 
 
 
After the sub-floor section was completed, the Bondor panels were delivered by Don and 
Margie McIntyre on the Orion tourist vessel. These panels had doors and windows pre-
installed in Hobart before we left. The widows in the lab are slightly lower than the 
bedroom to fit between the lab bench and overhead shelf. After the floor panels were laid, 
the walls were built flat and one by one, tilted into position. The panel edges are tongue 
and groove style and each join is sealed with Sikaflex. All but joints are sealed with 
Sikaflex and over clad with 50mm flat bar aluminium.  
 
The new guy ropes are all fixed into rock; this required some snow excavation on the 
south and west sides where drift snow and ice covered the underlying rock. Adjustments 
were made to the positioning of the guy ropes on the northern end of the building to 
divert the guy ropes from the main thoroughfare; they now travel along a rafter, and then 
drop down after clearing the veranda post. All D shackles and turn buckles have been 
moused with tie wire. Guy ropes on the south side of the existing hut were also re-
anchored in solid rock.  
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Diverted guy rope on the northern wall 
 
The new stairs were built in two stages; after the initial flight was built, we were all 
surprised to watch to huge snow ablation revealing quite a drop off. The solution was to 
build a landing a turn the stairs 90 degrees and land them on the lower rock area between 
the hut and the apple. A timber handrail now runs from the base of the stairs right along 
to the front door, only a top rail was installed but it is recommended that a second lower 
rail be fitted 
next year. 
 
 
 
 
New staircase 
and hand rail, 
arrow indicates 
the location of 
the required 
second handrail 
Further work 
required for 
the completion 
of Sorensen 
Hut 
 
Roof ventilation 
 
The new extension currently has no ventilation; this should be a priority job for next 
season especially if people intend to be sleeping in the new quarters. ‘H’ cowl vents are 
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required through the ceiling of each new room and also one additional wall vent in each 
room to allow air flow. 
 
Internal Floor Lining 
 
The new rooms and corridor need to be lined with plywood in the same style as the 
existing rooms before any permanent internals structures are built. This ply has been 
purchased and is being stored at Macquarie Wharf 4. Routing will be required on the 
underside of this ply to accommodate the heads of the mushroom bolts which protrude 
from the floor panels. 
 
Shelving in Laboratory 
 
Shelving units have been pre built for the new laboratory from steel modular units that 
stack flat and bolt together on site; these units are also at Macquarie 4. MDF or ply board 
will need to be purchased to sit on top of the frames, further brackets are required for the 
top shelf and consultation will be made with the manufacturer prior to next season. 
 
Bunks in Bedroom 
 
A design needs to be formalised for the construction of some bunks and shelving units in 
the new bedroom. New mattresses and pillows need to be purchased and brought down. 
 
Additional Flashing 
 
Additional 50mm aluminium flat bar is required on the underside of the floor panels 
where the new floor meets the existing. A shortage of material meant that this join wasn’t 
covered. There is no chance of leaking in the interim as it has been well sealed with 
Sikaflex, but coverage with a flashing will ensure the longevity of the seal.   
 
Grip Runners on New Deck 
 
The new ply veranda needs some small timber or metal runners laid in strips across its 
surface to provide grip in snowy conditions. 
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Recommendations for Future Work at Sorensen 
 

 Installation of gas reticulation system to avoid the need for gas bottles inside 
 Pigeon hole shelving above coat hooks in the new corridor for gloves and beanies 
 A boot trough in the new corridor 
 A metal door mat outside the front door for snow removal 
 A showering area at the end of the corridor 
 New sky lights: 

The new corridor has two sky lights fitted providing good internal light. These 
were positioned in line with the window of the former western external wall of the 
existing hut to channel light into the living room and kitchen. Inevitably the 
rooms have become darker with the extension, and both the kitchen and living 
area would benefit from a skylight. 

 Veranda Extension: 
The veranda area at the toilet and front door can be quite cramped when operating 
the front door. The extension of this area would provide a more user friendly 
entry. 

 
Granholm Hut 
 
The Granholm Hut was inspected for any loose guy ropes or faults. Everything was found 
in good condition apart from the front steps which are looking a bit frail and could use 
some reinforcement. All tools, hardware and fixings were inventoried and a full account 
is available at the end of the expedition report. 

 
Can you find it? The Granholm after its new camouflage paint job  
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Other recommendations 
 

 Extension of Apple 
 Construction of built in beds in the extended Apple 
 Extension of tent platform 
 Weather proof housing for generators  

 
Thankyou to my fellow chippy on this project Jon Tucker, it was a huge five weeks on 
the ice and a result to be proud of. Many long and tiring days passed but the stage is now 
set for the new conservation facility. It was extremely satisfying to watch everything drop 
into place.  
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POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM  

FOR SORENSEN HUT,  
CAPE DENISON, ANTARTICA 

Installed by Steve Beaton, 2007/2008 
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INTRODUCTION: 
 

The power supply system at the Sorensen Hut, Cape Denison, Commonwealth Bay, Antarctica 
is a hybrid system using a Honda petrol motor driving a 2.7kVA Dunlite generator, 2 x 75 Watt "BP 
Solar" solar panels connected in parallel and installed on the north wall of "Delaney's Dunny" at an 
angle of approximately 18 degrees from vertical and a "Forgen" vertical axis Savonius rotor wind 
generator (producing a trickle charge of only a few watts). The wind generator is now not connected 
to this system as it being used to charge batteries for a tide gauge experiment (along with the third 
solar panel on Delaney’s). Power storage is with 2 x 12 volt, 22 amp hour "Sonnenschein" gel 
batteries connected in parallel giving a total storage capacity of 44 amp hours at 12 volts nominal.  

The battery charging and power distribution is controlled by a "BP Solar" PL20 controller.  
A 150 Watt "Dick Smith" inverter is used to convert the 12 volt DC to a 240 volt AC (modified 

square wave) and is enough to run all the fluorescent lighting in the Sorensen or charge one lap top 
computer battery. The inverter will cut out when used for prolonged periods with the LOAD over 8 
amps. 

The data collection abilities of the PL20 have not been investigated here and need the 
appropriate software and connection to a PC to be read. 
 

 
2.7kW GENERATOR: 
 

 The motor uses about 1.5 litres of fuel per hour on medium load and has a 6 litre tank, 
requiring refuelling approximately every 4 hours. 

 The generator is equipped with a 20 amp, RCD with a 30mA trip located on the front end (left 
hand side). 

 This feeds a 20A 3 pin outlet (LHS) and a 10A standard 3 pin outlet (RHS).  
 

  
 
The left hand side outlet is for connection of the 20A lead to the special inlet point on the 
Sorensen Hut: 
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GENERATOR IN “BLIZZ” CONDITIONS: 

 The generator can be used in blowing drift conditions by removing the aluminium plates from 
the grills at either end, 

 Removing the plastic bung from the exhaust side of the box, 
 

 
 

 Installing the exhaust extension by removing the clamp and washer, placing the pipe with 
spring through the hole (with “T” on end facing up) from the inside and replacing the washer 
and clamp. Do not tighten yet.  

  

 
 

 The generator can now be started and the power turned on at the switches. 
 Ensure any cables leaving the box travel through the holes in the side of the box and 

correctly insulated with the black rubber grommets. 
 Grasping the exhaust extension and pulling out as far as possible can now shut the lid. It is a 

tight fit around the frame of the generator, but with a little manipulation (and very little force!) 
the lid can be closed. 

 With the ”T” on the end of the exhaust extension facing up it will guide neatly into place over 
the exhaust port. Once in place push the clamp and washer in hard and tighten screw. 

 The vent on the windward side will need to be checked and cleared of ice about every hour to 
ensure adequate breathing of the motor. 

“T” 
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AS INSTALLED ELECTRICAL RETICULATION: 
 

 

* 

 
LEGEND 
     20mm PVC LD Conduit (ceiling mounted) 
 
     20mm PVC LD Conduit (bench height mounted) 
 
     Single gang light switch on circuit 2 
    
     36W fluorescent light on circuit 2 
 
     Double power point on circuit 2 
 
     Double power point on circuit 1 
 
     Power inlet point and distribution board on circuit 1 
 
 

 All wiring is installed and tested to Australian Standards 
 Circuit 1 is all but one GPO and is fed from the inlet point on the eastern wall. 
 Circuit 2 is all lighting and one GPO adjacent to the fluorescent light in the main living room. 

The circuit is fed via a three pin plug next to the GPO marked “*” 
 Circuit 2 can be plugged into the inverter when using sustainable energy or the GPO for use 

with the generator. 
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12 VOLT SUPPLY: 
 
 
WIRING DIAGRAM: 
 

 
 
6 WAY EXTERNAL CONNECTION BOX: 
 

 
 The 6 way External Connection Box was 

used only as there were no other 
alternatives available at the time of 
construction. 

 The inlet marked “Solar” (top left hand 
side) uses the special 12 volt type of plug 
with one vertical and one horizontal pin. 
Of which there is none left on site: Clipsal 
Part No. CLI 56SO215/32 

 The Inlet marked “Wind Gen”(bottom left 
hand side) uses a 32 amp 4 pin plug. Of 
which there are 4 left on site:  Clipsal Part 
No. CLI 56SO432 

 The other 4 outlets are not used in this system. Spare wiring of one x 2.5mm Red and one x 
2.5mm black has been terminated in the box and taken to the control box inside for future use. 
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CIRCUIT BREAKERS: 
 

 
 “Main Switch” cuts power to the 

batteries and resets the PL20 
controller! 

 5: “Power” directs 12 V DC to 
the 2 “cigarette lighter” sockets. 

 4: “Solar” breaks the positive 
connection to the solar panels. 

 3: “Power Aux” is not connected 
to any thing. 

 2: “Gen” breaks the 12-volt 
connection from a 1A battery 
charger plugged into a power 
point under the bench and is only 
used when the generator is 
running. 

 1: “Wind” Breaks the positive 
from the wind generator 

 “Charge” and “Brake” are used 
when electrical breaking of the wind generator is required in high wind situations. 

 The terminal block below “Wind” and “Gen” can be used for measuring voltage from each 
respective device using the common negative. Ensure circuit breaker is switched off so as not 
to read voltage from the rest of the system. 

 
USER’S TIPS 

 If the “Main Switch” is turned off the PL20 
controller will switch off and the time will need to be 
reset (more comprehensive descriptions are in the 
“Power System” folder). 

 If a circuit is not being used switch it off to avoid 
possible current leakage back through the device 
i.e., if the petrol generator is not being used switch 
off the circuit breaker to prevent loss through the 
transformer. 

 Switch on the “GEN” circuit breaker when the 
generator is running for extra charge to the 
batteries. 

 Make sure the inverter is switched off when not in use as it draws a current even when no 
load is connected. 

 Try to use the load (i.e. Charge PC batteries) during the middle of the day when the most 
charge is available from the solar panels.  
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PL 20 CONTROLLER: 
Pushing the green button on the PL20 will cycle through the 
menus (more comprehensive descriptions are in the “Power 
System” folder):  

 
 BATV is the voltage across the batteries and is limited 

to 14.2V 
 CHRG is the amount of current entering the batteries. 

With battery voltage higher then 13.8V the controller 
will drop the current to a few amps. With battery voltage 
lower then 13.8V the controller will use all available 
current and hence the amount of current produced by 
the solar, generator and wind can be seen.  

 LOAD is the amount of current being drawn from the load (and away from battery charging!) 
N.B. The load will switch off when the battery voltage (BATV) is less then 11.3 volts and will 
not turn on until BATV is above 12.3 volts. 

 
 
 
 
BATTERIES 

 The 2 x 12 volt, 22 amp hour "Sonnenschein" 
gel batteries connected in parallel give a total 
storage capacity of 44 amp remain on site. 

 The smaller 7amp hour batteries used for the 
VHF radio have been removed as they are 
sealed lead acid and would freeze, expand and 
rupture in the very low temperatures. 

 They can be charged using the auxiliary 
battery output leads as shown. 
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LOAD ASSESSMENT 
 The following is an assessment of the 240-volt loads (as taken from the PL 20 Controller) used 
on the expedition of 2007/2008. This current is what is being drawn from the 12-volt battery system. 
The inverter was limited to about 8 amps before tripping out. 

 “Dick Smith” 150 watt Inverter: 0.4A 
 1 x 36 watt fluorescent light: 2.4A  
 1 x 18 watt fluorescent light: 1.5A 
 Dell laptop (charging only): 4.7A 
 Dell laptop (charging and operating): 7.5A (!) 
 Apple Laptop (charging only): 5.3A 
 Apple Laptop (charging and operating): 8.1A (!) 
 Dewalt 18 volt Battery drill charger: 7.3A 
 “Car” battery charger: 5.1A 
 Canon printer: 1.2A 
 
These were the higher load appliances with most other small chargers such as camera batteries 
drawing approximately 0.5A per appliance. Keeping the LOAD value around 8 Amps will allow 
the inverter to function. 

 
 
SOLAR ASSESSMENT  
  The following is an assessment of the amount of charge from the solar panels at various times 
of the day. The panels are mounted on the northern face of the building at an angle of 18o to the 
ground. All lateral angles are relative to the north face of the Sorensen Hut. The highest angle of 
azimuth relative to the roof was 45o at 13:00 PM and lowest of 23o at 19:00 PM.  The measurements 
were made on the 2nd of January 2008, but the highest readings should be around the same time and 
for the same duration for most of the summer. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9.2 Amps @ 13:30 PM 
(45o above horizon) 

1.8 Amps @ 09:00 AM 
(26o above horizon) 

2.7 Amps @ 10:30 AM 

6.9 Amps @ 11:30 AM 

8.2 Amps @ 12:30 PM 

9.0 Amps @ 14:00 PM 

8.1 Amps @ 15:00 PM 

6.9 Amps @ 16:00 PM 

5.9 Amps @ 17:00 PM 

2.1 Amps @ 18:00 PM 

1.7 Amps @ 19:00 PM 
(23o above horizon) 
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WIND GENERATOR ASSESSMENT 
 The wind generator used was a "Forgen" vertical axis Savonius rotor, mounted on the roof of 
“Delaney’s Dunny”. 

 
It was “borrowed” from the Tide 

Gauge experiment for the purposes of 
assessment and was reconfigured to 
charge the batteries for the GPS monitor 
when the Tide Gauge experiment was 
implemented on the 13th of January 2008. 
  
 
 
 

 
 
The generator produced it’s highest current in a wind in excess of 15 knots, but was only 

measured at 0.4 amps from the PL20 controller. 
 This type of wind generator is the most reliable in very high wind areas but suffers from 
producing only a very small charge, so is only good for trickle charging, over a longer time, a battery 
with a small load 
 
 
PERSONAL RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 
The system was only just adequate for this expedition, with the higher current drawing equipment 
(power tools, multiple computers, etc.) being supplied by the petrol generator. The following are 
suggestions for minor alterations to the existing system for better efficiency. A system capable of 
providing more power over a longer time will need to be suitably engineered and installed by the 
appropriate trades. 

 A larger capacity inverter with a true sine wave rather then a modified square wave. 
 Larger capacity storage batteries. The present system only just manages to fully charge the 

existing 2 x 22 Amp/hour batteries in good sunshine. No cost analysis was done on charging 
from the petrol generator. 

 Larger capacity battery charger needed to be connected into the “GEN” circuit breaker for 
faster charging from the petrol generator. 

 Install a decent sized wind generator (e.g. “AIR INDUSTRIAL”) in a position where it is easily 
removable for summer blizzards and at the conclusion of the expedition. 

 Slightly splaying out the solar panels should get a longer solar collection time without 
significantly reducing the charging current. This could be done by replacing the fixed brackets 
on the solar panels with a strong 50mm butt hinge, cutting the wooden mounting blocks so the 
outside edge of the panels are closer to the existing wall: 

 
 
 

PLAN VIEW HINGES 

SOLAR 
PANEL 

SOLAR 
PANEL 

WOODEN BLOCK 

EXISTING 
WALL 
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Quad Bikes Servicing 

Cape Denison, Commonwealth Bay, Antarctica 
Prepared by Steve Beaton, January 2008 
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INTRODUCTION: 

 The three Cape Denison Quad Bikes were 
found still lashed to the tent platform to the north of 
the Sorensen Hut. There were no noticeable affects 
from spending the previous winter there.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
A large tie down strap suffered considerable damage 

from rubbing on a sharp edge on one of the quads.  
  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
The air filters had been removed and the air boxes 
were suitably sealed with rags. The exhaust pipes 
and ignition switches were sealed with duct tape and 
the quads were raised on specially constructed 
stands to prevent damage to the tyres. 
 All air filters were replaced and duct tapes 
removed.  
 

 
 
Initial Repairs: 
 Two quads started within only a couple of attempts and the third had its battery replaced 
and subsequently started. The battery was placed on charge for a few hours, but would not 
accept a voltage so was consequently returned to Australia. Two quads were without their 
seats (presumably they were returned to Australia with the previous expedition). These were 
replaced with the new seats provided. 
  

One quad’s tyres were in very poor condition 
due to age. The rear tyres were replaced and returned 
to Australia and should be repaired and sent back as 
spares. The front tyres were not in such a poor 
condition so were not replaced, with the hope of 
gaining another season or two from them. 
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 The aluminium trailer had a 
flat tyre due to a broken valve 
stem. These wheels are a different 
configuration to the quad tyres so 
cannot be swapped with them. A 
search could not locate any spare 
valves so one was salvaged from 
an old rear quad tyre, installed and 
the tyre inflated. 

 
  

Spare tyres for this trailer should not be necessary if it is treated with due care. Because the 
tyre is fairly easily removed from the rim, minor repairs can be made to it on site. The quad tyre 
proved impossible to remove from the rim, however, so a hole was cut in the sidewall to 
remove the valve stem and it was successfully installed into the trailer tyre. 

The tyre repair kit in the Sorensen Hut seems to be in reasonable condition but suggest 
a new kit for next season, including a couple of valve stems. 
 
 
The Season 2007/2008: 
 The quads were again very valuable assets 
this season in all aspects of the expedition. From 
domestic chores of water collection and waste 
disposal, to transportation of photographic equipment 
and building materials they saved a lot of time and 
effort. Their fuel consumption was kept to a minimum 
by prudent and efficient use and will be of great 
benefit to many more expeditions. 
 The trailer hitch, on the Aluminium Trailer, was 
not replaced as it was suitably shackled to the one 
quad that had no tow ball. The tow bar will need some minor alterations to accommodate the 
new hitch and all parts required can be found on site. 
  

“The Spirit of Denison” proved 
indispensable in moving large amounts of 
materials and equipment, in particular the 
wall and roof panels from Boat Harbour to 
the Sorensen Hut. However it was a little 
unweilding due to the extra pivot point 
where the tow bar joined the rest of the 
sled. This would need a reasonable 
amount of reconstruction, so would be 
regarded as a lower priority task for a 
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Servicing January 2008 

 All three quads received the 
following service. One quad had a 
seized reversing switch that was 
freed with liberal use of RP7 
lubricating spray. A special funnel 
was constructed using a plastic 
bottle and a piece of electrical 
conduit for the safe refilling of the oil 
sumps. 
 

 Old oil removed and sump plug washer replaced. Used oil placed in BLACK 20 litre plastic 
container and stored at Granholm Hut. 

 Oil filter replaced, including ‘O’ ring. 
 Refilled with 2.5 litres of new oil from SILVER 20 litre plastic container stored at Granholm 

Hut. 
 Spark plug replaced 
 Battery terminals cleaned and sprayed with blue sealing spray. 
 Air filter inspected and deemed not in need of cleaning. 
 All throttle and brake cables inspected and lubricated where needed. 
 Tyre pressures checked and set to 4 psi. 
 
Winterising 
 The three quads and the Aluminium Trailer were 
again parked in the same configuration on the tent 
platform as previously. They were lashed down in a 
similar way, except the damaged tie down strap was 
not used and returned to Australia. 
 
 All air filters were removed and the air boxes 
sealed with rags to prevent the ingress of snow.  
  
 
Exhaust pipes and ignition switches were sealed with duct tape. 
 

                                                
 
 
THE QUAD KEYS ARE IN THE PEN TRAY UNDER THE WHITEBOARD IN 
THE MAIN LIVING ROOM OF THE SORENSEN HUT.  
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General Recommendations 
For Future Expeditions 

Prepared by Steve Beaton, January 2008 
 
These are only recommendations for the improvement of the living conditions at the Sorensen Hut. 
 
KITCHEN: 

1. The removal of the bunk and building of pantry 
shelving on the eastern wall would greatly 
improve storage and accessibility of provisions. 

2. More bench space on the eastern side of the 
stove would make food preparation easier. 

3. Improve the drainer by  “adapting” the existing 
Nally Bin lid so it drains into the basin. 

4. A more permanent solution to the rubbish bins 
could be considered. A two-part compartment 
(rubbish and recyclables) large enough to 
accommodate the bags with a lid could be made. 

 
ABLUTIONS: 

1. Disposal of solid waste should be considered for environmental reasons, as well as for the 
safety of expeditioners when jettisoning. An “incinerator toilet” has been used by AAD in the 
past and may be worth investigating. 

2. Liquid waste both human and kitchen requires regular journeys to the ice edge for disposal. 
The old steel flour drums are inadequate for this task, as the lids cannot be secured properly 
and/or easily. The newer white plastic drums with a “clip on” lid worked very well and would 
be a much cheaper alternative then the drums with a screw on lid as used by AAD. 

3. A large trailer mounted tank (100 Litres?) with easily removable plumbing from the toilet and 
kitchen would be the ideal set up if problems of the liquid freezing in the pipes or tank could 
be overcome. 

4. The creation of a suitable “bathing” area would be a luxury worth looking into for both 
hygiene and morale. One area suggested would be at the southern end of the new passage 
way.  

HEATING: 
With the creation of the gas tanks storage platform under the northern end of the Sorensen, 

piping could be taken from this to each of the rooms for connection of heaters. This would eliminate 
dangers associated with gas leaking from the bottles and remove extra clutter from the rooms.  

This has already been done with the stove in the kitchen by drilling a 20mm hole in the floor, 
passing orange flexible gas pipe through it and sealing with silicon.  

The movability of the heaters would be eliminated so careful consideration of placement 
would be needed. The durability of the flexible tubing is unknown and may deteriorate with the 
exposure under the hut. Maybe wall-mounted heaters with solid copper piping are an option, but 
this would require an expeditioner with the proper training in plumbing and gas fitting. 

A gas water boiler may be a quicker and more efficient way of heating water then on the 
stovetop. 
APPLE HUT: 
 The Apple Hut is in need of some minor repairs and improvements.  

1. Sealing with silicon of most joins is required. 
2. The door handle needs to be replaced. 
3. Curtains for the windows would make sleeping easier. 
4. The building of beds with suitable storage underneath would vastly improve the comfort and 

usability of this asset. Enough materials could be found on site to achieve this, but the 
previous expedition builders (Pete and Jon) would need to confirm this. 

 GENERAL: 
1. The external door needs a handle on the inside so it can be closed more easily. 
2. The walkway/decking on the northern side could be widened. 

1 

2 3 

4 
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Medical Officer’s report  
Dr Tony Stewart, Medical Officer 

Preparation 
The preparation given by the Polar Medicine Unit at AAD (Roland Watzl, Jeff Ayton, 
Mel, Angela Doyle) was excellent. Due to other work commitments, I was only able 
to spend one day with the Unit in October going over the kit they had prepared, and a 
further 2 half days in November just prior to our departure, by which time the kit had 
been dispatched to cargo. I recommend that the team doctor should spend 2 full 
days with AAD at least a month before the expedition to allow adequate time for 
orientation, to become familiar with the kit, and to make any modifications prior 
to its consignment to cargo. 
 
I appreciated the opportunity to undertake the GPTT Expedition Medicine course in 
Freycinet prior to departure. It was extremely well run and very valuable preparation. 
Their annual winter course would be even more appropriate for future expedition 
doctors. I recommend that where possible, the doctor for subsequent expeditions 
should be recruited earlier and to undertake the winter course if appropriate.  
Given the remoteness of the site, at least one team member other than the doctor 
should hold a current Wilderness First Aid certificate or equivalent. Early 
selection of the team would allow one additional team member to complete the 
course, if needed. 
 
We conducted some first aid training on the way down. Main topics covered were 
initial management of injuries (DRABC); prevention, recognition and treatment of 
cold injuries and snow blindness; moving patients; carbon monoxide poisoning; 
occupational health and safety, and a discussion of likely risks related to the tasks we 
were to undertake. I considered running one exercise soon after arrival at Cape 
Denison, moving someone with either suspected spinal injury or hypothermia from 
Mawson’s Valley to a suitable refuge (Granholm or preferably Sorensen). Due to 
pressure of work, this didn’t eventuate. It’s worth considering this on future 
expeditions. 

Medical Kit 
The medical kit supplied by the Polar Medicine Unit as AAD was very 
comprehensive and appropriate for the conditions at Cape Denison. A broad range of 
drugs and equipment were supplied for general ailments and minor injuries. 
Equipment was provided to manage acute trauma such as lacerations, fractures 
(splints, plasters, traction), immobilisation of spinal injuries, hypothermia and other 
cold-related injuries, cardio pulmonary resuscitation, intravenous infusion, cardiac 
arrhythmias and cardiac arrest, airways management, difficult intubations, 
cricothyrotomy, intercostal catheterisation, pain management, eye trauma, epistaxis, 
burns, local, regional and general anaesthesia, and so on. Evacuation of extradural 
haemorrhage would’ve been possible with the kit supplemented by a builder’s 
cordless drill.  
 
Equipment for major surgery such as laparotomy was intentionally not provided. The 
kit also did not include some monitoring equipment such as a pulse oximeter, and 
only limited supplies of bottled oxygen. This is appropriate, as the expectation was to 
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stabilise people with serious injuries and contact AAD who would swing the 
evacuation mechanism into action. 
 
There is no suitable sled for transporting a patient. Our options were either to use the 
Spirit of Denison (the 2 RMIT sleds with a wooden frame between, towed by a 
Quad), or to lash the two small black plastic sleds together. The latter design is 
unlikely to be stable if constructed in a hurry. I recommend that a proper sled for 
such as those used for mountain rescue be included in the kit. 

Hygiene 
As hand washing with soap and water can be problematic, we took pump-packs of 
66% ethanol (Aquim brand), which can be used as a substitute to soap and water. 
Rinsing is not required. It was acceptable and worked very well. The 1 litre containers 
in Delaney’s Dunny and the 375 ml containers used in the kitchen both lasted about 4 
weeks for 8 people. The only downside of using an ethanol-based agent is that it 
makes the skin quite dry, so a skin moisturiser such as sorbolene or a lanolin-based 
product is also needed.  
 
The 20 litre drums with the metal lids proved unsuitable for urine and kitchen slops 
collection. The clips were hard to close with gloves on, and most of them broke after 
a short time. Plastic drums with clip on lids were easier to use, but we didn’t have 
enough. Next expedition should take at least 6 large plastic containers with 
resealable lids for grey water and urine. 
 
We were fortunate to find extra biodegradable waste bags for faeces disposal on-site, 
averting a potentially ugly situation with the limited stocks we took. The Mother of 
Invention lead to the design and construction of Peter’s Poo Pusher (Patent Pending), 
to obtain maximum use of each bag. Adequate stocks of talc would make the toileting 
experience a joyous one. For the record, there was plenty of toilet paper. Anne was 
right. 
 
There were no hygiene-related illnesses during the expedition. Ethanol pump packs 
and talcum powder should be included in the inventory for future expeditions. 

Sun Protection 
Snow blindness and sunburn are potential risks. The medical kit has adequate supplies 
of sun cream. I took extra and left the surplus in Sorensen’s Hut. (See inventory). We 
took extra lip balm, and distributed it on the way down. Occasionally some 
expeditioners misplaced sunglasses and one pair was broken. It would be a good idea 
for each team member to carry a spare pair of sunglasses and to be issued with 3-
4 tubes of lip balm. 

Medical Issues 
There were no serious medical issues during the expedition. Several minor conditions 
were treated. A detailed confidential medical report has been submitted to PMU. 
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Some practical points 
Medical care on L’Astrolabe is provided by the French doctor. I elected to carry the 
small green first aid bag with a very basic kit of dressings, paracetamol, and a range 
of drugs for sea sickness, which proved useful. I kept Schedule 8 drugs from the kit 
(Morphine, Ketamine, Fentanyl, Codeine) locked in my cabin cupboard. I also chose 
to carry the Thomas Pack aboard on the outbound journey so it could travel with me 
on the first helicopter, to be on hand in the event of injuries during the period from 
disembarkation to unpacking of cage pallets. The rest of the gear went as cargo in the 
hold. The Thomas pack has drugs that must not be frozen. By keeping it with me I 
was able to keep it out of freezing conditions on arrival. It also has the 
suxamethonium which needed refrigeration on the trip down. I placed this in the 
public fridge in the mess, suitably labelled. 
 
At the base, I left the small green first aid bag in the living area for use by anyone, 
and required that no-one access the other gear. Everyone knew the location of the 
Thomas Pack, large green first aid kit, spinal frame, Oxy Viva and Cabin Box, in case 
any of it was needed in a hurry. 
 
On the return journey, I again carried the small green first aid kit and Section 8 drugs. 
The suxamethonium will be discarded so wasn’t refrigerated. The Thomas Pack was 
stored in an open cage pallet along with all the other medical kit a few hours before 
our departure. As we were travelling to the ship, there was little risk in this situation.  
 

Conclusion 
A very enjoyable expedition, with excellent support from AAD’s Polar Medicine 
Unit. Many thanks to the Foundation for giving me this opportunity. 
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Artist/Photographer’s Report 
Brett Jarrett, Expedition Artist/Photographer 

 
Both the Sony 1080i video and Sony A700 SLR cameras performed very well 
without any issues including the battery life in the constant cold temperatures. 
It did prove difficult however to record all stages of construction and camp 
activities using the Sony video and Sony stills camera simultaneously. Often I 
found myself carrying out my normal day to day duties that could include water 
collection; cooking/cleaning in the kitchen; waste water disposal or helping the 
carpenters on various projects while an interesting stage of construction to the 
Sorensen Hut was taking place; this was always difficult to time right. Overall I 
think I captured nearly all stages on the Sony SLR camera and about 50% of 
construction using the video camera. It seemed appropriate that rather than run the 
video from the tripod fixed on a view of the building site and left unattended, it 
worked best when handheld walking around the site. 
 
The Sony SLR A700 was particularly good at taking good images inside Mawson’s 
hut without the use of the inbuilt or external flash.  In total about eight gigabytes of 
Sony A700 still images and five hours of Sony video were shot during my stay. 
 
Using my own personal camera, I spent most late afternoons and late evenings 
photographing wildlife and landscapes while the lighting and wind conditions were 
most favourable.  
 
The inside of Mawson’s huts was photographed extensively with the A700, from 
the ice ingress to all artefacts and perspectives of the building. These images will 
later aid my artwork for an exhibition representing the MHF. 
 
Overall the team worked very well together and this was probably the most 
enjoyable group that I have travelled south with on this my fourth occasion 
however some members did seem not to offer assistance to the building phase and 
camp duties as freely and as readily as others and were more comfortable being 
orientated indoor than out. 
 
While having a few years of construction and field camping experience behind me 
I would like to make the following recommendations for future operations and also 
some things that were perhaps lacking from the 2007-08 expedition. 
 

1. Backup rock drill: Cobra jackhammer had a lot of motor/fuel issues that 
could have delayed the footings and overall construction considerably. 
Perhaps backup not required if jobs are not as vital as in this case. 

 
2. Backup chain for Chainsaw. Only had the one chain and if this had failed (it 

did considerable work) much of the work including access to Mawson’s 
Hut; Guy wire anchor points (two were 600 to1400 mm deep in hard ice) 
and cutting steps for tourist at edge of sea ice (later washed away), would 
not have been as successful. 
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3. Better water container carrying device, perhaps a metal cradle fitted to a 

sled.  
A basic fuel funnel required and a large ended drinking water funnel 
required especially for getting water into containers quickly in bad weather. 
Overall it was too slow to fill 5 to 7 containers. 
 

4. Kitchen: More small shelving to free up bench space and better storage of 
Nally bins. Water proof base (like bottom half of a cut-off drum) for 
rubbish bag and recycle bag, keeps bag upright and stops liquid mess from 
getting over floor. 
Better quality fry pans, near impossible to cook on existing ones. 
Throughout the hut more hooks needed to get personal stuff etc off the 
floor. Brooms with spare heads needed. Nylon bags worked well for 
rubbish along with zip-ties. 
 

5. Rubbish: many small pieces of timber, wire, bolts, nails, rivets, star pickets 
etc. including cigarette butts and some plastic can be found around the 
Sorensen and Granholm huts.  Over the years, many small timber off-cuts 
slowly building up and are stored on the rocks under both huts, should 
either be used up asap or RTA. 
 

6. Toilet at Sorensen: Just doesn’t seem practical. Lack of shelving for talc 
powder, toilet paper, hand wash etc. Metal drums with straps are awkward 
to use and transport to empty. Larger plastic drum with screw lids (that 
better fit the bags used) would be best for toilet and grey water. Also best to 
make a purpose build cradle to avoid transport problems. 

 
     7. Shower: The one in the toilet is impossible to use, used once I think. 

The thought by Jon, Pete and I was to possibly dedicate an area at the end 
of the corridor with a simple privacy curtain. Have a large plastic pan that 
can have towels placed around it and a proper camp shower with water 
saving head hung above and can easily be lowered and raised through via a 
pulley or perhaps with the limited wall strength and wall height a simple 
cradle could be build that has the water bag (shower) at a permanent height.  
If required, small (safe) steps to assist people who may not be able to reach 
the top to fill the water bag. The ambient temperature of the hut overall 
would be more pleasant for showering. 
 

8. Inside the main living quarters I can see a great need for better placed 
shelving and more of it. Too often this area was littered with non-essential 
gear like personal survival packs, Quad bike helmets, boots and laundry. A 
dedicated book self would consolidate the clutter somewhat. Also hanging 
personal laundry over kitchenware was not pleasant. Some people couldn’t 
see that laundry actually dried better outside in the breeze than inside. 
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9. Sleeping and storage: I found the conditions of sleeping in the Polar tents 
quite comfortable however sleeping two per tent and with personal gear was 
simply too crowded. With two people sleeping in the main living area of the 
Sorensen during most of our stay, it became awkward to enter the hut freely 
during the early morning while the hut windows were blacked out and 
people still asleep. 

 It would probably work well if each expeditioner had their own tent that 
would also provide enough space to keep most of their personal belongings. 
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Communications Report  
Tony Stewart, Communications/Medical Officer   

Description of setup 
The Foundation supplied 2 Dell laptops, and rented 2 Iridium satellite phones and 
associated hardware and airtime for email and voice communications. Thanks to 
Simon Mossman from the 2006 expedition for initial advice on what worked and 
didn’t work last year. 
 
The phones were rented from Renta2Way in Melbourne, contact was Richard and 
Gavin Brain (son and father) 
 
Renta 2-Way Portable Radio 
4/11 Clarice Road 
Box Hill South    Vic   3128  
  
Tel: 03 9898 5988    
Fax: 03 9899 4848 
Web: www.renta2way.com.au 
 
Costs for the phones in AUD were 

 Connection Fee $44 (which they agreed to drop on our 10 week rental) 
 Hand set rental $11 per day  
 International calls & data calls are billed at $2.20 per 30 seconds minimum 

call charge is 1 minute ($4.40). 
 SMS to an email address $1.60 per message  

 
Renta2Way were very helpful and provided basic instructions. They do not provide 
assistance with the software required for data/email. 
 
This year we tried a setup consisting of a mail server and wireless LAN in 
Sorensen’s Hut, so all laptops could be used to send and receive mail. It worked 
quite well. To minimise the hardware, we set one of the Dells up as the mail server 
and wireless base station. There was no need to take a separate wireless router. We 
were able to set all this up and have it running in Hobart prior to departure. This 
gave us a wireless LAN and email access on the voyage down and back, as well as 
our time at the huts. 
 
The email software was supplied by UUPlus – an Internet Service Provider in the 
USA which specialises in email over low-quality, expensive dial up connections, 
perfect for our needs. They have a Personal version (a single email account – as 
used during the 2006 expedition) and a new SOHO version, which allows multiple 
email accounts. We used the SOHO version, with individual email accounts for 
each expeditioner, one admin account, and an ‘everyone’ alias. 
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The SOHO service was only US$189 for 8 users and for three months of unlimited 
email, including all software and support - an amazing bargain. UUPlus works by 
consolidating all incoming and outgoing mail and compressing it prior to 
transmission. Calls can be scheduled, and we had it set up for 3 downloads a day, 
at which time the compressed packets of mail are exchanged. If the call drops out 
part way through, the software remembers where it’s up to, and restarts the 
transmission part way through that file. It doesn’t have to go back to the start each 
time. Even over a very noisy line, larger files such as images can get through in 2 
or 3 calls, and often in a single call. There is no advantage in using file splitting 
software such as HJSplit. 
 
UUPlus SOHO runs a POPmail server, which means that people with their own 
laptops can use an email client like Eudora, Outlook Express or Outlook on 
Windows, or Mail or Entourage on Macs. Each person reads and composes 
messages on each their own laptop, does a ‘Send and Receive’ to exchange mail 
with the mail server. The mail is queued there until the next scheduled call. For 
maximum efficiency, emails should be sent as plain text, not HTML, and when 
replying to emails most of the original text should be deleted. We had a policy that 
attachments were only for official purposes, such as blog posts, publicity photos, 
field reports etc. UUPlus allows a size limit to be set on incoming an outgoing mail 
per user to help enforce this. These settings can be changed from our end at any 
time. 
 
We had some troubles sending attachments, both from Windows and Mac 
computers. The UUPlus SOHO software is being revised, and this shouldn’t be a 
problem in the future. 
 
UUPlus also provides a webmail server, used by those of us without a laptop. It 
allows you to log in using a web browser from any laptop or the server to check 
your email. There were some problems using webmail – it times out after about 10 
minutes, so if you take longer than that to compose any email it may go missing. 
I’ve reported this to UUPlus and it should be fixed by next season. 
 
The software also has a webfetch function. When this is set up it can fetch a web 
page and send it as an email, either on demand or on a set schedule. It only works 
for fixed URLs. We set up daily fetches of weather, from the following fixed URLs 
 
Cape Denison Automatic Weather Station 
http://ice.ssec.wisc.edu/~amrc/8988.txt 
http://ice.ssec.wisc.edu/~amrc/8988.GIF 
 
Barometric map 
http://www.bom.gov.au/difacs/IDX0033.gif 
 
The WebFetch was a bit flaky to set up, but worked well after some help from the 
support desk. 
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We also were able to arrange daily weather reports from the lovely Met 
people at Casey, by email. This helped a lot with activity planning. 
 
Contact for UUPlus is support@uuplus.com 
Tel: +1.805.534.1425 
Web: www.uuplus.com 
 
The business is run by John and Jeremy Bonnett (father and son). John is the 
programmer and was able to trouble shoot for us.  The accounts have now been 
closed and it will be necessary to contact them to set up a new service for the next 
season. 
 
NOTE: There is some talk that Iridium will be launching a premium data service 
this year, with greater bandwidth. This should be examined before the next 
expedition to see if the extra cost makes it worthwhile. 
 
TECHNICAL NOTE: Instructions for setting up a laptop as a wireless server 
without a router can be found at 
http://www.microsoft.com/windowsxp/using/networking/expert/bowman_02april0
8.mspx 
I found it was necessary to allocate a fixed IP (eg 127.0.0.1 for the server, 
127.0.0.2 for the first laptop) to work with UUPlus. The help files that come with 
the software describe what to do. 
To use the WebMail software, point the browser to http://127.0.0.1   or 
http://localhost on the laptop running the server. I’m happy to assist with the setup 
in future years, if needed. 

VHF handsets 
The supplied sets worked quite well. There were only a couple of external mikes 
and these proved to be very useful. I suggest supplying one external microphone 
per VHF handset. 

HF 
The Iridiums were our only means of comms out of Commonwealth Bay. I 
recommend installing an HF base station for comms to Casey, as a backup to 
Iridium. 

Laptops 
The Dell laptops are 2 or 3 years old. They were quite serviceable, and could be 
used for another season in Sorensen’s hut. Battery life was quite short, usually only 
60-90 minutes. This could be extended by carefully warming up the batteries. 
 
We used one of the laptops to collect data from the datalogger in Mawson’s hut, 
but it really is not suitable for the conditions in the hut. We found it difficult to 
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prevent melt water and ice from falling onto the keyboard, and battery life was 
extremely limited in the cold. 
 
I strongly recommend getting something more suitable for the difficult 
environment, such as one of the Panasonic Toughbooks range. These computers 
are rugged & weatherproof and are designed to work in extremes of temperature. 
Looking at the specs, I’d suggest that a Toughbook CF-30 or similar would be an 
appropriate model. It comes with an integrated magnesium alloy case.   
 
See http://panasonic.com.au/products/details.cfm?objectID=3708 
 
The Foundation purchased a Pelican case which provides protection for one of the 
Dell laptops and a satellite phone, good for use as the mail server. 

Equipment list  
 
Computers (owned by MHF – carried from Australia) 
2 x Dell Latitude D820 laptops 
2 x 240V chargers 
2 x spare batteries for the above 
 
Satellite phones (hired from Renta2Way in Melbourne) 
2 x Motorola 9505A Iridium handsets 
2 x 240V chargers 
2 x 12V chargers 
2 x external aerial adaptors 
2 x small external aerials 
2 x large external aerials 
1 x mast mounted external aerial (excess to requirements from the datalogger kit) 
2 x Data kits (modem, serial cable) 
2 x Spare batteries  
2 x carry bags 
 
Printer (owned by MHF – stored in Sorensen’s Hut) 
1 x Canon PIXMA iP1200 colour bubble jet printer 
 
Software 
UUPlus SOHO POPmail server 
UUPlus Webmail 
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Catering Report 
Anne McConnell  
 
The following are observations from the 2007-8 field expedition - 
 
1. Different groups will eat differently so one cannot work off quantities from previous 

years. 
 
2. If using the 2007/8 food order as a basis for ordering food – please note that the 

following should be included (ommitted from the 2007/8 list) 
 onions (flakes or frozen) 
 brown sugar 
 maple syrup 
 black peppercorns (for the pepper grinder that is there) 

 
3. More of the following is likely to be needed –  

 self raising flour 
 cream 
 pickled vegetables  

 
4. We took a range of bulk spices that I purchased from Eumarrah in bulk (fresh) before 

leaving. This worked well, but most spices listed will need to be supplemented.  
 
5. The 2006/7 season report discouraged us taking much fresh fruit or vegetables, 

however those we took survived very well (in kitchen). Suggest that more of the 
following would be appreciated and will keep (if stored inside and not in the snow) –  
 potatoes 
 carrots  
 pumkin 
 apples 
 oranges (not taken in 2007/8) 
 cabbages (not taken in 2007/8) 

 
6. In relation to ordering from Purdon & Featherstone the quality of various foods was 

variable (mostly OK – and we did specify no Coles brand). The following evaluation 
of particularly good or bad quality foodstuffs may help in future ordering – 
 the fresh food was generally good quality; 
 the apple were tasteless (but kept well) – need to specify type; 
 all the meat and fish was excellent quality; 
 the cryovac meat kept well, but the fish, prawns and sausages were not cryovac 

packed and kept much less well – try for all cryovac packing next time; 
 we ordered bulk meusli from Eumarrah which was appreciated and enjoyed – 

recommend this again in future; 
 very little of the dried fruit and nuts that Purdon & Featherstone ordered was good 

quality and some (eg, salted peanuts and apples was awful);  it was also packaged 
in bags that were difficult to keep using and there was a lot of spillage – 
recommend buying form Eumarrah and specifying c.0.5 or 1 kg bags that can be 
used for storage; 

 the olives were almost inedible (need to specify a type and source to get decent 
ones). 
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NOTES ABOUT NEW ITEMS OR ITEMS WHICH 
NEED REPLACEMENT  
 
IN KITCHEN 
1. Items which need to be purchased for the Sorensen kitchen include (see Michelle 

Berry's more comprehensive list and inventory) – 
 an eggbeater 
 several plastic jugs for liquids and measuring (c.1-2 litres) (50% of what was there 

broke while we were there as cold makes them brittle) 
 a large-medium metal teapot 
 2nd coffee plunger (robust)  
 new dish mops/scrubbing brushes 
 new broom 
 new tea towels (c.6) 

 
2. The tea towels left behind in 2006 were not in good condition. The 2007/8 party has 

RTA'd most of the tea towels and all the old tea towels so they can be properly 
washed. This is recommended as an annual practice as it is too hard to get tea towels 
properly clean at Jubilee Base. 

 
3. A recipe book at the Sorenson Hut with good, reliable, and simple recipes would be 

useful for cooking instructions and ideas for meals. The Golden Wattle Cookery Book 
would be ideal (see accompanying parcel). 

 
IN SORENSEN HUT GENERALLY 
4. A small number of sturdy plastic buckets (including handles) with and without lids. 

Buckets without lids are need for washing (clothes & people), and buckets with lids 
are needed for grey and black water transport. 
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MAWSONS HUT EXPEDITION 2007-8 

FOOD REMAINING AT END OF EXPEDITION* 
 

[*  Food remaining at 15th January 2008. Note – most food with a best before date prior to 2007 has been RTA'd by the 
2007-8 field party] 
 
SORENSEN HUT  (range of nally bins in kitchen  

– plus 'Emergency Supplies' – see below) 
 

Product  Quantity  Best Before  
 
General Staples  
Butter 23 x 454g tins 2000 

Dry Biscuits - Jatz Crackers  5 x 250g packets 2007  

Dry Biscuits - Salada Crackers  3 x 250g packets 2007 
Dry Biscuits - Vita-wheat Crackers 
(assorted) 28 x 250g packets 2008 – 25 packets 

2007 – 3 packets 
Egg powder  c.0.5 kg in tin 2008, opened, on shelf 

Flour – Breadmix, multigrain 2 x 5kg packets 2008 

Flour – Breadmix, white 2 x 5kg packets 2006/7 

Flour (white, plain) 2 x 1 kg packets 2008 

Milk - condensed 11 x 395g tins 2008 

Milk - powdered (full cream) 8 x 750g packets +  
4 x 400g tins  

2008 - 2 x 750g packets, 
2007 - 4 x 400g,  
2004 - 6 x 750g 

Noodles – 
 rice stick 
 Udon 
 Soba 
 Japanese 

 
3 x 400g packets 
1 x 270g packet 
1 x 270g packet  
1 x 907g packets 

 
2008 
2008 
2008 
2008 

Oil - Olive Oil  c.2 lt  opened 4 lt tin 

Oil - Vegetable (sunflower)  1 x 750 lt bottle 2008 

Pasta – assorted macaroni & fettucine 8 x 500g packets 2008 

Pasta - Lasagne sheets  8 x 250g packets 2006 
Rice – 
 jasmine 
 brown 

 
2 x 1 kg packet 
1 x 1kg packet 

 
2008 
2008 

Sugar – Castor sugar  2 x 500g packet 2008 

Sugar – Icing sugar  1 x 500g packet3 2008 

Sugar – raw 5 x 1kg packet 2008 

Yeast  12 x 1 oz sachets 2008 
 
Cereals 

Kelloggs Sustain (c.375gm pkt)) 4 x 375g packets 2008  

Muesli (Walnut & Mango) 1 x 750g packet c.2004 

Oatmeal  (Uncle Tobys Porridge oats)  2 x 500g box 2006  

Weetbix  1 x 375g packet 2003  
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Meat & Fish 

Anchovies (in safflower oil) 13 x 80g jars ? 

Ham  1 x 450g tin 2008 

Oysters (smoked, tinned) 3 x 85g tins  no BB date but OK 

Salmon (tinned) 3 x 415g tin 
31 x 95g tins 

2003 
2003  

Sardines (tinned) – 
 in water 
 in tomato sauce 

 
12 x 106g tins 
11 x 105g tins 

 
? 
? 

 
Vegetables 
Asparagus (tinned) 2 x 425g tins 2008 

Beetroot (tinned) (tinned) 1 x 425 g tin 2008 

Chickpeas (tinned) (tinned) 3 x 300g tins 2008 

Peas & Carrots (Surprise, dehydrated) 2 x 100g packets 2004 

Peas & Corn (Surprise, dehydrated) 18 x 100g packets 2008 – 10; 2004 - 8 

Peas (Surprise, dehydrated) 13 x 100g packets 2008 

Potato (Deb Instant) 11 x 115g packets 2008 

Red Kidney Beans (tinned) 1 x 420g tin 
6 x 300g tins 2008 

 
Biscuits, Snacks & Desserts 
Biscuits – 
 assorted creams 
 butternut snaps 
 ginger nuts 

 
6 x 500g packets 
4 x 250g packets 
8 x 250g packets 

 
2008 – 3; 2007 - 2007 
 
 

Cake mix – 
 Choc on Choc 
 Sultana Butercake 
 muffins (Blueberry) 

 
3 packets 
3 packets 
1 packet 

 
2008 
2008 
? 

Custard Powder 4 350g packets 2005  
Dried fruit (bulk) –  
 apricots  
 pears  
 prunes  
 apples  
 apples 
 sultanas 

 
c.1 kg bag 
c.0.5kg bag 
c.1 kg bag 
1 kg bag 
4 x 200g 
2 x 1 kg bag 

 
2007/8 
2007/8 
2007/8 
2008/7 
2006 
2007/8 

Food/Snack Bars – 
 Mars Bars 
 Sesame Bars 
 Snickers Bars 
 Summer Rolls 

 
84 x 85g bars 
66 x 85g bars 
84 x 85g bars 
84 x 85g bars 

 

Fruit (tinned) – 
 peaches  
 apricots  
 fruit salad 

 
3 x 825g tins 
3 x 825g tin 
3 x 825g tins 

 
 
 
 

Jelly crystals (various flavours) 6 x 85g packets 2008 
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Nuts  (bulk) –  
 almonds  
 walnuts  
 mixed nuts 
 beer nuts 

 
c.1.0 kg bag 
c.1.0 kg bag 
c.1.5 kg bag 
2 x 1kg bags 

 
2007/8 
2007/8 
2007/8 
2007 

Pancake Shake mix  3 x 375g bottles 2007  

Popcorn  5 x 375g bags 2006  
 
Soups 
Cup of soups (4 serve pkts) – 
 tomato 
 spring vegetable 
 cream of mushroom 

 
19 packets 
11 packets 
6 packets 

 
2009 
2009 
2006 

Beef Stock  (Maggi) 1 x 25 cubes 2003, opened, on shelf  

Beef Stock (Oxo) 2 x 12 cubes 2008, opened, on shelf  

Chicken Stock (Maggi) 1 x 25 cubes 2003, opened, on shelf  

Miso (instant) 12 x 1 sachet 2008 

Vegetable Stock  2 x 10 packets cubes 2008  

 
Drinks 
Chocolate (Drinking chocolate) 2 x 400g tins 2008 

Cocoa  1 x 375 g packet 2008 

Coffee (ground, Vittoria Expresso) 5 x 200g packet 2008 

Coffee (Nescafe instant) 3 x 150 g bottles 2008 

Cordial - Blackcurrant  4 x 750 ml bottle  2008 

Fruit juice (orange juice) 2 x 1 lt plastic bottle 2008 

Milo 1 x 750 g tin 2008 

Tang  1 500g bottle ? 

Tea - Black (bags) 3 x 50 bag boxes 2009 – 1 box, 
2004 – 2 boxes 

Tea - Green (bags) 2 x 50 bag boxes 2008 

 
Spreads & Pickles 
Cream Cheese Spread 5 x 150g jars 2008 

Honey  8 x 250g jar c.2004  

Jams (blackberry & strawberry) 4 x 250g jars 2004  

Mustard (wholegrain mustard) 1 x 175g jar 2008 

Nutella chocolate hazelnut spread 1 x 750g jar 2007 

Peanut Butter (smooth) 6 x 500g jar 2008  

Pickles - Sweet Mustard Pickle 1 x 400g jar 2008 
Spreads – 
 Eggplant and Garlic  
 Tomato and basil 

 
1 x 230g jar 
1 x 230g jar 

 
2008 
2008 

Vegemite 4 x 400g jar 2008  
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Condiments & Baking Items 
Black Bean Sauce c.200ml in bottle c.2006, opened, on shelf 

Coconut cream (tinned) 4 x 400g tins  

Coconut (dessicated) 1 x 250g bag 2008 

Cornflour  2 x 300g 2007  
Curry Mixes – 
 Chana Dahl curry mix 
 Thai green curry mix 
 Vindallo curry past 

 
2 x 100g packets 
2 x 140g tins 
1 x 200g jar 

 
2008 
2008 
2008 

Dashi (instant) 8 x 10g packets 2008 

Fish sauce c.500ml in bottle opened, on shelf 

Garlic (crushed bottles)(c.150 g) 1 x 175g jars  

Ginger (crushed bottled) (c.150g) 3 x 175g jars  

Golden Syrup  1 x 850g jar 2008 

Gravox 1 x 425g container ? 

Lemon Squeeze 2 x 250 ml bottle 2007 

Mirin c.100ml in bottle 2008, opened, on shelf 

Parmesan Cheese (grated)  3 x 250g jars 2007  

Peanut sauce (gado gado) mix 1 x 200g packet 2008 

Pesto (basil) 2 x 190g jars 2008 

Sesame Oil 1 x 375 ml bottle 
c.250ml in bottle 

2008 
2008, opened, on shelf 

Soy sauce c.500ml in bottle opened, on shelf 

Tamarind Concentrate 1 x 200g jar 2008 

Tobasco Sauce c.50ml in bottle c.2006, opened, on shelf 

Tomato Paste  7 x 140g tubs 2008 

Vanilla Essence c.200ml in bottle opened, on shelf 

Vinegar (malt) 1 x 750 lt bottle 
1 x 0.5 lt bottle  

2008 
open, on shelf 

Yoghurt mix (Easiyo) (1 sachet = 1 lt)– 
 plain 
 fruit (berries) 

 
3 x 140 g sachets  
2 x 140g sachets 

 
2008/9 
2008/9 

 
Spices 

Allspice (ground) <c.50g loose in small container 

Basil <c.50g loose in container 

Cardamon (ground) <c.50g loose in small container 

Chilli flakes <c.50g loose in small container 

Cinnamon (ground) <c.50g loose in small container 

Cloves <c.50g loose in small container 

Coriander (ground) <c.25g loose in small container 

Cummin (ground) none left loose in small container 

Curry Powder c.100g in tin opened 
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Garam Masala <c.25g loose in container 

Lemon Pepper seasoning c.170g  opened, on shelf 

Mint <c.50g loose in small container 

Mixed Herbs <c.50g loose in container 

Mixed Spice  <c.75g loose in container 

Nutmeg (ground) <c.25g loose in small container 

Oregano <c.50g loose in container 

Paprika <c.50g loose in small container 

Parsley Flakes some in bottle opened 

Pepper, Black and White 2 x 40g container open, on shelves 

Rosemary none left loose in small container 

Salt  c.4 x 750g containers open, on shelves 

Tumeric <c.50g loose in container 
 
Kitchen Cleaning Supplies  
Chux – 
 Giant superwipes  
 extra thick 
 superwipes standard 

1 packet of 10 
1 packet of 3 
1 packet of c.15 

pre-2008 
pre-2008 
2008 

Cleaner (Jiff Cream Cleanser) 2.5 x 750ml bottles pre-2008 

Dettol  1 x 500ml bottle pre-2008 

Dishwashing detergent >1 x 1 lt bottle 2008 

Methylated Spirits 1 x 2 lt container pre-2008 

Pegs c.24  pre-2008 
Rubber Gloves – 
 standard with lining (3 gloves per pkt) 
 standard with lining (2 gloves per pkt) 
 heavy duty (2 gloves per pkt) 

 
4 packets  
2 packets 
1 packet 

 
2008 
pre-2008 
pre-2008 

Scourers (Scotch Brite)  8 scouring pads 2008, pre-2008 

Scrubbing brushes (hand) 2  pre-2008 
Soap – 
 white washing soap 
 yellow velvet soap 
 palmolive gold 

 
8 blocks 
3 blocks 
3 blocks 

 
pre-2008 
pre-2008 
pre-2008 

Steel Wool (Jex) 2 packets 2008, pre-2008 

Tea Towels 4 bought 2007 – 2; pre 2007 - 
2 

Washing Powder/liquid – 
 Cold Power 
 Wool Mix 

 
2.5 x 1.5 lt bottles 
1.5 x 750ml bottles 

 
pre-2008 
pre-2008 

Wet Ones >100 (2 are part used 
containers) 2008, pre-2008 

Wettex 2 pads pre-2008 
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Kitchen Packaging Supplies  
Aluminium foil – 
 20m roll 
 44cm wide x 150 roll 
 catering rolls 

 
2 
1 (used) 
1 (used) 

 
2008 
pre-2008 
pre-2008 

Glad bags (snaplock) – 
 large (27x35cm) 
 sandwich  

 
c.20 
c.50 

 
2008 
2008 

Glad wrap – 
 30m rolls 
 catering rolls 

 
3 
1 (used) 

 
2008 
pre-2008 

Plastic sheet (protection sheets, 2.6x3.6m) 2 pre-2008 
Rubbish bags – 
 super size, super strong (80x120cm) 
 huge bin liners (240lt/147x113cm) 
 bin liners (56 lt/80x70cm) 
 bin liners 

 
23 packets of 3 
c.11 
10 
2 used rolls (c.>20 bags) 

 
pre-2008 
pre-2008 
pre-2008 
2008, pre-2008 

 
Other  
Skewers - wooden c.250 skewers pre-2008 

Paper towels (rolls) see Sorensen Inventory 2008 

Toilet paper (Delsey & others) see Sorensen Inventory 2008 & pre-2008 
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SORENSEN HUT 'EMERGENCY' (2 nally bins in kitchen) 
 

Product  Quantity  Bought/Best Before  

Asparagus (tinned) 2 x 425g tins 2008 

Beetroot (tinned) (tinned) 2 x 425 g tin 2008 

Cake mix 2 packets 2008 

Chickpeas (tinned) (tinned) 2 x 300g tins 2008 

Chocolate (Blocks) 4 x 250g block 2008/9 

Chocolate (Drinking chocolate) 2 x 400g tins 2008 

Cordial - Blackcurrant  2 x 750 ml bottle  2008 

Cream Cheese Spread 3 x 150g jars 2008 

Cup of soups (assorted, 4 serve pkts)  8 packets 2009 
Dry Biscuits - Vita-wheat Crackers 
(assorted) 38 x 250g packets 2008  

Flour (white, plain) 2 x 1 kg packets 2008 

Fruit (tinned, assorted 4 x 825g tins  

Fruit juice assorted) 6 x 1 lt plastic bottle 2008 

Garlic (crushed bottles)(c.150 g) 2 x 175g jars 2008 

Ginger (crushed bottled) (c.150g) 1 x 175g jars 2008 

Kelloggs Sustain (c.375gm pkt)) 2 x 375g packets 2008  

Milk - powdered (full cream) 2 x 750g packets  2008 

Paper Hand Towel 4 rolls 2008 

Peanut Butter (smooth) 2 x 500g jar 2008  

Peanuts (beer nuts)  1 x 1kg bag 2007/8 

Rubbish bags (standard, black) 2 packets 2008 

Sauerkraut 4 x c.350g packets 2008 

Sugar – raw 2 x 1kg packet 2008 

Tea - Black (loose leaf) 1 x 50 bagbox 2009 – 1 box 

Tomatoes (tinned) 3 x c.400g tins 2008 

Vegemite 2 x 400g jar 2008  
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GRANHOLM HUT (in 2 nally bins) 
 

Product  Quantity  Best Before  

Butter 2 x 454g tins 2000 

Apples (dried) 2 x 200g 2006 

Asparagus (tinned) 1 x 425g tins 2008 

Beetroot (tinned) 2 x 425 g tin 2008 
Biscuits – 
 assorted creams 
 butternut snaps 
 ginger nuts 

 
1 x 500g packets 
2 x 250g packets 
2 x 250g packets 

 
2007 
2008 
2008 

Chickpeas (tinned) 2 x 300g tins 2008 

Chocolate (Drinking chocolate) 1 x 400g tins 2008 
Chocolate/Snack Bars – 
 Chocolate Blocks 
 Assorted Snack Bars 

 
2 x 250g block 
30 x 85g bars 

 
2008/9 
c.2007 

Coconut cream (tinned) 1 x 400g tins  

Coffee (ground, Vittoria Expresso) 1 x 200g packet 2008 

Coffee (Nescafe instant) 1 x 150g bottle 2008 

Cordial - Blackcurrant  4 x 750 ml bottle  2008 

Cream Cheese Spread 3 x 255g jars 2008 

Cup of soups (4 serve pkts)  6 packets 2009 

Curry Mixes (Red Thai curry) 2 x 140g tins 2008 

Dry Biscuits - Jatz Crackers  2 x 250g packets 2007  

Dry Biscuits - Salada Crackers  2 x 250g packets 2007 
Dry Biscuits - Vita-wheat Crackers 
(assorted) 4 x 250g packets 2007 

Fruit (tinned) 2 x 825g tins 2008 

Ham (Plumrose0 1 x 450g tin 2008 

Honey  2 x 250g jar c.2004  

Jams (blackberry & strawberry) 2 x 250g jars 2004  

Jelly crystals (various flavours) 26 x 85g packets 2008 

Kelloggs Sustain (c.375gm pkt)) 1 x 375g packets 2008  

Lemon Squeeze 1 x 250 ml bottle 2007 

Lentils - red 1 x 1 kg 2008 

Milk - condensed 2 x 395g tins 2008 

Milk - powdered (full cream) 2 x 400g tins  2007 

Miso (instant) 1 x 12 sachet packet 2008 

Muesli  1 x 750g packet pre-2008 

Oil - Vegetable (sunflower)  1 x 750 lt bottle 2008 
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Pasta – assorted macaroni & fettucine 2 x 500g packets 2008 

Peanut Butter (smooth) 1 x 500g jar 2008  

Peanuts (beer nuts) 1 x 1kg bags 2008 
Peas & Corn or Carrots (Surprise, 
dehydrated) 6 x 100g packets 2004 

Pepper, Black 1 x 40g container open, on shelves 

Pesto (tomato) 1 x 190g jars 2008 

Popcorn  1 x 375g bags 2006  

Potato (Deb Instant) 4 x 115g packets 2008 

Red Kidney Beans (tinned) 2 x 300g tin 2008 

Rice – long grain white 2 x 1kg packets pre-2008 

Salmon (tinned, red) 1 x 415g tin 2003  

Salt  1 x 40g container 2008 

Sardines (tinned) 4 x 105g tins ? 

Sugar – raw 1 x 1kg packet 2008 

Tea - Black (bags) 1 x 50 bag boxes 2009 or 2004 

Toilet paper 2 rolls 2008 

Tomato Paste  2x 140g tubs 2008 

Tomatoes (tinned) 2 x 400g tins 2008 

Tuna (tinned) 4 x 95g tin 2003  

Vegemite 1 x 400g jar 2008  

Vegetable Stock  1 x 10 packet cubes 2008  
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Tide Gauge Deployment Report 
Jon Tucker, Deputy Field Leader 
 
Boat operations 
A 3 metre inflatable keel zodiac was used for the tide gauge deployment with oars 
(and spare paddles) which were quite adequate for the short distance to be covered. 
 
Constraints of wind, swells and ice delayed the operation until early January. 
Initially the entire shoreline of Boat Harbour was obliterated by thick ice with no 
rock available for placement of the new (Aus 2030) benchmark, or for safe 
launching sites. In addition, 70 % of Boat Harbour was covered with 600mm thick 
sea ice which did not break out till the heavy swells of the New Years storm. The 
sea ice did prove useful, however, as a landing platform for the new hut panels off 
the Orion’s 8m RIBs. 
 
The tide gauge deployment required calm conditions ad a suitable launching site. 
The first opportunity was an evening in early January, using a freshly exposed 
rocky seal haulout midway along the eastern shoreline of Boat Harbour which was 
fortuitously adjacent to the 5 metre deep hole earmarked as the optimal location. 
Due consideration was given to the recumbant weddell seals by parking the quad 
and sled well clear of their wallows.   
 
An unexpected difficulty was the degree of residual surge affecting Boat Harbour 
due to the complete lack of offshore pack ice (and subsequent loss of its breakwater 
affect). No swells were entering, but the swirling surface currents meant that 
maintaining the zodiac in a static position (to keep the 7m gauge staff in a plumb 
position) was extremely difficult, especially in the midnight chill. 
 
Fortunately –  despite a Casey forecast for a breeze – the following morning was 
sunny and calm, enabling a very successful re-deployment at low water in minimal 
surge due to better protection from outlying exposed reefs. 
 
Safety considerations hinged on the short distance to be covered and the absolute 
calm conditions chosen. Woollen clothing and ventiles with lifejackets were 
considered more appropriate than survival suits which would be far too restrictive. 
A survival pack and medical gear was brought to the landing site, and a shoreline 
attached to the zodiac at all times. Spare paddles and anchor were carried aboard.  
 
Two downloads of tide gauge data were later successfully carried out using larger 
inflatables loaned by Orion and L’Astrolabe and operated by their personnel.  
 
Recommendations for 2008/9 data downloads:  

a) If available, use an RIB from a visiting ship to save the effort of inflating 
and launching a small zodiac. This will only work if conditions are calm 
enough to maintain a position within a 2 metre radius for at least 5 minutes. 

b) If using the AAD zodiac, choose a low tide which will reduce any surge nd 
make it easier to hold station .  
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c) Using two eastern shore lines at 40 - 60 degrees helps stabilize the zodiac. 
d) As the zodiac has no rowing seat, an inverted nally bin can be used as a 

substitute. 
e) Be aware  that the tide gauge is approximately 5 m below Low Water and is 

at the lilmit of visibility in Boat Harbour but should be just visible as a pale 
circle. 

f) Ensure that the laptop battery is fully charged before attempting a download 
( the Dell we were given had a barely adequate battery) 

Survey Operations 
The tide gauge was part of a joint AAD/French survey to compare Mawson’s tide 
data with current sealevels. The brief for our expedition was to deploy a sea-bottom 
electronic pressure sensing  device and ascertain its depth relative to our two new 
benchmarks as well as Mawson’s original benchmark. All relative heights were to 
be determined with multiple passes using precise survey equipment provided by the 
AAD mapping department. 
 
We were required to drill and grout a new benchmark on the shoreline adjacent to 
the tide gauge, and another  within 20 metres of Sorensen hut. Our survey work 
would allow Mawsons data to be compared with the tide gauge as referenced 
against a long-term GPS  station and barometer at Sorensens. 
 
As calm conditions were required and little time left, two late night surveys in 
subzero conditions were necessary. The long expanses of snow between rock 
outcrops provided a challenge for satisfactory placement of tripod and staff, but the 
end result was set of figures within a range of 6mm (and some very happy faces 
back at the AAD). 

Notes for 2008/9 expedition 
a) The AAD barometer is a 450 mm high cylinder located under the plate 

shelves in the messroom. The download loop is the smaller of the two 
stacked alongside. 

b) The larger download loop is for the tide gauge. 
c) The large metal box on the floor below the circuit breaker box contains the 

French GPS and battery  equipment for a parallel survey. Scientists 
involved are Lauren and Benoit who are coordinating with Henk and Roger 
at the AAD 

d) A GPS aerial is screwed to the Sorensen benchmark with a co-ax cable 
leading back into the gps inside the hut. Please ensure that this cable is not 
damaged when working outside and check that th aerial is free of snow/ice 
on arrival. 

e) The top solar panel screwed to the north wall belongs to the French to 
power their battery bank. So is the vertical axis wind generator 

f) Please check that the wind-generator is still functioning on arrival. Its 
output is only about 0.3amp. If it has seized please notify Henk at the AAD  

g) Please also check that the French battery bank is still charged. 
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Automatic Weather Station Report
Dr Tony Stewart

Tony Stewart and Peter Morse worked on 
the Automated Weather Station (AWS). The 
AWS hadn’t been transmitting data since 
mid-2007. Everything appeared fine, ca-
bles intact, connectors connected. However, 
there are two battery boxes at the base of the 
tower, and the top one had blown off and 
onto its side (thanks to the katabatic winds, 
no doubt). We opened it and found no sign 
of damage or leakage with good voltages on 
each battery, which suggested that all’s well 
with the solar panels as well.

The antenna was replaced, new cables 
installed and the battery boxes checked and 
secured so they wouldn’t topple again. The 
weather station was rebooted in the after-
noon on 15th December 2007 and staff at the 
University of Wisconsin confirmed that it’s 
transmitting data again.

The site would be very suitable for locating 
a web cam. It has an excellent view of Maw-
son’s Valley, Boat Harbour and the McKel-
lars. While there are several technical issues 
to overcome, a live webcam would be an 
exciting addition to the Foundations work, 
one that Douglas Mawson would no doubt 
approve of.
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Cape Denison Inventory

Item Size Quantity Per Category Sub Category Building Bin
countersunk slotted head 8g 25mm 160 Only Fixings Brass Screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
metal thread countersunk head with nuts and washers 50mm 8 Only Fixings Brass Screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
metal thread countersunk head with nuts and washers 25mm 3 Only Fixings Brass Screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
assortment 4g Various 100 Only Fixings Zinc Screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
wood thread countersunk slotted head 12g 40mm 50 Only Fixings Zinc Screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
wood thread countersunk slotted head 12g 50mm 50 Only Fixings Zinc Screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
8g phillips head countersunk 30mm 100 Only Fixings Zinc Screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
8g phillips head countersunk 40mm 70 Only Fixings Zinc Screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
8g phillips head countersunk 50mm 70 Only Fixings Zinc Screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
8g phillips head countersunk 60mm 70 Only Fixings Zinc Screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
Hex nuts whitworth 3/8" 90 Only Fixings Brass nuts Granholm Wooden Box 1
Washers 3/16" 50 Only Fixings Steel Washers Granholm Wooden Box 1
304 stainless steel washers 1/4 x 5/8 100 Only Fixings Stainless Granholm Wooden Box 1
304 stainless steel washers 3/16 x 7/16 200 Only Fixings Stainless Granholm Wooden Box 1
copper square boat nails 25mm x 2mm 3.7 kg Fixings Nails Granholm Wooden Box 1
copper square boat nails 40mm x 3.2mm x 4 kg Fixings Nails Granholm Wooden Box 1
copper square boat nails 50mm x 3.2 x 4 kg Fixings Nails Granholm Wooden Box 1
copper square boat nails 76mm x 3.6mm x 4 kg Fixings Nails Granholm Wooden Box 1
countersunk square head 30mm 47 Only Fixings Bronze screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
Robertson drive screws pan head 8g 19mm 450 Only Fixings Stainless screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
Robertson drive pan head 8g 25mm 350 Only Fixings Stainless screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
Robertson drive countersunk 8g 31mm 350 Only Fixings Stainless screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
Robertson drive countersunk 10g 31mm 150 Only Fixings Stainless screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
Robertson drive countersunk self tapping 10g 37mm 250 Only Fixings Stainless screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
Robertson drive pan head 8g 50mm 650 Only Fixings Stainless screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
Robertson drive countersunk 8g 50mm 1100 Only Fixings Stainless screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
Robertson drive countersunk 10g 50mm 300 Only Fixings Stainless screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
Robertson drive countersunk 10g 62mm 300 Only Fixings Stainless screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
Robertson drive countersunk 10g 75mm 200 Only Fixings Stainless screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
Robertson drive countersunk 14g 75mm 200 Only Fixings Stainless screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
Robertson drive countersunk 12g 75mm 10 Only Fixings Stainless screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
Robertson drive countersunk 12g 50mm 200 Only Fixings Stainless screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
Robertson drive pan head 8g 37mm 100 Only Fixings Stainless screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
Robertson drive countersunk 8g 37mm 100 Only Fixings Stainless screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
Robertson drive countersunk 6g 31mm 100 Only Fixings Stainless screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
countersunk phillips head 10g 50mm 200 Only Fixings Stainless screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
trimhead robertson drive 7g 56mm 100 Only Fixings Stainless screws Granholm Wooden Box 1
Stainless Steel Nuts M12 15 Only Fixings Stainless Steel Nuts Granholm Wooden Box 2
Brass Washers and Nuts M6 50 Only Fixings Brass Washers and Nuts Granholm Wooden Box 2
Brass Washers and Nuts M8 25 Only Fixings Brass Washers and Nuts Granholm Wooden Box 2
Brass Washers and Nuts M10 225 Only Fixings Brass Washers and Nuts Granholm Wooden Box 2
Stainless Steel Washers and Nuts M12 23 Only Fixings Stainless Steel Granholm Wooden Box 2
Stainless Steel Washers and Nuts M10 40 Only Fixings Stainless Steel Granholm Wooden Box 2
75mm x 10mm galvanised with washers and nuts 75mm 60 Only Fixings Cup Head Bolts Granholm Wooden Box 2
100mm x 10mm galvanised with washers and nuts 100mm 130 Only Fixings Cup Head Bolts Granholm Wooden Box 2
120mm x 10mm galvanised with washers and nuts 120mm 27 Only Fixings Cup Head Bolts Granholm Wooden Box 2
150mm x 10mm galvanised with washers and nuts 150mm 24 Only Fixings Cup Head Bolts Granholm Wooden Box 2
170mm x 12mm galvanised with washers and nuts 170mm 15 Only Fixings Cup Head Bolts Granholm Wooden Box 2
100mm x12mm galvanised with washers and nuts 100mm 8 Only Fixings Cup Head Bolts Granholm Wooden Box 2
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Coach screws 50mm 50 Only Fixings Coach screws Granholm Wooden Box 2
Coach screws 10mm x 100mm 5 Only Fixings Coach screws Granholm Wooden Box 2
Coach screws 10mm x 120mm 8 Only Fixings Coach screws Granholm Wooden Box 2
Coach screws 10mm x 150mm 8 Only Fixings Coach screws Granholm Wooden Box 2
Coach screws 12mm x 75 mm 6 Only Fixings Coach screws Granholm Wooden Box 2
Coach screws 12mm x 100mm 8 Only Fixings Coach screws Granholm Wooden Box 2
Coach screws 12mm x 120mm 8 Only Fixings Coach screws Granholm Wooden Box 2
Coach screws 12mm x 150mm 8 Only Fixings Coach screws Granholm Wooden Box 2
Steel washers 16mm 36 Only Fixings Steel washers Granholm Wooden Box 2
Nyloc nuts M16 9 Only Fixings Nyloc nuts Granholm Wooden Box 2
Threaded rod joiner nuts M12 6 Only Fixings Threaded rod joiner nuts Granholm Wooden Box 2
Galvanised nuts M12 30 Only Fixings Galvanised nuts Granholm Wooden Box 2
Joist Hangers 45mm x 100mm 11 Only Fixings Joist Hangers Granholm Wooden Box 2
Galvanised angle brackets 6 Only Fixings Galvanised angle brackets Granholm Wooden Box 2
Bullet head galvanised 25mm x 1.6mm x 2.5kg 25 kg Fixings Nails Granholm Wooden Box 3
Bullet head galvanised 50mm x 2.15mm x 25kg 25 kg Fixings Nails Granholm Wooden Box 3
Bullet head galvanised 75mm x 3.75mm x 25kg 25 kg Fixings Nails Granholm Wooden Box 3
Clouts 25mm 300 Only Fixings clouts Granholm Wooden Box 3
5 piece chisel set 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
handsaws 3 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
nail bags 2 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
5m tape measures 2 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
8m tape measures 3 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
small ball pein hammer 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
claw hammers 3 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
small jemmy bar 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
lump hammer 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
bolster 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
wire brush 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
mastic gun 4 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
straight tin snips 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
10" multigrips 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
carpenters pencils 8 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
putty knife 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
large vice grips 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
paint scraper 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
garden trowels 2 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
stapler 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
rat tail files 4 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
pointing trowel 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
30m tape 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
12mm staples 1 box Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
10mm staples 1 box Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
multisaw 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
multisaw blades 2 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
small pinch bar 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
hack saws 2 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
hacksaw blades 40 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
pop rivet gun 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
lazy tong rivet gun 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
calipers 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
robertson hand drivers small and medium 2 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
cutter knife 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
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nail punch 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
spring clamp 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
work bench dogs 2 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
drift rods 1 set Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
panasonic cordless drill with spare battery, 1 Only Tools Battery Granholm Box 1 (metal)
steel fixers pliers 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 1 (metal)
handsaws 2 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
chisel 6mm 2 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
chisel 12mm 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
chisel 32mm 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
small ball pein hammer 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
claw hammer 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
small jemmy bars 2 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
large jemmy bar 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
combination square 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
bevel gauges 2 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
lump hammer 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
bolster 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
wirebrush 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
mastic gun 2 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
left hand tin snips 2 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
15" multigrips 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
12 " shifter 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
8" shifter 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
10" shifter 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
side cutters 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
long nosed pliers 2 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
pincers 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
panasonic cordless drill and spare battery with battery charger 1 Only Tools Battery Granholm Box 2 (metal)
200mm brace 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
screwdriver bit for brace 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
stanley number 4 plane 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
oil can 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
mallet 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
triangle scraper 3 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
small cold chisels 2 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
medium cold chisels 2 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
large cold chisels 2 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
robertson handdrivers small and medium 2 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
cutter knife 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
centre punch 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
plastic spring clamp 2 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
flat file 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
large slotted screw driver 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
large ball pein hammer 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
off set left hand tin snips 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 2 (metal)
hose clamps 200mm 2 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 3 (metal)
hose clamps 100mm 2 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 3 (metal)
hose clamps 50mm 2 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 3 (metal)
gas heating torch 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 3 (metal)
250mm sliding bar clamps 4 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 3 (metal)
600mm sliding bar clamps 4 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 3 (metal)
14 piece screwdriver set 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 3 (metal)
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10 piece holesaw set 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 3 (metal)
9" angle grinder 1 Only Tools Electric Granholm Box 3 (metal)
spare gas regulator and fittings 1 Only gas spares Granholm Box 3 (metal)
extension cords 15m 1 Only Tools Electric Granholm Box 4 (metal)
extension cords 20m 1 Only Tools Electric Granholm Box 4 (metal)
extension cords 10m 2 Only Tools Electric Granholm Box 4 (metal)
extension cords 25m 1 Only Tools Electric Granholm Box 4 (metal)
RCD four plug power box 1 Only Tools Electric Granholm Box 4 (metal)
double adapters 2 Only Tools Electric Granholm Box 4 (metal)
7 1/4" circular saw + blades 2 Only Tools Electric Granholm Box 10 (metal)
9" grinder 1 Only Tools Electric Granholm Box 10 (metal)
belt sander 1 Only Tools Electric Granholm Box 10 (metal)
electric planer 1 Only Tools Electric Granholm Box 10 (metal)
planer guide 1 Only Tools Electric Granholm Box 10 (metal)
router and set of bits 1 Only Tools Electric Granholm Box 10 (metal)
right angle drill 1 Only Tools Electric Granholm Box 10 (metal)
jigsaw 1 Only Tools Electric Granholm Box 10 (metal)
electric drill 10mm chuck 1 Only Tools Electric Granholm Box 10 (metal)
electric screwgun 1 Only Tools Electric Granholm Box 10 (metal)
metabo heat gun 2 Only Tools Electric Granholm Box 10 (metal)
720 watt percussion drill 1 Only Tools Electric Granholm Box 10 (metal)
115mm grinder 1 Only Tools Electric Granholm Box 10 (metal)
abortech grinder 1 Only Tools Electric Granholm Box 10 (metal)
electric reciprocating saw 1 Only Tools Electric Granholm Box 10 (metal)
electric drill 10mm keyless chuck 1 Only Tools Electric Granholm Box 10 (metal)
rain jackets 2 Only Clothing safety Granholm Box 8 (metal)
waterproof bib and brace 3 Only Clothing safety Granholm Box 8 (metal)
chainsaw chaps 2 Only Clothing safety Granholm Box 8 (metal)
box of ear plugs 80 pair Clothing safety Granholm Box 8 (metal)
welding mask 1 Only Clothing safety Granholm Box 8 (metal)
welding mask lenses 2 Only Clothing safety Granholm Box 8 (metal)
welding gloves 1 pair Clothing safety Granholm Box 8 (metal)
ear muffs 6 Only Clothing safety Granholm Box 8 (metal)
safety glasses 3 Only Clothing safety Granholm Box 8 (metal)
antivibration gloves 1 pair Clothing safety Granholm Box 8 (metal)
knee pads 8 Only Clothing safety Granholm Box 8 (metal)
rubber gloves 1 pair Clothing safety Granholm Box 8 (metal)
wollen gloves 3 pair Clothing safety Granholm Box 8 (metal)
cotton gloves 12 pair Clothing safety Granholm Box 8 (metal)
disposable rubber gloves 100 pair Clothing safety Granholm Box 8 (metal)
barrier man overalls 1 Only Clothing safety Granholm Box 8 (metal)
9" metal cutting disks 21 Only Tools Consumable Granholm Box 12 (metal)
115mm metal cutting disks 5 Only Tools Consumable Granholm Box 12 (metal)
115mm metal grinding disks 14 Only Tools Consumable Granholm Box 12 (metal)
115mm sanding disks 80 grit 6 Only Tools Consumable Granholm Box 12 (metal)
115mm sanding disks 60 grit 6 Only Tools Consumable Granholm Box 12 (metal)
belts for belt sander 80 grit 4 Only Tools Consumable Granholm Box 12 (metal)
belts for belt sander 60 grit 3 Only Tools Consumable Granholm Box 12 (metal)
electric planer blades + fitting kit 1 Only Tools Consumable Granholm Box 12 (metal)
reciprocating saw blades metal 29 Only Tools Consumable Granholm Box 12 (metal)
reciprocating saw blades wood 1 Only Tools Consumable Granholm Box 12 (metal)
sandpaper sheets 80grit 80 grit 3 Only Tools Consumable Granholm Box 12 (metal)
sandpaper sheets100grit 100 grit 6 Only Tools Consumable Granholm Box 12 (metal)
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sandpaper sheets 60grit 60 grit 3 Only Tools Consumable Granholm Box 12 (metal)
sandpaper sheets 220grit 220 grit 3 Only Tools Consumable Granholm Box 12 (metal)
sandpaper sheets 240grit 240 grit 3 Only Tools Consumable Granholm Box 12 (metal)
spade bit extension driver 2 Only Tools drilling Granholm Box 12 (metal)
spade bit set full range 6-35mm 1 Only Tools drilling Granholm Box 12 (metal)
25mmx400mm auger bit 1 Only Tools drilling Granholm Box 12 (metal)
long series drill bits 3/8" 1 Only Tools drilling Granholm Box 12 (metal)
long series drill bits 1/8" 2 Only Tools drilling Granholm Box 12 (metal)
long series drill bits 1/4" 2 Only Tools drilling Granholm Box 12 (metal)
long series drill bits 1/2" 1 Only Tools drilling Granholm Box 12 (metal)
metal drill set (missing 13mm) 1 Only Tools drilling Granholm Box 12 (metal)
metal drill set (missing 1/4,1/8) 1 Only Tools drilling Granholm Box 12 (metal)
metal drill set (missing 1/2, 3/16,11/64, 5/32, 9/64) 1 Only Tools drilling Granholm Box 12 (metal)
assorted driver bits, robertson, phillips, hexhead, bugle head, slotted heaps Only Tools drilling Granholm Box 12 (metal)
7 1/4 circular saw blade 1 Only Tools Electric Granholm Box 12 (metal)
7 1/4 circular saw guide 1 Only Tools Electric Granholm Box 12 (metal)
arbortech kit 1 Only Tools Electric Granholm Box 12 (metal)
string lines 4 Only Tools Hand Granholm Box 12 (metal)
jigsaw blades 50 Only Tools Consumable Granholm Box 12 (metal)
hilti masonary bits SDS max chuck to suit large makita hammer drill 25mm 2 Only Tools drilling Granholm Box 12 (metal)
hilti masonary bits SDS max chuck to suit large makita hammer drill 32mm 2 Only Tools drilling Granholm Box 12 (metal)
bulldog clamps, gal for 10mm wire rope 2 Only Hardware cable Granholm Fish bin 2
bulldog clamps, gal for 12mm wire rope 29 Only Hardware cable Granholm Fish bin 2
bulldog clamps, gal for 6.5mm wire rope 30 Only Hardware cable Granholm Fish bin 2
D shackles galvanised 10mm 8 Only Hardware cable Granholm Fish bin 2
D shackles galvanised 12mm 1 Only Hardware cable Granholm Fish bin 2
D shackles galvanised 6mm 2 Only Hardware cable Granholm Fish bin 2
D shackles galvanised 20mm 11 Only Hardware cable Granholm Fish bin 2
thimbles 10mm 8 Only Hardware cable Granholm Fish bin 2
thimbles 12mm 15 Only Hardware cable Granholm Fish bin 2
thimbles 6mm 2 Only Hardware cable Granholm Fish bin 2
wire rope 10mm galvanised 20 metres Hardware cable Granholm Fish bin 2
wire rope 6.5mm galvanised 20 metres Hardware cable Granholm Fish bin 2
bow shackles 10mm 3 Only Hardware cable Granholm Fish bin 2
turnbuckles 20mm 4 Only Hardware cable Granholm Fish bin 2
turnbuckles 12mm 1 Only Hardware cable Granholm Fish bin 2
rock eyelets and wedges 4 Only Hardware cable Granholm Fish bin 2
stainless steel eyelets 6mm 8 Only Hardware cable Granholm Fish bin 2
aluminium brackets (left over stair tread supports) 10 Only Hardware cable Granholm Fish bin 2
ratchet straps 8 sets Hardware tie down Granholm Fish bin 3
purbond glue 1 litre Liquid Adhesive Granholm Fish bin 7
locktite 100 ml Liquid Adhesive Granholm Fish bin 7
linseed oil 500 ml Liquid oils Granholm Fish bin 7
mineral turps 500 ml Liquid cleaning Granholm Fish bin 7
paper dust masks 21 Only Tools safety Granholm Fish bin 7
RP7 can 1 Only Liquid lube Granholm Fish bin 7
machine oil 120 ml Liquid lube Granholm Fish bin 7
fuel funnels 4 Only Tools sundry Granholm Fish bin 7
spare jerry can spout 1 Only Tools sundry Granholm Fish bin 7
safety goggles 3 Only Tools safety Granholm Fish bin 7
multi purpose grease 500 gram Liquid lube Granholm Fish bin 7
contact glue 250 ml Liquid Adhesive Granholm Fish bin 7
duct tape  rolls 2 Only Hardware tape Granholm Fish bin 7
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masking tape 2 Only Hardware tape Granholm Fish bin 7
wire brush 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Fish bin 7
note pad 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Fish bin 7
feeler gauge metric 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Fish bin 7
feeler gauge imperial 1 Only Tools Hand Granholm Fish bin 7
spare sled bolts 2 Only Fixings bolts Granholm Fish bin 7
sikaflex sausages 19 Only Liquid Adhesive Granholm Fish bin 11
nozzles for sausagegun 2 Only Tools Adhesive Granholm Fish bin 11
sausagegun with seized nozzle 1 Only Tools Adhesive Granholm Fish bin 11
plastic mushroom bolt m16 17 Only Fixings nylon Granholm Fish bin 11
new quad battery dry with acid 2 Only Quad Parts Granholm Fish bin 12
2 litre measuring jug for oil 1 Only Quad tools Granholm Fish bin 12
RP7 1 Only Liquid lube Granholm Fish bin 12
spark plugs 9 Only Quad Parts Granholm Fish bin 12
plug spanners 2 Only Quad tools Granholm Fish bin 12
air filters 4 Only Quad Parts Granholm Fish bin 12
choke replacement kits 5 Only Quad Parts Granholm Fish bin 12
throttle cable 1 Only Quad Parts Granholm Fish bin 12
o rings 5 Only Quad Parts Granholm Fish bin 12
sump plug washers 5 Only Quad Parts Granholm Fish bin 12
spark plugs 3 Only Dunlite Generator Parts Granholm Fish bin 12
airfilter 1 Only Dunlite Generator Parts Granholm Fish bin 12
CRC 5-56 1 Only Liquid lube Granholm Fish bin 13
CRC softseal 2 Only Sealant Consumable Granholm Fish bin 13
white spraypaint 1 Only Liquid paint Granholm Fish bin 13
zinc rich primer spray 1 Only Liquid paint Granholm Fish bin 13
killrust white enamel spray 1 Only Liquid paint Granholm Fish bin 13
white fast dry oilbased paint 2 4 litre can Liquid paint Granholm Fish bin 13
grey fast oilbased paint 2 litre Liquid paint Granholm Fish bin 13
mineral turps 500 ml Liquid cleaning Granholm Fish bin 13
butane cartridges for cookers 2 Only Gas Consumable Granholm Fish bin 13
neatsfoot oil 300 ml Liquid oils Granholm Fish bin 13
paint rollers 2 Only Tools Paint Granholm Fish bin 13
roller tray 1 Only Tools Paint Granholm Fish bin 13
4 inch brush 1 Only Tools Paint Granholm Fish bin 13
contact glue 100 ml Liquid Adhesive Granholm Fish bin 13
rapidset grout 30 kg Fixings cement Granholm Fish bin 10
batten(buglehead) screws galv  150 mm 60 Only Fixings screws Granholm Fish bin 14
batten(buglehead) screws galv 100 mm 950 Only Fixings screws Granholm Fish bin 14
batten(buglehead) screws galv 75 mm 950 Only Fixings screws Granholm Fish bin 14
batten(buglehead) screws galv 50 mm 100 Only Fixings screws Granholm Fish bin 14
buglehead squaredrive black powdercoat 150 mm 30 Only Fixings screws Granholm Fish bin 14
batten(buglehead) screws galv 200 mm 30 Only Fixings screws Granholm Fish bin 14
adhesive foam strip 9x6mmx20m 1 roll Hardware sealer Granholm Loose in Granholme
foam joint strips(75x25x 7m) 1 pack Hardware sealer Granholm High shelf loose items
foam sleeping mats 2 Only field sleeping Granholm High shelf loose items
sleeping bag 1 Only field sleeping Granholm High shelf loose items
glass panel 500x400x 4mm 1 Only Hardware building Granholm High shelf loose items
climbing helmets 3 Only Clothing safety Granholm High shelf loose items
rags 2 large bag Hardware sundry Granholm High shelf loose items
ext weather sensor housings 2 Only Hardware sundry Granholm High shelf loose items
Malthoid dampcourse 2 20m Hardware sealer Granholm Lower shelf items
hoop iron strap 1 45m Hardware building Granholm Lower shelf items
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tie wire 2 roll Hardware building Granholm Lower shelf items
Tent pegs 10 Only field equipment Granholm Lower shelf items
dolphin torches (no batteries) 2 Only Tools Battery Granholm Lower shelf items
height staff 1 Only Tools hand Granholm Lower shelf items
flood lights 2 Only Tools Electric Granholm Lower shelf items
4mm cord 300 ml field cord Granholm Lower shelf items
putty 2 kg Hardware sealer Granholm Lower shelf items
builders square 1 Only Tools hand Granholm Lower shelf items
screwdriver set 10 piece 1 Only Tools hand Granholm Lower shelf items
large plastic garbage bags 15 Only Hardware sundry Granholm Lower shelf items
polyester 8mm sinking line 280 metres Hardware rope Granholm Lower shelf items
metric spanner set 1 Only Tools hand Granholm Green canvas bag:
imperial spanner set 1 Only Tools hand Granholm Green canvas bag:
1/2" drive 40 piece socket set metric and imperial 1 Only Tools hand Granholm Green canvas bag:
1/4" drive 23 piece socket set metric and imperial 1 Only Tools hand Granholm Green canvas bag:
fluorescent tubes 3 Only electrical spares Granholm Top shelf items
dewalt radial arm dropsaw 1 Only Tools Electric Granholm Top shelf items
Dewalt saw bench 1 Only Tools Electric Granholm Top shelf items
spare 60 tooth dropsaw blade 1 Only Tools Electric Granholm Top shelf items
8mm galvanised guy wire 3 roll Hardware building Granholm Top shelf items
weather shield sarking 20 metres Hardware sealer Granholm Top shelf items
bag of tent pegs and snow stakes 1 bag field equipment Granholm Top shelf items
Green bag with assortment of cable ties 1 lot electrical ties Granholm Top shelf items
Black plastic 2.4m wide 30 metres Archeological spares Granholm Other loose items
copper earth rods 2 Only electrical earthing Granholm Other loose items
fire blanket 1 Only fire safety Granholm Other loose items
1m2 photographic grids 2 Only Archeological tools Granholm Other loose items
guy rope cutters 1 Only Tools hand Granholm Other loose items
gas regulator kit 1 Only gas parts Granholm Other loose items
900mm spirit level 1 Only Tools hand Granholm Other loose items
Makita Rotary Hammer drill (SDS max chuck) 1 Only Tools Electric Granholm Other loose items
Dewalt cordless drills 2 Only Tools Battery Granholm Other loose items
batteries to suit dewalt cordless drill 9 Only Tools Battery Granholm Other loose items
battery chargers for dewalt cordles drill 2 Only Tools Battery Granholm Other loose items
baileys 900mm step ladder 1 Only Tools Ladder Granholm Other loose items
baileys 1800mm step ladder 1 Only Tools Ladder Granholm Other loose items
baileys extension ladder 1 Only Tools Ladder Granholm Other loose items
saw benches 2 Only Tools benches Granholm Other loose items
saw horses 2 Only Tools benches Granholm Other loose items
Candles 8 Only field equipment Granholm Front room
Redhead matches 20 box field equipment Granholm Front room
Tilley lamp 1 Only field equipment Granholm Front room
crevasse travel kit 1 Only field equipment Granholm Front room
3 person survival kit 1 Only field equipment Granholm Front room
shellite fuel 13 litre Liquid Fuel Granholm Front room
petrol 15 litre Liquid Fuel Granholm Front room
gas burner 1 Only field equipment Granholm Front room
8.5 kg gas bottle (1/2 full) 1 Only Gas gas Granholm Front room
square mouth shovels 2 Only Tools hand Granholm Front room
snow shovel 1 Only Tools hand Granholm Front room
spades 2 Only Tools hand Granholm Front room
sledge hammer 1 Only Tools hand Granholm Front room
stainless steel flat bar 50mm x 3mm x 2m 4 Only Hardware building Granholm Under
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galvanised flat bar 50mm x 4mm x 1.2m 1 Only Hardware building Granholm Under
galvanised flat bar 100mm x 4mm x 1.8m 1 Only Hardware building Granholm Under
galvanised flat bar 100mm x 4mm x 1.7m 1 Only Hardware building Granholm Under
galvanised flat bar 130mm x 4mm x 1.8 1 Only Hardware building Granholm Under
galvanised flat bar 150mm x 4mm x 1.8m 2 Only Hardware building Granholm Under
galvanised flat bar 220mm x 4mm x1.8m 3 Only Hardware building Granholm Under
galvanised plate 2mm x 1.8m x 0.9m 1 Only Hardware building Granholm Under
ridge flashing 2.4 3 Only Hardware building Granholm Under
300mm lead flashing 300mm 5 roll Hardware building Granholm Under
saw horses 2 Only Tools benches Granholm Under
Front wheel and tyre (new) 2 Only Quad spares Granholm Lower shelf items
Battery, Li Ion for Vernier Caliper xxV 1 only Battery Non Rechargeable Granholm Electrical Box
Battery Terminals Large 2 only Battery Terminator Granholm Electrical Box
Holesaw 20mm 2 only Tools Drillbit Granholm Electrical Box
Holesaw 25mm  2 only Tools Drillbit Granholm Electrical Box
Alligator Clips Large 1 only Electrical Accessory Granholm Electrical Box
Alligator Clips Small 1 only Electrical Accessory Granholm Electrical Box
Alligator Clips Small 2 Pairs Electrical Accessory Granholm Electrical Box
Alligator Clips Large 2 Pairs Electrical Accessory Granholm Electrical Box
Gland, PVC 20mm 1 only Electrical Accessory Granholm Electrical Box
Gland, PVC 25mm 1 only Electrical Accessory Granholm Electrical Box
Gland, PVC 32mm 2 only Electrical Accessory Granholm Electrical Box
Heat Shrink, Black 5mm 1 metres Electrical Accessory Granholm Electrical Box
Heat Shrink, Black 10mm 1 metres Electrical Accessory Granholm Electrical Box
Heat Shrink, Red 5mm 1 metres Electrical Accessory Granholm Electrical Box
Heat Shrink, Red 10mm 1 metres Electrical Accessory Granholm Electrical Box
Jumper Leads Large 1 only Electrical Cable Granholm Cable Box
Active Link Medium 1 only Electrical Connector Granholm Electrical Box
Cigarette Lighter Fitting, Female Standard 1 only Electrical Connector Granholm Electrical Box
Cigarette Lighter Fitting, Male Standard 2 only Electrical Connector Granholm Electrical Box
Connectors 1 screw 80 only Electrical Connector Granholm Electrical Box
Connectors 2 screw 40 only Electrical Connector Granholm Electrical Box
Neutral Link Medium 1 only Electrical Connector Granholm Electrical Box
Terminal Strip Medium 3 only Electrical Connector Granholm Electrical Box
Terminal Strip Large 2 only Electrical Connector Granholm Electrical Box
Bolt Lugs 16mm x M8 3 Pairs Electrical Crimp Granholm Electrical Box
Bolt Lugs 2.5mm x 5M 80 only Electrical Crimp Granholm Electrical Box
Bolt Lugs 4mm x 5M 5 only Electrical Crimp Granholm Electrical Box
Bolt Lugs 4mm x M5 4 only Electrical Crimp Granholm Electrical Box
Bolt Lugs 2.5mm x M5 8 only Electrical Crimp Granholm Electrical Box
Links 2.5mm 8 only Electrical Crimp Granholm Electrical Box
Links 4mm 8 only Electrical Crimp Granholm Electrical Box
Spade Lugs, Female 4mm 3 only Electrical Crimp Granholm Electrical Box
Spade Lugs, Female 2.5mm 45 only Electrical Crimp Granholm Electrical Box
Spade Lugs, Male 4mm 3 only Electrical Crimp Granholm Electrical Box
Spade Lugs, Male 2.5mm 6 only Electrical Crimp Granholm Electrical Box
Building Wire Black 0.75mm 20 metres Electrical Cable Granholm Cable Box
Building Wire Red 0.75mm 20 metres Electrical Cable Granholm Cable Box
High amp, Low Volt 2.5mm 20 metres Electrical Cable Granholm Cable Box
Speaker Cable 0.75mm 100 metres Electrical Cable Granholm Cable Box
Speaker Cable 2.5mm 6 metres Electrical Cable Granholm Cable Box
Speaker Cable 2.5mm 20 metres Electrical Cable Granholm Cable Box
Building Wire Red 2.5mm 120 metres Electrical Cable Granholm Cable Box
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Building Wire, Earth 2.5mm 30 metres Electrical Cable Granholm Cable Box
Building Wire, Earth 4mm 20 metres Electrical Cable Granholm Cable Box
Building Wire, White 2.5mm 70 metres Electrical Cable Granholm Cable Box
Orange Circular (Low Temp) 2.5mm 6 metres Electrical Cable Granholm Cable Box
Orange Circular (Low Temp) 1.5mm 50 metres Electrical Cable Granholm Cable Box
TPS 3core + earth 1.5mm 3 metres Electrical Cable Granholm Cable Box
TPS 3core + earth 1.5mm 20 metres Electrical Cable Sorensen Underneath
Cord Extension Socket (WP) 10A 2 only Electrical Cable Granholm Electrical Box
Plug Top (WP) 10A 2 only Electrical Terminator Granholm Electrical Box
Conduit, PVC 20mm 16 metres Electrical Conduit Granholm Underneath
Saddles 20mm 15 only Electrical Fixing Granholm Electrical Box
Elbow 20mm 3 only Electrical PVC fitting Granholm Electrical Box
Junction, 2 way (Elbow) 20mm 2 only Electrical PVC fitting Granholm Electrical Box
Junction, 3 way 20mm 7 only Electrical PVC fitting Granholm Electrical Box
Earth Clips Standard 2 only Electrical earthing Granholm Electrical Box
Blank Plate Standard 1 only Electrical Accessory Granholm Electrical Box
Light Switch 1 Gang 1 only Electrical Accessory Granholm Electrical Box
Insulation Tape 5 colours Standard 6 only Electrical Consumable Granholm Electrical Box
Cable Ties 200mm 60 only Electrical Consumable Granholm Electrical Box
Cable Ties 150mm 80 only Electrical Consumable Granholm Electrical Box
Cable Ties 100mm 60 only Electrical Consumable Granholm Electrical Box
Automotive Fuse, Blade 30 amp 5 only Electrical Safety Granholm Electrical Box
Automotive Fuse, Glass 3 amp, 5mm x 20mm 10 only Electrical Safety Granholm Electrical Box
Automotive Fuse, Glass 3 amp, 6mm x 30mm 20 only Electrical Safety Granholm Electrical Box
Automotive Fuse, Glass 15 amp, 6mm x 30mm 10 only Electrical Safety Granholm Electrical Box
Automotive Fuse, Glass 10 amp, 6mm x 30mm 15 only Electrical Safety Granholm Electrical Box
Automotive Fuse, Glass 7.5 amp, 6mm x 30mm 10 only Electrical Safety Granholm Electrical Box
Automotive Fuse, Glass 2A, M205 6 only Electrical Safety Granholm Electrical Box
Automotive Fuse, Glass 1A, M205 6 only Electrical Safety Granholm Electrical Box
Insulation Tester 500v 1 only Electrical Testing Granholm Electrical Box
Clamp Meter Current 1 only Electrical Testing Granholm Electrical Box
Multi Meter Multi 1 only Electrical Testing Granholm Electrical Box
RCD Tester RCD 1 only Electrical Testing Granholm Electrical Box
Wire Stripper Various 1 only Electrical Tool Granholm Electrical Box
Wire Crimper Various 1 only Electrical Tool Granholm Electrical Box
Philips 30mm 100 only Fixing Screw Granholm Electrical Box
Stainless Steel nut and bolt set 25mm x M5 10 sets Fixing Screw Granholm Electrical Box
Washer head 12mm 100 only Fixing Screw Granholm Electrical Box
Foam Filter 3mm thick 1 sq metres Dunlite Generator Spare Granholm Electrical Box
Black foam weather seal 25mm 2.5 metres Dunlite Generator Spare Granholm Electrical Box
Capacitors (from Fluoros) 4mF 5 only Electrical Parts Granholm Electrical Box
Torch Globes 10w 5 only Electrical Parts Granholm Electrical Box
Tubes, 500w Halogen 500w 2 only Electrical Parts Granholm Electrical Box
Thread Tape, white Standard 3 only Plumbing Water Granholm Electrical Box
Crimp Kit Assorted 1.5mm to 4mm 1 only Electrical Crimp Granholm Electrical Box
Plug Top (WP) 32A, 4 pin 3 only Electrical Terminator Granholm Blue Battery Box
High Tension Cable 16mm2 10 metres Electrical Cable Granholm Blue Battery Box
Battery plugs Large 2 only Electrical Terminator Granholm Blue Battery Box
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Sorensen Inventory: Hut
Equipment Quantity

Bedding Sleeping Bags (Down) 7
Foam Matresses (thick) 5
Air Mattresses 12
Pillows 11
Bear skin rugs 14
Foam mats 12
Sleeping Bag liners 12

Conservation 
Equipment in Nally 
Bin Zip lock bags assorted lots

glass vials 20
plastic vials 20
oil brushes 10
white gloves 20 pairs
sidchrome 0 - 200 electronic 
digital caliper 1

Furniture folding chairs with backs 8

stitching starting on 
back rests coming 
apart, bring down 
sewing kit to repair

plastic stools 7

Double bunk 1
used for shelving in 
kitchen

large table 1

Gas Equipment Gas heaters 2
Gas regulators 3
gas thread tape 0.5 roll x 2
Loxeal adhesive for as and 
liquids 1 x 100ml
butane gas cartridges 2 x 220gms for gas cooker

Survival equipment ice axes 10
survival sleeping bags 8
bivy bags 8
thermal mats 8

plastic buckles
large bag 
misc

compass 3
whistles 4

OH&S fire extinguishers 1
2.25 kg dry chemical 
tested 2005

helmets, full face 2
first aid kit (bandaids and 
dressings only) 1
Suncream 30 110ml 30+
Suncream 1 500ml 30+
Wet Ones 4 boxes
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sorbelene 2 500ml pump pack
Dettol liquid wash 2 250ml pump pack
reusable hand warmer packs 8

single use hand warmer packs 20
Chlorhexadine 0.5% 1 250ml
Aquim alcohol hand wash 1 500ml

Fuel petrol 40 litres

gas bottles, 8.5kgs 12 full 3 part used, 1 empty
gasoline containers 20 litres 
(empty) 6
gasoline containers 10 litres 
(empty) 5
gasoline containers 15 litres 
(empty) 1

Printing printer/installation CD Canon PIXMA IP1200

Requires Ink: 
Black FINE 
cartridge PG-40, 
Colour FINE 
cartridge CL41

power boards 2
printing paper 3.5 reams

Toilet/Refuse/Clean
ing brown poo bags 60

Supplier is: Protect A 
Clean, 32 - 36 
Sunderland St, 
Moonah, Tas.

Rubbish Bags 50
woven plastic, 940 x 
610mm

metal tins 8
lids no longer work as 
clips have all broken

replace with 
plastic lidded 
buckets

white plastic buckets 4 23 litre
pegs not enough need MORE
dust pan and brush 2
broom 1
small sewing kit 1
toilet paper 104 rolls
baby powder 0 bring more next year

Misc snow seal waterproofing 2 half jars
cord (synthetic, 3mm) 50 metres
wet stone 1
plastic sledges 2
shovels 3
bike pumps 4
tubeless tire repair kit for radial 
tyres 1
nally bins (empty) lots

Equipment Base radio 1
small box generator spares 1
bilge pump 1
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BNC audio cable for 
microphone 1 15 metres
Sennheiser directional 
microphone MKE 300 1

metal detector with 3 x 9 volt 
batteries and user manual 1

spare antenna for VHF radio 2

VHF type MD external 
whip antenna with 
coaxial cable

Sorensen tool box

contains 
pliers, 
screwdrivers 
and misc 
small tools

Documentation
Project Blizzard Cargo Loading 
list
Mawsons Hut Historic Site 
Conservation Management 
Plan 2001
Commonwealth Bay Hut Log 
1978
Operating Manuals for all 
equipment in a folder
Field Season 2002 Report
Sorensen Hut Log Book
Ship Code Card

Books Mawsons Antarctic Diaries
The Cook is the Captain

Australias Wild Islands
A McGregor, Q 
Chester

Two Below Zero
McIntyre with Peter 
Meredith

Mawsons Huts: an antarctic 
expedition journal A. McGregor
Dictionary of Games J.B. Pick
A month in the country J.L. Carr
The Last Explorer, Hubert 
Wilkins Simon Nasht
The White Masai Corinne Hofmann
Storm and Sorrow Robert Craig

DVD'S Little Britain 2nd series
Stripes
Learn to play acoustic guitar

Lampoons European Vacation
Blues Brothers
Raw
The Best of the Two Ronnies
Snatch
Layer Cake
Lock Stock and Two smoking 
barrels
Team America
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Black adder 2

CD's Interview with Eric Webb 6 discs
Sir Douglas Mawson; the story 
of the AAE
Linux live and install CD

Maps Survey by Crispo 85-86

Games backgammon/checkers
cards
guitar
cricket set
xmas decorations
Uno
Dominos
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Sorensen Inventory: 
Kitchen
Kitchen Equipment Quantity Size
Rambo Gas Burner Model No; RB61761P with 
gas regulator and hose 1
Aluminium saucepan 3 4 litre none with lids
Aluminium saucepan 1 3 litre with lid
Aluminium saucepan 3 2 litre with lids
Aluminium saucepan 2 1.5 litre with lid
Aluminium saucepan 1 1 litre with lid
stock pot 1 15 litres with lid
large pans for melting snow 2 20 litres
fry pan, medium 1
fry pan, large 1
large deep baking tray 1
large shallow baking tray 3
bread tins 4
muffin tin (12) 1
cake tin 1 22cm
glass casserole and lid 1 3 litre
colander, large, stainless steel 1
stove top kettle 1
billy can with spout 1 no lid
coffee plunger 1 1.5 litre
stove top toaster 1
bowl pyrex 1 3 litre
bowl, plastic 2 5 litres
bowl, stainless steel 2 1.5 litre
bowl, stainless steel 2 4 litre
Nalgene Bottles 4 1 litre
measuring jug, plastic 1 1 litre
measuring jug, plastic 2 2 litres
measuring cap set 1
measuring spoon set 1
Metal Thermos flasks 3 1 litre
chopping boards 7
pepper grinder 1
salt shaker 1
tea egg 1
potato peelers 9
large slotted spoons, stainless steel 2
wooden spoons 4
soup ladle 1
large chefs knife 1
bread knife 1
cutting knives 2
baking spatulas 3
frying spatulas 2
large metal tongs 2
plastic sieve/strainer 1
can openers 3
noodle servers 2
scrubbing brushes for dishes 2
small scrubbing brush for hands 1
water containers 5 25 litres
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plastic container, with sealable lid 1 10 litre
plastic container, with sealable lid 1 4 litre
plastic container, with sealable lid 2 2 litre
plastic container, with sealable lid 3 1 litre
plastic container, with sealable lid 2 500ml
serving spoons 4
knives 14
forks 16
desert spoons 11
soup spoons 13
teaspoons 5
soup plates 17
dinner plates 25
bread plates 9
cups, insulated 14
wine glasses, plastic 3
tea towels 12

Sugestions for next year
tea pot
another stove top kettle
Easio (yoghurt maker)
clear plastic wide mouth screw top jar (for 
sprouts)
golden wattle cookery book
Large plastic jugs
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